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CUBAN INVASION BEGUN.
TSE EXCELENCE OF SYSUP OF FIGS
is dtie not only to the originality and
£!“Pjicity of the combination, but also
to tHfe care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co.

only, and we wish to impress upon
importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Jigs is manufactured
all the

by the California Fig Sybup Co.

only,

a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the naipe of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the natne of
the Company—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

MAINE REGIMENT ARRIVES.
Eight

CERVERA’S COLLIER CAUGHT*

Volunteer

Regiments Ordered
From Chickamauga to Tampa.

Steamer Restormel Had

OUR TROOPS

Chickamauga National Park, May 80.—
The; 1st Maine [Infantry, ^021 officers
greatest excitement prevailed in and men in command of Col. L. H.
lamp Thomas today over a rumor that a Kendall, arrived today and was assigned,
had been
issued to all to the third brigade of the third
;enoral order
division,
roops in o amp here to proceed at onoej of the 8d Corps.
The rumor when traced to
;o Tampa.
Jtisl before the decoration services at
ts source proved to bo only partly true, the National
oemetery began today in
inly eight regiments being affected by Chattanooga, two details of soldiers from
the war department, as the 6th Illinois regiment entered the cemm order from
'ollows:
etery with the oodles of Privates
First Ohio, 157th Indiana, 3d PennsylBosley and Ludwig Bohreft, of that
vania and 1st Illinois, to be commanded
regiment, accompanied by a baud playby Brigadier General Simon Snyder; 2d ing a dead march. The cortege reached
69th New York, 5th Mary- the
Sew York,
spot in the oemetery selected for the
land and 1st District of Columbia, under
interment, where a vast congregation
command of
Brigadier General Louis had gathered to witness the military ser3. Carpenter.
vioe for the dead. Chaplain Davis of tho
These regiments are ordered'to proceed 5th Illinois held a
religious service, after
it once to Tampa and the work of prepa- which the
remains ofXthe two [soldiers
ation began tonight.
Were burled and the military salutes were
With
those regiments that arrived tofired over the graves.
c lay the troops at the park number 45,COO.
The heroes of 61-65 then covered with
Ihe regiments ; going away, [number Bowers the new made mounds.

West, Hay SO,—According to | reel. She sailed for San Juan de Porto
Lieut. J.A. Pattison, who is in command Rico Where the Spaniards expected tq
coal. San Juan being deSjfte'J unsafd,
of the prize crew that brought
in
the
Curacao was selected, but the aSliltft'
Restormel, her capture was a very com- failed to connect
with the flept there and
was ordered to Santiago.
monplace affair. Lieut. Pattson says:
Owing to hit
she did not reach Santiago in time.
leak
“About 5 o’clook last
Wednesday The
remained
Spaniards
ip
port short of
morning the St. Paul scouting off Santi- coal ana so were
oaught; The prize corn*
ago harbor sighted the Restormel 13 miles missioners have been busy all day
taking
away
apparently heading for the port. testimony in the Reatormel case aid’d as
She was going in openly and honestly and a result of the hearing the ship Ond cargo
been libelled and will go before the
not skulking along the shore.
The St. hav§
court In the same fbnn as th6 Other prize
Paul took a oourse to cut her off and oases.
Decoration d ay was observed hare very
when
within hailing distance tired a
Lieut. Betnhaou Of tnMjhlted
blank shot. The pursued steamer paid no quietly.
States torpdo boat .Winslow and two of
attention, but she hqve to immediately the Winslow’s orew, with a party of
when a solid shot was fired across her newspaper correspondents, visited the
Key West cemetery and placed flowers on
bow.
of
the graves
the four WinSJoW men
“About 6 o’clock I went out with a killed at the battle of
Cardenas, the grayo
crew
and
took
without
of one from the cruiser Marblehead Who
possession
prize
The
talked
at
fell
sayand
the graves of 24
protest.
captain
frankly,
Cienfuegos,
ing that he was bound for Santiago, Maine viotlms
though he had sailed from Cardiff on
This was before
April 31 for San Juan.
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excellent

styles in various sizes of Yici Kid
Shoes for Ladles’, Children and
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wear.

Jiist

into our store and look
great trade—the best made
Slioe for the money in Portland.
come

over our

See

our
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center & McDowell, :
689 Congress St,, Brown Block.
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At
tbe declaration of war was received.
San Juan he was ordered to proceed to
Curacoa, and from the latter place to
de Cuba.
Santiago
‘1
There never was any possibility of her
escaping from the St. Paul aS her best
speed was only eight knots. fShe;was
leaking badly and her boilers were out of
order. In fact, according^to the captain’s
story she had been leaking for 30 days on
account of a sprung plate and the leak-

_.__(

WE WANTED WAR.
gj Madrid, May 30—5 p. m.—In the Chamber of Deputies today Senor Puigcerver,

ing

I

presented a bill to
of silver money.
the
exportation
prohibit
Senor Sfnchez Toca
5 In the i Senate,
minister [of finance,

discuss

wanted

the red book.

|

I

flAJOR-GENERAL NELSON A. MILES.

$
♦

♦

Duke

Spain
before the world, as they prove that Spain
did everything possible to avoid war
documents make ] a

without

an

good

case

for

ulterior motive, whereas

the

American
diplomatists pretended they
until the last while war
wanted peace
seems to have been a foregone conolu-

BPKOUL m TICES-

CARPET
BEATING.
Steaming: Aft^chmeali tip our carpet
one in the city and
Efieotuiilly destroys moth eggs or disease
Berihs. No extra charge tor steaming.
The

beating machine is the only

invite inspection.

Fwe

Forest City Dye House and
steam
Carpet Cleansing
W orks,

9Q

O

sion.”

I saw your advertisement of Ccticcba
Remedies in the Philadelphia “ Record," and
paid only $2.00 for CcrtcuitA Resolvent,
Cdticcba (ointment), and CunocitA Soap,
which cured me of Bali Iiheum on my hands

SICKNESS AMONG DEWEY’S MEN.
London, Mav 31.—A despatch to the
Daily Telegraph from Manila, dated May

of SO years' standing.

86. via Hong Kong, says:

I bad IhO worst hands 1 have ever seen.
At first my hands and fingers broke oat in
red, Watery blisters with terrible itching, so I
could nearly twitch the skin oft my fingers in
agony, then after the Watery fluid would Come
out, there would a Scab form with matter under it, which would peel off and come in great
cracks, the blood running out In streams.
My finger nails grew out in wrinkles like a
cow’s horns and the roots of the nails were so
affected that I lost sii nails, three off each
hand, but now they have grown out nice and
smooth. I am very thankful to you for Cuticuba.
S. It. MILLER, Robertsdale, Pa.

frojn

Rear Admiral Dewey Is
disease almost dally.

and dysentery are said
American squadron.
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also about a hundred other persons, friends and relaof the officers.
General Miles will proceed direct

were

tives

Tampa,

pox
to be rife In the

Etrmy.

TREATY

where he will establish temporary headquarters of the
He will personally direct the movements of the troops
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TRODPS EMBARK.
Marching Aboard Transports

COM-

for Cuba.
--

yet.

the restoration and

i

[1
It

keeps

old customers and

makes new ones.

preservation

of health.

APENTA is the Best Eliminant.
“An Ideal

Purgative.”—The Practitioner.
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troops.
will accommodate
They

I

OF ALL DR UQQISTS AND MINERAL WA TER DEALERS.

1

non.

<

mo

to

forces to attaok our soldiers as

gather

they land. Therefore, nothing of the details of this first
movoment can be
There Is a suspicion that the
learned.

For
of the

about 30,000

like that from
a short voyage
to
Cuba, it is posports

gulf

secretaries, Alger
Major General Miles, in

his two war

< lent

and

,nd

Long,

and

*

of the army.

c ommaod

Vice-President

Hobart

was

present

attack

some

by
gunboat.

stray Spanish cruiser

or

than

probable that there will bo no less
four separate military expeditions

and

that

It is

these

Santiago

a

battle had taken

place

is denied by way of Paris.

POPE STEPS IN AGAIN.

London,

May 30.—A

agency asserts that the
ed peace

London

news

Pope has forward*,

proposals to President

McKin-

ley.
_

SPANIARDS

SEEKING

(Copyright 1898

zanlllo

SUPPLIES,

wlfh

a

the AssOOlfited

Spanish commisariate offi-

cer in disguise,
seeking supplies. One
hundred tons of oom meal were b/iught

today and the

American squadrcgi and

colonial authorities have been waiMe d.
!..

learned.
it

is

landed,

or

points

of these

one

will be landed at four
Porto Rico is

nd

Cuba,

can

services of

tho

possible extent.

expeditions to

a

an an

disoussior

<

entire range of nava

the active

General

Miles

movements about tc

brought

with

bim

£

showing the'exact disposit
foroes now concern
of the military

1 memorandum

* mu

1 rated at
1

ountry,

lamps

large number

throughout the
of mental
ports, ready for em

various points
with

the

and southern

number

He also made known that al
safety and comfort to oarry a of points on the island and landed arms
1
o'clock
this
morning, immediately fol
of men aboard ship for the insurgents.
Mo3t of the parties
1 nuch larger number
1 mwing the receipt of definite informatior
of
ndmlssable
succeeded
in the case
han would be
perfectly In their objeot and
c f the ptesenoe of the Spanish squadror
it was said at tho war
cruise to the Philippines, for instance,
department today
0 t Santiago, he had issued the teiegraphii
troops started this morning, that a
arkatiou.

ible with

low

sufficient

many

vhere

they took

ship, where they are
questions which Che directing

>ound,

are

pirits

of the campaign refuse to answer.
have

L’hey
hould have

beeu

effective

number of

armed

support

insurgents

to constitute a very

for

the troops as they

land.

desire that the Spanish- A war conference was held at the White
opportunity afforded them House this afternoon -between the Prcsi-

no

an

have

(

rders putting the troops tn motion.
It was said at the

6 et on

the

department
placed at the

war

c hief reliance would bo

United States regulars,

Contiuued

ou

tseuond

Face.

that

_

Himic Miuica.

with partlculai

egin.

be

insurgents to the largest
The- government already

the

military operations,

lew to

must make four

separate voyages across the straits. Arrangoments have been made to utilize the

that the

quarter,

indispensable for

the
service—

Navy
highest strength, superlative
purity, and perfect keepings
are absolutely requisite also
to the baking powder that
will do perfect work in the

execution.

however, in

stated,

was

ad covered

not, cannot be

in

It

fc.

^ horltative

Before the entire force which

proposed to use
the
transports

nas sent

J

qualities which
the Royal Baking

Army and

Those who participated, ia the confer
observed strict sHettte regarding
nee

Whether

different points.

put into

4 ions now about to be

5

make

Powder

a

start will be mado from Tampa and Moj fjrt of the time, and Secretary Day alsc
bile, and it is probable that in such case
ropped in during the conference. Aftem
the fleets of transports will converge nt 4 he entire situation had been'gone over,
Key West to pass under the convoy of the ( leoretary Long retired, and Secretary
warships which Admiral Sampson has Ilger and General Miles remained to dlsprovided to ensure the troops during the ( uss more in detail^the military^opera'
passage across the Florida straits against

Sfe

GO.,
Agency

recognized by all Physicians to be the chief requisite for

The report That
oft"

.....

'T'HOSE

DUE AND CONTINUOUS ELIMINATION

is

ceived here today.

.—j»

and the invasion of Cuba.

*'

i

^

•See

o

1

persons,

San Francisco, May 30.—Gen. Merritt
issued an order today formally announcing that he had taken command of the
Philippine forces and expeditions.
NO ALLIANCE

30.-9.35 p. in.—No
from Cuba or the fleet has been re-

Conoepcion has arrived here, from,Man-

MAND.

;

Cape Haytien, May
news

occupied a special train on the gjoutheru railroad.
Secretary and Mrs. Alger were at the station to see theparty off#,

:

Washington, May 30.—The military inWashington, May 30.—Careful inquiry
Potteh Dstro siru Cure. Cost.. Bole Props., Boston.
at tha state department and at the British rasion of Cuba has
■KW How to Curo Every Kind of Ecasnsa,*1 moiled free.
begun. Unless the
embassy fail to develop any substantial orders of
the war department misoarried
basis for the supposition that negotiations are afoot looking to a oloso compaot kt an
early hour this morning, the
ADAMS &
United States and Great
between the
c;aim their brand of ♦
an
to
that
lead
allionoe,
troops
have been gathered at the
would
Britain that
flour to be “just as © Fire
Insurance
offensive and defensive; to tho end tbnt ?ulf
camps,
began to break camp and
Great Britain may enjoy in pe&ce h; r
good,” but experl- 2
31 Exchange Street.
while the Unite" march aboard transports waiting to carry
Asiatic
possessions
ence of the frade has §
First Class American and Foreign Companies States will have a phare of the trade n
them to the enemy’s territory. About 25
Chas. C. Adams. that quarter and will be seoured also :n
Anderson.
proved
Pillsbury’s S Horace
of the Monros doctrine.
J. Little, ip eodtf
the
decis
Thos.
of these ships,the biggest and fastest that
application
“Best” Flour to be 2
:ould be
the
obtained, suitable for t^o purfinest
on
really
5
to receive
the market.
jose, had been gathered ready

©

J

Washington, May 30.—Major General UVelson A. Miles,
manding the United States army, accompanied by flie members
of Ms family, his personal and official staff and General Cal-

FLEET.™

Press.}
Kingston, Jamaioa, May 30j—9 p. m.
—The Cuban coasting steamer Porisima

men
loBing
Small

MERRITT TAI^ES

ifioreasing.

NO NEWS OF

j lazo and CoB. Mennandes of the Cuban army, left at 11 o’clock
1
The party, comprising thirty-four
tonight for Tampa, Fla.

al Corben is now working out the details
for the second call for v olunteers.
The
number of new regiments will
probably not exceed 20.
At 11 o'clock tonight the total number
of volunteers mustered Into the United
States service was 128,180.

,,

! thousands

%

i

DETAILS OF SECOND CALL.
B Washington, May 3b.—Adjutant Gener-

ECZEMA and every kind of torturing bnmfll.
atlng, 4t*4gMr|ng, itching, burning, bleeding, and
Bcaly Bkib, scalp, and blood trumore, with loss of
bair. It instantly relieved and speedily cured by
warm balbs with CUKCURA BOAP, gentle
I f.
,,,
v
^..
anointings with CUTICtJRA (ointment), purest oi
emollient 6kln euros, followed by mild doses
♦♦© »♦©♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦ © »©♦©©»»#»»©
of CUTICGRA RESOLVENT, greatest of blood
purifiers and humor cures, when all else falls.
........

1

was

“The capture was made less than four
miles from Morro oastie but the forts
The only
were silent and perhaps asleep.
exciting part of the adventure came after
The leak
we left Santiago for Key West.
grew constantly worse l? and'all j hands
and
manned the pumps night
day, crew,
marines and officers.
“I have not taken off my shoes nor
in bed sinoe we started five days
been
com- ago.
At times were were about to give
up hope of keeping the Restormel afloat
and thought of saving ourselves if she
went dota. We were all very glad when
Key West was sighted.
“The story that there were Spanish
officers on board is false, but there is no
Resisting the conclusion that the Kestfoffliel’s Coal was intended for the Spanish
fleet, for the captain toid a pretty straightforward story about his voyage.”
When tlje Restormel arrived here It
was believed that it weujd be necessary
to beach her to take her coal out on lighters, then repair the leak and raise her,
but la*Cr i* was practically decided to
tow her to the government dook and nnioad the Cargo there.
Interesting light is thrown on Admiral
to
Cervera’s pTans by the log of the Restior-

AlmodcWli^’d?' RloT'the'foreign'minlater;
replied that it would be inopportune to
discuss foteign policy while the country
was
at (war.
althoueh he added .“the

Ohagfijg

Him About the Carribean Sea.

rhe

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
LOUISVILLE. Kj.

Been

!

nr*_
111c dcicwuuh

of the Royal for government
service was not made hap=
hazard, but after the most
careful scientific tests had
demonstrated it to be the
best.
i^oyat has qualities
peculiar to itself which cause
it to serve perfectly where
brands fail.
—

out

most
ROYAL BAKING POWDER
i

CO., NEW YORK.

i
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GATLINCJ GUNS

TROOPS EMBARK.
CuutiuueJ

of whom
such

are

roughly equipped
for service.

ials will

not state

available

for

and

as were

far advanced that

Wheeler

Coils Were

danger

from

tho-

Committee Will Accept Aoiie to Rev-

an

cnoe

Bill.

longer apprehended.
Ira D.
Sankey the famous evengelb ,t
sang before au audience of several thou iand soldiers in the big pavilion at
Tamp a
at eight tonight.

Although the offichow many troops arc

service,

Tightening While

Congratulating.

attac
by some stray Spanish torpedo boat is j: 0

it

reasonably well

immediate active

by Geueral

howcervErawAStrapped>

NO RIDERS.

Taiupa. Fla., May 30.—The fortiiioi
tions at Egmont aud Mullet Keys are f o

centered In Florida, and

regiments

U»« Favored

CAVVLRY.

Organization of Hospital Corps.

from first .Pave.

volunteer

seasoned

This

FOR

Remarks Upon Dl*Commodore Schley’*
Fleet
corery of SpanUh

Was

boatJdeatro,ers,ia

Santiago harbor.

J

lmprisoned

is

roughly

estimated that there

art

y

^

^

■

■

\

DENIED AT TAMPA.

j

--

ORDERED TO TAMPA.

|

|
J

---

■

_

i <=Z10I?i th!3

trying

BROKeT)OWN.

Easy Food

Easyto Buy>
Cook,
Easy

Easy

Eat,

Easy

Digest.

uaker Oats

At
grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

J

W“Bhi,ngt°n,

?„fc„Sau1'.

treityT

THE HARLEM REGATTA.

MISCELLANEOUS.
---■■

Teu

Eyck Had It His Own Way In Single

Tlie President Proclaims One With

New York, May 30.—The 33d annual
regatta of the Harlem Regatta association, New York, rowed today on the Har-

Franco.

lem river one. mile
course, marked the
opening of the amateur boat racing season in the east.
The weather was ideal
and the races were all of a high order.
The banks of the Harlem were crowded
with spectators.
race was won

The junior double soull
handily by the Metropoli-

tans.
In the senior single sculls, E. H. Ten
Eyck, the Harlem champions, had as his
opponents, Juvenal of the Pennsylvania
Barge club, Philadelphia, and Mackey of
the Nassau Boat olub of New
York.
These men are not in the champion class
was
to
Juvenal
expected
give
although
him a better raoe. The three men kept
together for a dozen strokes, when MacJuvenal stayed with
key fell behind.
Ten Eyck for about a quarter and then
the champion increased his speed with
suoh effect that at the half he led Juvenal
After that it was
at least 10 lengths.

Proclamation.

Whereas, Pursuant to seotion 3 of th<
Congress, approved July 24, 1897,

act of

entitled “an act to provide revenue foi
the government and to encourage the industries of the United States," the gov
erninents of the United States and of th<
French republic have,
in the spirit ol
amity and with a desire to improve theii
commercial relations, entered into commercial agreement in whioh raclproca
and equivalent concessions have
been ir
tho judgment of the President seouret
to
the
of
sail
according
provisions
section, whereby the following articles oi
commerce, being the products and manu
factures of the United States are to be ad
rnitted into France, on and after the firs
day of June, 1898, at the minimum rah
of duty, not exceeding the rates respec
tively appearing in the following table

a

■

Strong A.«ertlon« as to Junt What
the Bemedlen Will Do.
Munyon
guaraDtae*
that
tala
Rbeumattam
Cure will cure
nearlr
au case, ot rheumatism In a few hoursthat his Dyspepala Cure
will cure Indigestion and
all
stomach
troubles
that his Kidney Cure
will cure 00 per cent,
all
cases
of
of
kidney
trouble; that his Cawill cure
tarrh Cure
catarrh no matter how
long standing; that his
Headache Cure will cure
aDy kind of headache in
few minutes;
that
a
Cure
will
Cold
his
break
up any
quickly
ronn of cold and so on
through the entire list of
remedies. At all druggists, 25 cents a vial.
nee<i me<3ieal advice write Prof. MunyoB.
1006 Arch st.. Phlla.
It la absolutely free.

A

Republican State Convention

1

simply

■

MUNYON’S GUARANTEE.

Scull*.

Off Santiago de Cuba, May 29.
“Commodore Schley and the Flying
Washington, May 30.—The President
Squadron has the Spanish fleet bottled up
late this afternoon issued the following
in the harbor of Santiago de Cuba.
By
the roost clever manoeuvring the commo- proclamation:
dore allowed the Spaniards to think he had Reciprocity with France, by the President of the United States of America:
took the

Gatling guns may be used in connet i—
tion with the cavalry during the
can
about 20,000
regulars and 13,000 volun paign in Cuba.
Major General VYheole p revenue bill.
In the lutter case there can be
bait and
lc
but one left in disgust. They
command of the cavalry forces strong ;■
The time was spent largely in the exears at
Tampa. These .{include 17 regi
result; for Commodore Schley has some ran down tne harbor. Commodore
ly
advocated
their
Schley
of
the
views
of
the
use,
change
acceptbelieving
y
upon
policy
finest ships in the
nents of regular ; Infantry and 14
regi
of the
world to say moved down this morning at 6 o’clock
would be of special advantage in break in g ing any amendments which are
to
of
cruisers
and
12
battalior
nothing
.mints of volnDteer infantry.
various smaller and going close to the harbor he saw Che
up infantry formations when used wltl 1 germane to the bill, the result being a
vessels and could in a few days be rein- Cristobal Colon, the Maria Teresa
sf artillery and live regiments of regulai
and
determination to accept none of whatever
cavalry.
forced hypothec powerful
A
warships. It two torpedo boats. He believes the entire
The
infantry force, regulai of war balloon with all the acces6ori< s character. The talk was direoted espeoiallavalry.
be
would
on
there.
fool-hardiness,‘.
the
0 part
nart, 01
of
telegraphs, telephones, eto., has arrive ly toward the amendments of Senator
fleet is
here and a drill is in use which will b
volunteer is about 28,000 men, tht
inn
Cervera to offer battle.
“Commodore Schley has aoted upon his
neld In a few days.
for the annexation of Hawaii and
An interesting story remains to be told
Lodge
of
e
tl
Organization
the
artillery abou’ hospital
own information and judgment the past
tavalry about 4000,
reasons whioh lead
corps of Infantry, cavalry a n d of Senator Morgan, providing for a form of the
Cervera to six days and believes the whole
Spanish
1200.
Santiago and of the way In whioh he was fleet is there.
artillery of the fifth army oorps was an of government for
acqulredRterrltory, and hemmed in.
nounoed
today in a general order l
sat on the after
“He
How many of these have been or will General
of the
there
a
to
was
that
triangle
opinion
It is now known
general expression
when the Snanish
Shafter.
The
organlzatioi
Brooklyn this morning until the discovto any given point or t< , whioh is on the recommendation of tt e that they should not be accepted by the admiral sailed for the West indies he exae dispatched
Che
fleet
of
and
then
he
weut to breakchief surgeon, is as follows :
to enter San Juan de Porto Rico ery
fasts saying:
committee and furthermore that if neoes- pected
leveral points, is not disclosed.
There will he three companies whic
for coal and supplies.
On touohing at
‘I have got them and they will never
to
motions
should
be
met
sory
they
are to be known as
by
Cnraoao for news his plans were unset
hospital corps oon
Back of the force are other availabli ,
home.
Danies and all of them under the contri 1 table. This decision was also made ap- by the receipt of despatches telling him get
“The United States
at
auxiliary cruiser
an<
of
1
Admiral
Mobile,
the
Rear
chief
of
that
the
NewJOrleans
Sampson
regiments
had bom- SC. Paul arrived here this
surgeon
corps. Eac h plieable to other like amendments, such
morning and
company will be commanded by an offict r as that offered by| Senator Pettigrow for burded the San Juan fortifications and was 6ent to Mole St.
ather points easily [accessible to Tampa
Nloholos
with desof the medical department selected fc r the
of the Hawaiian leeipra- was still in the neighborhood of Porte
bhe
abrogation
oaptured a coal ship which
Rioo. Thereupon Cervera sailed for the patches.
Still further back is the large volunteei that, purpose by the chief surgeon, aud t 0 city troaty.
was sent to Key West by Captain Sigsbee
their
of Cuba. Why he entered
The committee also discussed to some south coast
companies will be transferred a 1
in charge of a prize crew.
at
The coal was
Chickamauga,
comprisinj I hospital corps privates, hospital steward s extent amendments
camp
Instead of the harbor of
suggested
by the Snntingo harbor
undoubtedly intendedd for the Spanish
and
acting hospital stewards, except tb e changing of the methods of taxing the Cienfueg03 is not known; but the Ameri- fleet.
about 40,000 infantry volunteers, 1000 cav
It is believed that there is not
following whioh are retained with thei r transactions of stook and grain exohange can commanders were inclined to think much coal at Santiago de Cuba.
airy volunteers and three regiments o: several commanders to whioh they ai e and of insurance brokers, but decided
the Spaniards would go to the latter. It
to
“The officers and men of the
Flying
now attaohed.
leave the provisions relating to the sub* Is certain that Cervera could not have
artillery volunteers. It is understood t<
Squadron ore jubilant over the fact that
To every regiment of Infantry one ael
jects as they now stand.
Santiago without being the location of the
escaped from
fleet has
Spanish
be the plan to have the troops at Chioka
ing steward and one private as media I
The only two changes of importance discovered for ten American scouts had
been definitely established.
officer’s orderlies; to every regiment c f deoided upon related to drugs and re- been prowling about the port for ten days Anally
“The temperature Is 110 in the shade
place of those at Flori cavalry, two
mauga take the
acting stewards and two pr
ceipts. The amendment regarding re- and other scouts had been not far away. and in tne steel turrets the heat is actualvates as orderlies for the
as fast as the latter leave fo:
da ports
medical
oil
ceipts exempts receipts for amounts below Practically Santiago has been blockaded ly beyond the power of endurance.
battalion of
cers; to every
artillei
for that length or time. Cervera’s coal
$5 and that in relation to
is a
“The
American ships here are the
thus
a
aotive service,
keeping large forof (three batteries each) three aoting stev y verbal ohange making olearer drugs
the rnean- ship, whioh followed him from Curacoa Brooklyn, Texas,
Iowa, Marblehead and
ards and three privates, according to tb e ing of the £ committee that
was captured last Wednesday
to
Santiago,
all ready for embarkation from Florida
and
drugs
Vixen, an auxiliary torpedo gunboat.”
necessities of each organization as repori i- proprietary artioles should be taxed
and at the very moment when the Queer
only
from the troops already speollied
Aside
ed by the ohief medical officer.
Another
when sold.
ohange permits Regent was cabling her congratulations
Details from the hospital corps cou
CERVERA’S SHIPS IN POOR CONdruggists to sell small quantities of medi- the ooils were tightening about him.
there are the 18,000 men at Camp Alger
panies will be made by the ohief surgeoi s cine not to be carried away from the etore
The belief hero is that all other moveDITION.
rnnnfa
in
fhu
Wact
TnHinu
mill
Kn I-V
and
of
lesser
:
the
near Washington,
bodies o
divisions for temporary duty wit !i in packages without affixinga stamp.
the several commands, which details wl !!
New York, May 30.—The British steamThere will also be a virtual understand- abeyance until the Spanish squadron is
on
isiana
ana
in
variou
Jjong
troops
Inn
+huf.
if t.hh
(vnpTnnn
amanrimnn^
be terminated at any time at the discrt
disposed of. In case Santiago is attacked er Laughton, which arrived today from
non oi me omei surgeon ot the
Toe 75,000 volunteers”under”thi
of battle
will be sent from Curaooa and a Guayra, brought informastates.
should be adopted by the Senate there the news
corps.
One significant fact of this order is th< ,t would be still furtner changes in the Molo St. Nicholas and Kingston and th< tion confirming the recent reports of the
recently issued {[second oall constitute! 1 it puts but tnree batteries of artillery i n
which put into Curacoa for
stamp tax. The committee is divided on prizes and wounded will be sent to Ke\ Spanish fleet,
ooal and provisions
West.
still another reserve, which, however, i: a battalion. 'As five batteries at preset t the Gorman amendment,
also brought
CaDt. Hodgdon
constitute a battalion a reorganization c f
The movements of vessels here todaj
photothe infantry brigade is indicated,
yet to be organized and equipped.
were unimportant.
graphs of the Vizcaya and Infanta Marie
MUST BE ON SEPARATE ROLLS,
which
anchored
a short distance
of
1000
from
Ar
Teresa,
party
nearly
cowboys
Unless there Is a change of programme
zona
from the Laughton.
arrived
here last night in tw ®
SERVICES AT ARLINGTON.
Washington, May 30.—General Miles
Gen. Miles and his entire stall, with tbi coaches.
Capt. Hodgson says the ship’s bottoms
has issued an order directing that enlistfoul and covered with long
were very
ed men
belonging to different regiments Eloquent address by Senator Thurston—
exception of Gen. Gilmore, will leav<
INVASION WILL BEGIN AT ONCEThey stood high out of water owgrass.
or distlnoc
organizations shall not be
President and Cabinet Present.
for the South about ll o'olook tonight
ing to their lack of coal and the boatmen
mustered on the same roll. Separate rolls
of the harbor said that the sailors of the
prepared, one for the members
in anticipation of this, that the The Discovery of Spanish FleaPLeaves M o must be
It was
orniser were in need of food, having been
of eaoh regiment or organization.
80.—
In
the
centre
o
Washington,
May
Reason For Delay.
put on short allowances for some days
final plans were gone over with the Presithe great amphitheatre of the Nationa l before
arriving at Curacoa.
Gem Miles will not state
dent today.
at Arlington, President Me
The opinion was unanimous that they
Washington, May 8.—There appears t o SPAIN WORRIED ABOUT ENGLAND. cemetery
in
no condition for speed.
were
and three of his cabinet
where his
headquarters will he located be no reason why the military invasio a
toda;
Madrid, May 30.—3 p. m.—The news- Kinley
6000
other
citizens
in
joined
trlb
paying
and it Is probable that he will move from of Cuba should not begin as soon as a papers here are much concerned over the
TAYLORE DEFEATS VERNIER.
fact that
the
United States auxiliary ute to the patriotic dead.
sufficient number of troops can
l 0 cruiser
place to plaoe as circumstances may deHarvard was allowed to ship from
May 30.—Edouard TayPhiladelphia,
;\Thereabouts 3000 people gathered, whil
6D0 to
equipped for the campaign.
750 tons of ooal at Kingston, Jalore, champion of France, today defeated
mand.
on the
was
a
1
platform
distinguishei
It was with deep gratification that tl e maica.
Joe Vernier, of Philadelphia, in a match
They declare Great Britain has
Gen. Shafter will command the force;
company inolnding President McKinley
race for 20 miles at the Decoration Day
secretary of the navy last night receive ^ violated her neutrality thereby.
Vioe-President
[Hobart Secretary Alger meet at Willow Grove bicycle track. The
now embarking, while Gen. Miles
will a message from Commodore Schley th£ t
Gage,
Seoretary
Secretary Wilson and U race was a brilliant one from start tc
COLUMBIA
IN
DOCK.
removed
all
as
location
(
f
have the general supervision of those and
question
to^tbe
finish and was replete with dashes of
S.
Senator
Thurston
of Nebraska,|th
Cervera's flyinglsquadron.
New York,May 30.—The oruiser Columall other military movements.
speed on the part of the contestants,
Chinese
minister
and
the
Korean
minis
bia
was
in
The commodore said that he had sigh i.
placed
dry dook this afternoon
Taylore was first away at the pistol sho1
ter.
The
exorcises
at the platform em
and the work of
the
water
out
and led for a lap, when he lost his pace,
ed the Spanish fleet in Santiago
harboi > of the dock was pumping
braced a number of addresses, poems an<
immediately
begun,
which the department construed to mea a_
singing by a quartette. The feature o Vernier taking first position and leading
at the first mile in 1.52 4-5. Vernier held
the ceremonies was the oration of Sena
that the had with his own eyes seen Cer
close to his pace teams and led at the
THE HARVARD SAILS.
tor Thurston. Prolonged applause greet
vera's fleet and as near as can be Iearnc
his
ed
reference to the absence of section
second and third miles, being then a lap
Kingston, Jamaioa, May 30—4 p. m.— alism and to the presence of Admira ahead of
this spectacle was beheld yesterday mori
This position was
Taylore.
The Harvard has sailed to find and join
Tampa, Fla., May BO.—It is reportei 1 ing.
in the harbor of Manila.
Dewey
maintained until after the tenth mile,
Commodore
Sohlev’s
She
took
squadron.
The
commodore
here today that orders for embarkatioi
Senator ThurBton among other things
expressed the belie f
Vernier crossing first at each mile.
that the whole fleet was within Santiag a a pilot familiar with the coast of Cuba.
said:
While on the back stretch of the first
had been received from Washington am 1 harbor, but he
did not actually see tw }
‘‘I
am deeply
with
th
*
impressed
of the eleventh mile, a quad pacing
of the big cruisers, the Vizcaya and tb e
that several of Admiral Sampson’s shipi
REWARD FOR CATCHING KING.
thought that this great western hemis ; lap
Vernier made a bad spill, upsetting
Like the commodore, the na\
is under the espeoial guidance o
Oquendo.
pbere
were on their way to act as convoys foi
al
officers here are confident that thes 3
Farmington, May 30 —The last chapter God’s great proteotion; that we as a peo Vernier. This gave Taylore a big aain the
Albert i King-Boylston National pie are struggling onward and upward ti , vantage and he closed up the gap bethe transports on their journey South. two cruisers are in the harbor.
The navy department has taken note c f
tween him and Vernier and went ahead.
Bank of Boston case, which began with the fulfilment of a supreme
purpose
This was denied at headquarters.
the reported arrival of the torpedo hot
What an Inspiring sight to see those win , The Philadelphia boy got himself tothe
departure of Messenger King with once fought against eaoh other, nov r gether and went after Taylore but was
If any such orders were received thert destroyer Terror at San Juan. They sa y
she has mad* her last cruise under tl e $30,000 of the bank’s
ready cash, was rallying under the one flag and singing : unable to catoh him, the Frenchman
is no
indications at the docks at Pori Spanish flag, whenoe it is inferred tha ; resumed tonight.
It was a year ago the together the
re-arranged musio of th > steadily increasing his lead until he
one of the American cruisers is alread y
Union—Yankee
Doodle and Dixie—thi 1 crossed the finish
22d of May when
line, one and one half
Tampa. The second Massachusetts vol on her way to bottle her up in San Jua
nearly $30,000 was re- favorite airs.
ahead of the local rider.
stored to the Bolyston bank on the same
Taylore’s
“We are united as never before. Ever; laps
unteers, who for the past two weeks hav« harbor. It is believed that Sampson
time for the 20 miles was 37 minutes and
confident of Schley’s ability to hold tl e day of King’s capture by Deputy Sheriff trace of bitterness
is gone at last. Thi
12 seconds.
been stationed
at Lakeland arrived at Spaniards in
Santiago harbor, is no v Charles E. Dyer and James P. Whorfl, great confliot in which our dead heroe
New reoords were established at ths
to convoy the military expt
was in
the beginning a contes
Tampa today and went into camp neai preparing the
of the American Express company fought,
agent
ditlons,
between men, between sections. But i third, fourth and sixth miles, the tim<
starting of which can be n 0
the artillery.
The
here.
matter
of
the
5.24 2-5,
7.08 3-5
longer deferred.
payment of the is evident that over and above the pur being respectively:
10.45 1-5.
Sampson has reinforced Schley’s flei it reward has been the subject of adjudi- poses of men was God’s purposes.
H
with some of the best iron clads such
would
In
the
not
of
th
the
other
permit
only
government
professional event
oation, and Hon. Wm. P. Whitehouse of United
the Iowa, so that there is no question (
States to lemain under a const!
Major Taylor, the colored rider, won by
his over-matching the Spaniards. No ot e the Supreme court of Maine, was noting tntion that sanctioned slavery. He wouli
a splendin spurt.
Attendance 8,000.
who can speak authoritatively, will ea y as
referee
between the
contestants. not give vlotory to the Union army unti
when the military expedition will star
Whitehouse and Hon. Clarence with it would oome liberty to a race ii
LINTON WAS THE STAR.
Judge
;•
Gen. Miles is prepared for instant depar ’’
ohaius.
For the first time in our histor;
Hale of Portland, and Arthur F. Beloher
Tampa, Fla., May 30.—Plans have been ure.
on Decoration Day we are at war.
Thi s
Boston,
May SO.—Tom Linton, the
outlined by Major General Lee for th(
of Portland,
attorneys for the Boylston time, thank God,the war is not sectional Englishman, was the star rider of th<
THE ST- LOUIS SAILSThere
are
no
arrived
and
the
brothers
annual
placing of the entire seventh army eorpi
race
bank,
tonight
arrayed agains
hearing
meeting of the Massachusetts
brothers; no Americans against Ameri division, L. A. W., on Charles River Park
at Jacksonville and along the easterr
was held in the county attorney’s offloe,
oans.
There is only one uniform in al 1 this
coast of Florida. It is contemplated t< The Places of the Strikers Was Basil
afternoon, and he is credited witt
The attorneys
for the
plaintiffs were the land, one flag in all the sky, one sen
y
PfitaWlsh thfl hoorinnnrforc rtf f.fio
ensm
having added to his aooomplishments
County Attorney Riohards and Frank W. timent in the breasts of all the heroes o nine
world’s records in his 80-mile paced
at Jacksonville, where the main body o:
Bulter.
Hon. Justice Whitehouse sug- the republio.
race with Harry Elkes of Glens
“I do not know when this war wit:
Falls,
crested the nnso worthv of oaiwfnl
troops will be looated, but regiments alsc
Qnoin nrlll
T
l-wrKn
New
t N. Y. He found Elkes a tough customei
York, May 30.—The auxiliai
will be placed at St, Angustine, Miam
enoe between attorneys of the
to beat and a closer finish or a different
sacrifices
t
we
be
oalled
contesting
may
yet
upon
cruiser St. Louis, sailed from the Amer t
and probably other points. Lakeland a:
before it might require his decis- make, but I do know that whatever th 3 ending might have happened had Elkes
can
line pier at 3.30 p. m. When tl 6 parties
a
cost, the delivering of the new world oeen iuimsnea las ter pace. Linton rode
rendezvous point, probably, will b<
ion.
from
ship was abont 100 feet from shore, a
the barbarity and Inhumanity o:
superbly for his first appearance of the
__
abandoned for the present. The four regiSpain’s meroilesa despotism will be wort: 1 season, and,
messenger
boy rushed up with a seals
although his picking up ol
ments at that point, all of which are em
FALL RIVER CLUB QUITS.
It all.
teams lacked perfection it was bettei
to be delivered to Capt. Hand g
‘“I do
know that the cementing to
braced in the fifth army corps, Gen. Shaf message
than
his
Fall
opponents from the fact that he
of the St. Louis. A hawser was throw n
Rivor,{Mass.,l May 30.—The Fall
of the hearts of all the people i:
ter’s command, will be moved to Tampa.
lost no speed in the
River baseball management has deoided gether
Bott
jump-over.
from the ship and the message attache*
men had about
to retire from control of the team tomor- enduring friendship and abiding love,
'lhe Second Massachusetts is aireadj
equal misfortune in losdo know that this
o f
It could not be learned
what the me i- row,
the
turning over the effects to the God’s great purpose accomplishment
ing
pace
under orders to move, while the 7ist New
by
of
a
breaking
chain, and
will bring to th 3
contained or where it came from.
leauge. The reason for the action is that Amerloan people God's choicest
York and the 1st and 10th United State! sage
blessini j each put in a lap alone. Linton’s teams
while
the
is
team
were the faster and Elkes suffered thereplaying winning hall, and reward."
The strike which threatened to dele
the publto is not supporting it fully and
cavalry will be brought here as soon a:
The
o [
by, only the quad steered by Wallei
the vessel’s
sailing was'peacefully a* *' the management has lost money steadi- SenatorPresident left at the conclusion
Within the next week, a gen
possible.
Thurston’s oration, driving bad being able to pull him along at a winabout half an hour before.'sailinj ;. ly, and President Murnane and Secretary to the
eral changing about of the troops in the justed
city. Hon. John C. Ohaney, ex ning speed.
The
J.
C.
Morse
to
expect
complete arrange- assistant attorney genera) of the Unite: l Linton of a little winning margin foi
Deputy U. S. Commissioner Harriga n
5th and 7th army corps may take place.
less than half a mils
ments to keep the team In the race. John
appealed to the strikers to return to dut;
also delivered an oration.
States,
shows
how
hardly
close the race was foi
All drills were suspended today In ob
saying that if they refused, they woul 1 Smith will take charge June 1. What
over
20
miles.
Elkes
A
will
be
TKIBU TK TO GRANT.
got the start anc
adopted is not decided.
servance of
Decoration day. Memoria be counted as cowards and deserter 5, plan
for
one mile and two
led
Out
of
the
360 strikers all but 41 return* d
laps, when Linservioes will be held in the afternoon ai
Washington, May 80.—The Presiden J ton passed him.
to duty.
The places of the men who r sTHE WEATHER,
and Mrs. McKinley sent a beautiful bou
the Tampa Heights Tabernacle
undei fused
to return
filled from tl e
were
P°int until
about the
quet to New York yesterday to be placet fifteenth mile the
the auspices of the local G. A. R. post.
race was nip and tuok,
many who stood on the pier anxious 0
on the tomb of Gen Grant.
Major General Lee and his entire staf serve,
and
the men
pacers apparently being i
will leave for
Jacksonville tomorrow
It was stated that the St. Louis woul 1
bunch Linton leading. After this for ;
FOUGHT BARRY TO DRAW.
morning.
proceed to Key West.
miles
Linton
seemed to have greatei
New York. May 30.—The meeting of th 3
and
the twenty-first mile had
champion bantam weight fighter, Jimm; speed a byand was
TO INVEST SANTIAGO.
lap
gained
TOO SPEEDY FOR BANCROFT.
for another,
Barry of Chicago and Casper Leon of thi ,
Washington, May 30.—Santiago
di
city, was the chief foatnre of the pro He got half of one and lost most of it by
Key West, May 30.—The unknow n
Cuba and San Juan de Porto Rico wil
of
gained
th
,
paced,
the
losing
the
for
gramme arranged
patrons
distance
be attacked by the land and sea forces o: steamer, supposed to be a Spanish auxi
Lenox athletio club tonight. The boy: again which was finally cut down someiary cruiser sighted by the Wilmingco n
the United States at onco.
at 111 i what by Elkes’s fast work ia
were matched
rounds
Wbilo th<
20
to
go
and Bancroft about 16 miles off Key Wei it
olosintr
warships are battering down the fortifloa
pounds for a good-sized purse, and thi Linton finished fresh in 50.60 1-5, Qr i
early on Thursday evening was not caj
tions from the sea, American troops wil
thi 1 uuder the
bantam
record for
weight championship of
the
tured.
The
distance
chase.
“ce.
Bancroft
the
be
gave up
marching on Santiago from the
Boston, May 30.—Local forecast for world. Barry weighed in at 109 poundi ; Elkes’s time was 57.44.
The Wilmington
th B
first
sighted
land side. Between the two forces Santi
and Leon at 106 pounds. After flghtinj
Boston
and
it now appears, and was abou t
vicinity for Tuesday: Fair 20 rounds Referee Johnny White callec
ago is expeoted to capitulate.
Cevera stranger,
to steam
MACHINE PACER
after her when the Bancro! t weather; variable winds.
will have to surrender or be destroyed.
the contest a draw. There was little f
came
“
see
and
had
asked
If'she
along
The determination to plant the U. S
at the finish
boxers
New York, May 80.—The bioycle mee1
choose
the
between
Washington, May 80.—Forecast for
flag in Santiago was reached by the Presi anything of a four masted steamer with
Both showed up cleverly and a more in for the benefit of the Maine monument
yellow smokestack. The Wilmington tol 1 Tuesday for New England and Eastern
dent today. Major General Miles wai
be
not
desired.
oould
of
New York Journal at Ambrose
the
terestlng contest
directed to start 25,000 regulars aboard her of the unknown vessel she had jus * ^ew York; Fair and warmer; westerlv
Leon and Mike Lyons, both o ; Park today, was attended by more than
Benny
which
on
and
had
observed,
three
masts
The troops are now being
transports.
3000 persons.
this city,were the contestants in the open
winds.
h aded on the transports at Mobile anc smokestack and the Banoroft started i
rounds at 111 i
The eleetrlo paoing maoblne which wae
ing bout. They fought ten
pursuit.
was
contest
Tampa.
The
been
declared i to have
employed by Jimmy
pounds.
The stranger put on all steam when sh
Weather Observation.
in
his attempt to break the
draw.
Michael,
saw she
was being chased, and mad s
of this city and Tim Cal
broke down, the
Rose
world’s
ten-mile
record,
Jimmy
off at a 16 knot clip.
The agricultural department weather lahan of Philadelphia met in their
She had too big
bou ; batteries refusing to work. Michael with
lead on the Bancroft and the latter afte
Bureau for yesterday. May 30, taken at of ton rounds at catch weights.
and
single riders
Thei strange tandem pacers
chasing her an hour and a half gave 1 8
about 115 pounds eaoh. Thi: covored five miles in 10.46 4-6.
p.
m., meridian time, the observa- weighed
up.
»
declared a draw.
Just before the Bancroft abandoned th } tion for each section being given in this was also
EXETER WON.
to
pursuit, however, tho unknown hoiste 1 order: Temperature, direotion of wind
REWARD FOR ABSCONDER MOORE
her colors, but night was falling an
Exeter, N. H., May 80.—Philips Exetei
state
of
weather:
to
the gunboat was unable to make then (
Bostou, May 30.—The directors of th( defeated Philips Andover today for the
out.
The officers of the Bancroft bellev ?
Boston, 68, N, cloudy; New York, 54, National Bank of Commerce will offer HtbC time In the athletic intersoholastic
to
the ship they chased was a British vesst 1 M
clear; Philadelphia 73, N, cloudy; a reward of $1000 for Information which contost by a score of 69 points to 87.
and that it was the British flag whiol
73, N, clear; Albany, 58, will load to the arrest of the absconding
BODY RECOVERED.
was displayed, bnt they cannot acooun b
NW,cloudy;Buffalo, £4, W, p. cloudy; De- assisantt teller, Fred T. Moore The po
for her running away.
bellove Moore has left New York.
«“«. «>, NE, clear; Chicago,56,NE,clear; lice
Lowell,
Mass., May 80.—The body of
all
the
cha-e
the Bancroft held u >
During
66>
olBari Huron, Dak., The last positive information of his John Hobden, drowned at Tyngs island,
a
nuinbei of ships which were release* 1 66, SE, clear;
rain whereabouts
places him at the Hotel Sunday afternoon
Bismarck,
68,
SE,
from a canoe, was
after establishing their neutrality.
Bartholdi, May 17th.
Jacksonville, 83, SW, clear.
recovered this forenoon.
it

reciprocity

Press
ago de Cuba:

This fact has been
known here 48 hours, and the
speculation
now is over the probable
disposition of
the Spaniards;
whether they will be
blookaded or the forts reduced
and the
vessels compelled to fight.
n

RWashingtou, May 00.—The Senate
mittee on finance was In session for three
hours today
considering amendments
which have been suggested to the war

GET HOME-”

(Copyright, 1898, the Associated
Press.)
Mole*jHt. Nicholas, Hayti. May 30—The
Key Went, Fla., May
has been received here
30_5.50
m>_ following despatch
Everybody knows now that
of the Associated
correspondent
the
from
Spain's flyng squadron four spEndld
with the American fleet off Santitwo torpedo

com-

Queen

NEVER

WILL BE HELD IN

procession.

single shell raoe was
CITY
won by Vought, Atalanta, New York,
by half a length. Dempsey of Philadeldid
not
give
phia, his principal opponent,
him as hard a raoe as was expected. The
Pennsylvania Barge olub won the senior
four oared shell race handily. After the
AT 11 O’CLOCK A.
namely:
hulf the Pennsylvanians got suoh a lead
M.,
Canned meats, per 10 kilos, 15 francs
that nothing could over It and the Bohe- for the purpose of
nominating a candidate for
table fruits, fresh lemons,oranges, cedrati mians and Harlems settled own for a nip
and their
varieties, not mentioned, £ and tuck race for second place, the Har- Governor to be supported at the September
election, and transacting any other business
franos; mandarine oranges, 10 franos
lems finally winning by a length,
common table grapes, 8 francs;
The intermediate four oared gig contest that may properly come before It
applei
and pears,
for the table, 2 francs; foi
The voters of Maine, without regard to
was won handily by the Vespers of Philolder and perry, .60 francs; other fruits
adelphia. In the fight for second place past political differences, who are in favor of
except hot house grapes and fruits, ; I between the Lone Star and Nonpariel sustaining President
McKinley and hts adminfranos; fruits, dried or dressed, exceptin; : crews the last named won by three feet. istration in the
conduct of the war with Spain ■,
raisins, 10 francs; apples and pears fo
The junior single soull was won by Sedatable, 10 francs; for oider and perry, i cook, first Bohemian, New York, greatly who are In favor of sustaining the present wise
francs-, prunes, 10 francs; other fruits to the surprise of the talent as Crawford and economical administration of our State
5 francs; common woods, logs, eto.,
affairs, are cordially invited to join with the
and Hilbers were the favorites.
pe
In pVinncin<r Holaerntao
u.tn
100 kilos, .65 francs: sawed or squared
In the junior eight oared 6hell the start
80
MM.
or
more
in
thlokness
timber,
1C TT KiU II Jill
WtlH UU VIUHJ1DUI
UUV WJIU
vent ion.
frano; squared or sawed lumber exceedThe basis of representation will be as folslightly In the lead, which It maintained
ing, 35 MM., and less than 8 MM. ir until the eighth with the New York lows: Each
city, town ana plantation will be
thickness, 1.25 franos; woods sawed 8 S Athletio and Columbia on even tetms.
entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
MM. or less in thickness, 1.75 francs ; The last named crews
began to get up, cast for the
ijiocks.
i.yo
Republican candidate for Governor
iranos; staves, ,7 5 however,
paving
and the crews were ranged
francs; hops, 3 francs; apples and pears pretty evenly lor the rest of the way, in 1896, an additional delegate, and for a fracor
out
and
crushed,
dried, 1.60 francs ; except at the last quarter when the Ath- tion of 40 votes In excess of 75 votes, a further
manufaoutred and prepared pork meats
letic men fell behind.
The Weld crew additional delegate. Vacancies in the delega50 francs; lard and
its compounds, 2 5 finally won from Columbia
by a quarter tion of any city, town or plantation can only
francs.
of a length.
be filled by a resident of the county In which
in further execution of th 3
Therefore,
In the senior doubles the Harlem Rowprovisions of said section, it is hereby de ing dub’s men did not start and the the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session
olared that on
and after the first day o f Pennsylvania
Barge club had a walk
in the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
June, 3898, and during the oontinuanc 3 over.
in foroe of the agreement aforesaid, an* 1
Capt.
Vought of the Atalanta Boat o’clock on the morning of the convention, for
until otherwise declared, the impositlo:
olub, carried off the honors of the day as the purpose of receiving the credentials of deleand collection of the duties heretofore ira
he won two races, the intermediate single
in order to be eligible to
posed and collected upon the followin l and the intermediate doubles with gates. Delegates,
participate in the convention, must be elected
named articles,
the produots of France
O’Connell as his partner.
to the date of the call for this conby virtue of said act, are hereby sus
The
Harlem Rowing club’s double subsequent
pended, and in place thereof, the dutie s gave them a good race, however, the win- vention.
shall be
Per order, Republican State Convention.
imposed and oollected th6reo: l ner finishing but one length ahead,
J. H- MANLEY, Chairman.
according to the provisions of said sectio l
In the senior eight oared the race the
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
3 as follows:
last on the card the crews were together
Augusta. Me.. April 25, 1898.
On argots or crude tartar or wine lees
for a
quarter when the Columbia men
crude, 6 per cent ad valorem.
began to fall back and at half were an
On brandies, or other spirits manufac
open length behind the Weld crew and
THE DAILY PRESS
tured or distilled from grain or other ms
the Bohemians. The last two crews kept
t3rials, $1.75 per proof gallon.
for
the
second
when
tne
together
quarter
On
paintings in oil or wa ter colors ■ Bohemians fell back halt a length and
pastels, pen and Ink drawings and statu
were unable to overcome it, the Weld
Can always be found at the periodia
ary, 15 per cent ad valorem.
crew
winning by that distance. The
It is further deolared that the rates c f orew is
composed of members of the stores of:
duty heretofore Imposed and collected o
E. W. Roberts,
Harvard ’varsity eight.
3 09 Congress sheet.
still wines and vermouth, the product c
A. B. Merrill.
247
"
E. K. Sprague,
405
France, under the provisions of the Unit
N. G. Fessenden, 526
ed States tariff act of 1897, are conditloi
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
YV. H. Jewett
604
ally suspended and in place thereof, sha:
660
I. A. Libby.
be imposed
and collected on and afts r
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street
|
the first day
of June next as follow: '»
Chas Ashton., 931A Congress street
B. L, Donnell 136 Congress street
namely:
On still wines and vermouth in cask:
C. Fredericksou. 16 India street.
OFFICE HOCKS.
A. Stubbs, corner Federal and Temple Sts.
35 cents per gallon, in bottlee or jugs
J. J. Beardworch. 87 India street.
per case of one dozen bottles or jugs con
Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted.)
7.30 at
P. H. Eraklne. 43 Middle street,
tabling eaoh not more than one quar t m. to 6.00 p. m.: Money order department, 9.00
L. D. J. Perkins, 2 Exchange street
and more than one pint, $1.25 per case
а. m. to 6.00 p. m.: Registry
6. P. Dennis, 419 Commercial street
department, 9.00 a.
and any excess beyond these quantitie 8 m. to 6.00 p. m.
C. S. Cole, Cor. Boyd and Oxford street
J. W. Peterson, 177 Middle street.
found in such bottles or jugs shall be sut
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30 I
YV. L. Crane, 76 Exchange street
jsoted to a duty of four cents per pint c r a. m. to 7.00 p. m. Sundays 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.
Westman & YVest. 93 and 95 Commercial
frooionol
part thereof, but no separat 5 1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
John H. Allen, 381% Congress street.
or additional duty shall be
assessed upo: t
Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—In
Dcnnet& Co, 646 Congress str-ot.
the bottles or jugs.
business section of the eity between High and
G. J. Hodgson, 96% Portland street
at 7.00. 9.00 and 11.00 a. m., 1.30 and
r Now,
T. M. Glendenlng, Long Island.
therefore, be it known that ] 6India streets
p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m., i.3G p. m.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
William McKinley,President of the Unll
Sunday delivery at Office window, 9.00 to 10.00
J. E. Harmon, 1116 Congress street
ed States,
have oaused the above state
a. m., 1.00 to 2.00 p. m.
Collections from street
i
J. H. Whitman & Son, 422 Congress street
modifications of the customs duties c
boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.
H. M. Butler, 68 Pme street.
the respective oountries to be made pul
Sundays, 6.00 p. m. only,
J. H. Vickery, 221 Spring street.
lio for the Information of the citizens c f
H. D. McKenzie,
cor. Spring and Clark
DEPARTURE
OP
ARRIVAL,AND
MAILS.
the United States.
Capt, Long. 48 Portland Pier.
Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
G. W. Hunt. 8 Custom House Whart
In testimony whereof, I have hereunt
and connections via. Boston & Maine
John Cox. 28 Monument square,
set my hand
and caused the seal of th B offices
railrbad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.20,
J. F. Hutchinson. 12 Elm street
United States to be affixed.
б. 00 and 11.00 p. m.: close 7.45 a. m., 12.00 m.
Peter Thims. Forest Avenue.
Done at the city of Washington tbi s 5.15 and 9.00 p. m. i Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m..
Also at the news stands in the Falmouth.
30th day of May,
close 3.30 and 9.oe p. m.
1893, ana of the ind<
Preble, Congress Square and United States hopendence of Amerioa, the 122d.
Boston, Southern and Western, and interme- tels. and Grand Trunk and Union Depots. It
diate offices and connections, via Boston md can also be obtained ot Cbtsbolm Bros., Agents
(Signed)
Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive at on all trains of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk
William McKinley.
and Portland & Rochester railroads and of
10.45 a. m., 5.30 and 8.80 p. m.; close 6.00 and 7.45
By the President;
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
agents on any of tlie Boston Trains.
William R. Day, Secretary of State.
The Pbfbs can also befound at the following
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
Auburn—G.ll. HaskelL
2.00nnd 4.00 a. m., 12.60 and 6.15 p. m.: close
10.30 a. m., 12.80 and 9.00 p. m.
BERTHOLDI CALLS US DOWN.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—Johu O. Sliaw.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connection*
Berlin Falls ,N. H.—C. S. Clark.
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
Effort to Promote Good Peeling wlti
Blddeford—A. M. Burnham.
9.00 a. m, 12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 and
Bridgton—A. YV. Ingalls.
10.30 a. m.,12.30, 415 ana 9.00 p. m.
Prance Meets a Frost.
Brunswick—F. F. Shaw.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connec
Bangor—J. D. Glynn.
tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
Harbor—C. F. Kennison.
Boothbay
Paris, May 30,—With a view to oheo £ 1.00 and 6.30 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. m. and 12.3(
Brownfield—E. L. Frink.
the blatant pro-Spanish feeling here an i P. m.
Cape Elizabetb—Dyer & Jose.
J F. Marrlner.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connecenlist the sympathies of Frenchmen o
tions via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
Cumoerland Mills—H. G. Start
Lewis.
Fred
the side of America, a special effort wa s 12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.3C
Camden—
J. H. Gould.
made by the American colonies today t 0
Cornish—L-B. Knight.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connec
Deenne— N. J. Scanion.
do honor to tho memory of Lafayette. A
tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
Deerilug Center—A. A. McCone.
big gathering proceeded to his tomb i; 1 1.00 p. m.: close at 12.30 p. m.
Damanscotta—M. H. Gamage.
Valrflalrl_K
<t
VvanS.
Island
intermediate
Pond,
was
Vt.,
offices
and
decorate j
Plcpus oemetery, which
via Grand Trunk Railway—Ar
connections,
Farmington—H. P. Whits Ji Go.
mutual flags. Th e rive at 8.45,11.45 a. m., 7.15
with wreaths and
Mitchell.
W.
m.;
8
p.
Sundays 4,'
Freeport—A.
a. m.;close at6.30 a. m., 12.30 and 5.30 p.m
United States ambassador, Gen. Horae
FryeDurg—A. C- Frye.
5.00 p. m.
Wbitmora.
Sundays
T,
Fryeburg—J.
Porter, deposited the American wreath 8
Gardiner—Bussell Bros.
Gorham, Ar. II.. intermediate offices and con
Green’s Landing—S. W. Flfleld.
and in an eloquent speech referred
t 0 neetlons, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
Gorliam— L. J. Lermond.
8.45 and 11.46 a. m., and 7.15 p. m.; Sundays 8.4c
to Lafayette and th
America’s debt
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son
a. m., close at 6.30 a. m., 12.30. 6.30 p. m.
SunGore—F. K. Kussell.
‘‘Unbreakable ties betwesn the two cour
days at 7.00 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
H. Otis.
Kenuebunk—J.
tries.
Montreal—Arrive at 8.45, 11.45 a. m. and 7.15
Kennebunkport—C. E. Miller.
He was warmly applauded.
p. m., close at 12.30, 6.30 p. m.
Sunday close
Falls—(J.
Newman.
Livermore
M.
Bertholdl followed In the sam s 6.00 p. m,
Lewiston—Chandler & Winshlm
strain. But he said he deplored the fac t
Swanton. Vt., intermediate offices and conH.
Island—S.
Marston.
Long
neetlons, via Mountain Division M. C. R. R._
that it had been revealed that there ex
Limerick—B. A. 0. Grant.
Arrive at 8.40 p. m.; close at 7.45 a, m.
Lisbon—C. U. Foster.
isted a new spirit among modern Amer:
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
Bartlett. N. H., intermediate offices and concans which ‘differed from the tradition
No. Deerlug—A.C. Noyes.
nections via Mountain Division M. C. R. Rof the founders of the republic.”
Noitn Stratford SB.-J. C. Huohtlngi
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.40 p. m.: close at 7.43
Continuing M. Bertholdi said French a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Norway—F’-P. Sto e
men looked to Gen. Porter and Amer:
A. O. NovesCo.
TV.
intermediate
offloes and com
H..
Bochester,
N.
cans like him to ‘‘Keep the United .State *
Conway—C. II. Whittaker.
neetlons, via Portland* Kochester railroad—
Old Orchard—Fogg & Libby.
faithful to the great principles of libert;
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. pi.; close at 6.30 and
Rlcnmond—A. L. Preble.
and justice wh ioh presided at the birt 1 and 11.30 a. m.
Kumford Falls—F. J. Kolfe.
of the republic. ’'
Cumberland Mills, Gorham and Westbrook
& Carr.
Kocklar.d—Dunn
••
The military band present played th s (Saccarappa) Arrive at 8.45 a. m. 1.45 and 6.00
A. J. Huston.
Amerioan and Frenoh anthems and a 1 p. m. j close 6.30 and 11.30 a. m. and 5.30 p. m.
Sanford—Trafton Bros.
South Portland and Willard—A rrlve at 7.30
those who attended the ceremonies defile J
Skowhegan—Blxby & Buck.
1.00 a. m, 8.00 p. m.; close 6.30 a.m., 1.00 and
South Portland—J. F. Merrimaa.
before the tomb.
*•
2.00 p. m.
H. Kicker & Son.
Pleasantdale and Cash Corner—Arrive 7.30
Louth Windham—J. W. Head.
and
4.30
11.15a.m.
and
p.m.; close 7.30a.m.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant.
BICYCLE RECORD BROKEN.
and 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
island mails.
Philadelphia, May 30.—Earl Kiser c f
B. Kendricks Si Co.
Saco—H.
se<
Dayton, Ohio, today clipped four
Peaks Island—Arrive at 10.00 a. m. ;close 1 01
E. L. Preble.
for
record
on
8
American
onds off the
P- m.
South Bristol—N'. W. Gamage
the one-third mile boar 1
kilometre on
Long ond Chebeague Islands—Arrive at 9 00
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Vinal Haven—A. B. final.
bioyole track at Woodslde park. Kic a. m. j close at 1.30 p. m. at 9.3 0
Cousin*8 Island—Arrive
a. m.; clo
former
The
re(
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
der’s time was 1.01 2-6.
1.80
m.
p.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
Edouard
made
ord was 1.06 2-6,
by
Taj
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
stage mails.
lore at
Manhattan Beaoh ten days age
& Wyman.
Woodlords—Chapman
Kiser was paoed by a quint whloh b 0
Tfarmouthville—A. J. B. Mlchtell.
Bowery Beach—Arrive at 5.30 p. m.; close at
followed in fine style. In the half mil q 2.oo
p. m.
event, Kiser, who is the present chan
pion at that distance, was beaten by O. I
Cape Elizabeth and Knightvillc—AvriyQ at
7.30 a. in. and 5.30 p. m.; olose at 6.00 a. m. and
otevens
of Ottumwa, Iowa, and A. C
2.00 p. m.
Mertens of St. Paul, in a driving finish.
thick Pond, Pride's Comer, Windham, JVb.
Windham, Raymond and South Casco—Arrive
at 10.30 a. m.: close at 2.00 p. m.
BARON PLAYFAIR DEAD.
The
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“WM. H.1BARK8,

London,May

the

80.—Baron Lyon Playfair

distinguished chemist, political

nomist,

civil

liamentarian,
T9
aged

_

ecc

service reformer and pai :
died In this city yesterdaj

years.

McDuffie won.
Bridgeport, Conn., May 80.—The
mile

1)
multicycle paced match raoe betwee ,
<
Eddie McDuffie,
Cambridge, and Fre
was won by Mo
£•
Dulhe in 18.48 3-6.

,iIo?t’.„B,rld8ePort.

Book, Card
JOB PRINTER,

1

MASSACHUSETTS

INSTITUTE
TECHNOLOGY.

OF

James H. Crafts. President.
Courses in Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, Physics, Biology and General Studies.
Entrance Examinations in Portland. June 30
and July 1 at the Portland High School.
For all Information address
H. IV. TYLER
Secretary, 491 Boylston St., Boston.
law4wTh
mayl9

AND-

PRINTERS’

97 1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A
orders bi mall
attended to.
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or

SPECIALTY.

telephone promnth
Baptiieodtf'
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OS FIELD OF GETTYSBURG.

GUESS WORK HERE.

| and together,

Portland People Have to Do Is to Follow the

Example

of Fellow

Citizens.

Impressive Memorial Day Ceremonies
in Historic Town.

Facts are stubborn.

Some may be disputed.
None can be disproved.
A fact is the opposite of fiction.
Is always hedged about with proof.
Has to stand the test of investigation,
Or it drifts to the realm of doubt.

Investigate close'y the following.
more
The closer the scrutiny the

con-

vincing the results.
A Portland citizen speaks here;
and conviction.
Speaks from experience
facts.
Relates facts—stubborn
be disputed, but cannot be
That
may

disproved.

Masterful Oration by Hon. Webster Davis
Assistant Secretary of the Interior—
What Time Has Woven for This Nation
and What

Future Holds.

Gettysburg, Pa., May SO.—Ths attendance was larger and the exercises more
interesting at the Memorial Day ceremonies held here today than on any similar occasion in the past.
The parade moved at 3 p. m., to the
national cemetery, where, after impressive services by the G. A. R., and amid

Mrs. David Rounds, of No. 74 Linooln
felt miserable in the fall the booming of cannon, the school chilstreet, says: “I
ladies’ aid society
and others
of 1895 and the winter of 189(5 for my com- dren,
flowers over the graves.
This
the better of me and I was strewed
got
plaint
comoletely run down, I was subject to work over.the crowd.thronged about the
rostrum.
Hon. George J. Benner, memspells of dizziness, roy appetite failed and
of my ber of Congress from this district, presida severe pain settled in the small
At night I could not sleep al- ed, and the opening prayer was offered
back.
though I wanted to badly, my kidneys by Rev. H.C.Alleman of Christ Lutheran
Chairman Ben neFread a letter
acted very sluggish and the secretions church.
I felt quite anxious from President McKinley, regretting his
were very scanty.
about myself and tried to find some means inability to be present. He then introof stopping it. I read in a local paper dncted the orator of the day, Hon. Webthat Doan’s Kidney Pills were for just ster Davis, assistant secretary of the inwho held this’ audience for 40
such troubles and I got them at H. H. terior,
store at the junction of mlnntes in a masterly oration.
& Son’s

Hay

drug

He spoke in part as follows:
Free and Middle streets. They did their
work well.
My kidneys act freely, the of “For more than a century, in the loom
tirao, a brave people have been
dizziness is gone and I can rest at night the fabrio of this Republic, and a weaving
portion
I am sure I can of the blood-red colors which make the
and sleep refreshingly.
most
radiant
of
that
Pills
wondrous
fabric
Doan’s
part
.to
Kidney
;anyrecommend
wero plaoed there by the men who fought
”
one.
and died on these heights of Gettysburg.
Doan’s Kidney Pills 50 cents per box, They resided at the dawn of a new era
for sale by all dealers, ’sent by mail on in onr republic’s
history. The whole
future was here with them, and destiny
receipt of price by Foster-Mil burn Co., dim-brooded over it; in
their hearts and
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United unshaped thoughts it lay, illegible and
States.
inevitable, until Anally it nnfolded itself
Remember the name DOAN’S and take in Are and thunder of cannon and rattle
of musketry, in the rustling of tattered
no substitute.
battle-flags, the tramp of hurrying battalions, tne glow of war’s crimson, In the
sighs and groans of the wounded and
BRITISH COLLIER CAPTURED.
dying. They thus announced, In rifle
volleys, death-winged, that the Union
Wat Loaded With Coal For the Spanish must and shall be preserved.
“All honor to the memory of our heroic
Fleet.
aeaa—aear as mo Diooa
they
gave, jno
impious footstep e’er shall tread the herof
their
And
we
do
not forhas
bage
graves.
Key West, May 30.—The Restormel
get the boys who went down to watery
just been captured by the cruiser St. Paul, graves in the unfortunate Maine; their
valor shall never be forgotten while fame
Capt. Sigsbee.
The Restormel was captured under the her reoord’keeps, Nor do we forget the
which are marked ‘unknown’; for
very guns of Morro Castle, at Santiago de graves
them we bring the rarest flowers. We
Cuba, at 6 a. m., on May 25. She carried believe in the establishment and mainte2500 tons of best Welsh ooal from Cardiff, nance of homes for homeless defenders ol
We believe, too, in reservpresumably for Admiral Cevera’a fleet. the arepublio.
little space there for the poor, old,
The St. Paul had bean lying off Santiago ing
helpless, homeless, white-haired mother
for six days and early last Wednesday who gave a husband or a son as a living
the
collier
was
sighted sacrlfloe to the bloodthirsty god of war.
morning
big
We believe, also, in liberal pensions for
making at ful'.speed for Santiago harhor. all who
are worthy and deserving.
The &t. Paul fired a blank shot and the
“I believe the hour has struck
on the
Restormel came to four miles from the clock of ages
(whose huge pendulum
The forts did not fire swings to and fro over the arch of cenSantiago forts.
turies) when this wonderful land shall
on the cruiser.
take on newer and higher types of nationA prize crew under the command of ality.
New fields are fast
Lieut. J. A. Patton was put on board
opening up for
with its
and dispossessed the British officers who American adventure. Alaska,
is
wealth,
only awaiting the
Not a line was found teeming
made no protest.
coming of American steam and electric
among her papers relative to the destinaThe engines, American enterprise, genius and
or
tion
oonsignee .of the cargo.
to unlook her treasures and pour
Rpstormel was headed at once lor
Key energy,
them into the pockets of American thrift
West. She was leaking badly when capand courage.
tured and is still in a precarious condi“The Hawaiian Islands,
too, which
tion.
oould
furnish homos for a million of our
The Restormel now lies in the harbor
a
for
untold
and
market
milpeople
Marines patrol the prize
near a wharf.
lions of our products, also aSordiDg a
and will allow no one on board the prize.
of refuge for our vessels, are daily
The members of tbe crew are not even
nocking at our door for admission into
allowed to take
newspapers offered to our
of states, wanting the protecfamily
them from launches that come alongside.
tion of our flag. Let us take them and
When the Restormel l(»lt Santiago de
make them feel perfectly at home.
Cuba it was believed by those on the St.
“Then, again, in the tar east there are
Paul and the other United States vessels
countless millions of people to be clothed
that the Spanish fleet was inside. In adof wealth with
Paul there were five and fed. who have plenty
dition to the St.
which to pay for it, who would furnish a
other fast naval scouts outside Santiago
for
the
market
products of our mills
good
establishing a definite blockade in the and
shops, factories and farms, whenever
merchant vessels were alno
senBe that
The departure of Admir- we can reduce the rates of transportation
lowed to enter.
so that our poduots can be fnrnlshed ns
al Cevera’s fleet would have been instantcheaply as those of other countries. This
ly reported.
we can do by
bringing about the early
construction and operation of the NicaraAnd
gua Canal.
this, together with a
A DESERTER ARRESTED.
Pacific cable (which,we should construct
*
Fall River, Mass., May 30.—Bernard and control) would, give us easy oommuni
Manchester,a former resident of this city, cation with the Pacific Ocean—destined,
flnn.r. t.ho rrrnata*
who deserted from the torpedo boat Tal- af,
the 19th
bot, stationed at Newport, on
Then,
part of the world’s commerce.
of May, has been captured and returned with proper attention on the part of our
Manchester deserted hie government to the
to his vessel.
of the
encouragement
post while on duty. Tbe penalty, if construction of merchant ships we would
invoked, will mean death. On the Tal- soon become one of the greatest commerbot, cut cf a crew of 13, seven are Fall cial nations and be masters of the comRiver boys.
m erce and trade of the Paoific.
It would
not be long until the sails of the American commerce would whiten every sea
PLEASANTDALE.1;
and our flag be found in all the harbors
Mrs. W. A. Dyer it; very 111 at her home of the world.
“Our standing army should, also, be
Her mother Mrs. Otis
on Chapel street.
increased not too much, however, for
Pierce of Southport is with her.
our excellent volunteer soldlsry can
alA. H. Thompson of ways be relied upon but we should have
Mr. and
Mrs.
a trained force always
ready for duty,
vaiu
pciasou xiiCJi.ux xax xs&j v> x ox_i
sufficiently large to protect our frontiers
Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. until the voiunteor army could get
their
parents,
ready
for action.
Thompson, Forest Avenue.
“We should, also, strengthen our coast
Miss Cora Richardson, who has been ill
defenses in order that we may be well
for some weeks, Is thought to be improvprepared for foreign invasion.
“Then, too, we should build one of the
ing.
Mrs. Waiter Orne cf Congress street, finest navies that ride the seas, in order
that we may hold our own with any
Portland, passed Saturday with friends nation, on sea as well as on land. It
on Chapel street.
should make no difference what the cost
Mrs, Winona Emery has returned from would be, for our nation is rich ;and oan
afford it.
passing the week with relatives at Farm- easily
We love peace but we should realize
ington and Stark and is being pleasantly that eternal
vigilance is the price of
entertained
at the borne of Miss Mae liberty and that the way to always
have
is
to
be
always prepared for war.
peace
Pillsbury.
that sectional lines
“We
are
glad,
today,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilson passed the
have entirely disappeared in this country.
Sabbath at the home of Mr. W. E. Dyer. In the face of foreign Insults, prejudice
ehduro among
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Flaherty have been and hate cannot longer
entertaining friends from Portland and the,people of the North and South thas.
kissed by the
the snow can last when
Knlghtville.
of the life-giving
beams of the warmth
Mr. Lewis Litchfield employed as sta- sun. Only the other dcy—a third of a
tion agent at Scarboro passed Sunday centnry since the eagle of victory nestled
with the dove of peace on the flag of the
with his mother, Mrs. Charles Litchfield,
Union, nt Appomattox—another call for
Kelsey street.
volunteers echoed throughout our land,

glace

THERE IS ONLY

ONE

THIS IS IT!
invaluable

for

all

wifh

Buff Wrapper,

niches, Pains, inflammations,

Catarrhal Trouble and Piles.

POND’S EXTRACT CO., New York and London.

Bide by sidn, sons of men
who wore the blue and gray
marched
of the Union, in
mnsio
deto
the
away
fense of the same country and under the
At the head of their
same starry flag.
column we rejoice to see the gray-haired
Union
and Confederate
the
of
generals
armies, and the grandson of the immorof
the gallant Lee,
tal Grant on the staff
all, now, wearing the loyal bluo and all
soldiers in the cause.of lloerty.
“The Christian nations of the old world
lost the great and golden opportunity of
the century when they turned a deaf ear
to the pleudings of the down trodden and
oppressed people of Greece and Armenia,
but the young republic of the new .world
has heard the cry from the suffering and
oppressed people of an island at its very
door, and has hastened to their relief.
And our reunited people are standing by
our noble;President in his brilliant efforts
to uphold the dignity and
glory of our
country. His superb oonrago, profound
and
peerless
wisdom, rare diplomacy
patriotism have proven him the master
spirit of the time, and have wedded his
fame, Eor
name to glory and undying
victory will be ours. 1 hear It.
“We are told that in the disastrous siege
of India, a Scotch girl raised her head
from the pallet in the hospital and said
to the sickening hearts of tho English: ‘I
hear the
bagpipes, the Campbells are
coming’ they;said ‘Jessie, it is delirium’;
‘No,’ she replied,’I know it; I hear it afar
off.
And in an hour, l h
pibroch burst
upon their glad cars ard the banner of
England lloated, in triumph, over their
heads.
“So, In the dim distance, I can,hear the
first notes of the jubilee rising from the
hearts of a starving people as they hear
the welcome music of the Star Spangled
Banner, produced by our brave boys, as
proudly they march under the stars and
stripes; which guarantee liberty forever,
that bleeding Cuba shall be free.
“Then the future historian will record

the sea often obtain their bearings by
the aid of the north star (a glimpse of
which they catch through a rift in the
storm cloud), and by it are guided to a
haven of safety, so twice during the last
half of the nineteenth century the olouds
of war hung like a pall over fair Columbia, with unrest and confusion, sadness
and tears everywhere; but amid the darkness and gloom of each of those storms the
eyes of American patriots pierced the
murky atmosphere to the silvery lining of
those clouds above and beheld a glorious
star beckoning them on, following which
they anchored bye and bye, in a blessed
harbor of prosperity and peace; they were
the patriotic, the liberty-loving, the Goagiven, the Amerioan stars—Abraham Lincoln and William McKinley.
“Today, out of the mystic veil we can
almost see the faces of that patriot band
looking down upon us from the camps on
peace.
the green Helds of everlasting
Among them ore those who fell at LexBunker
at
Saratoga,
and
Concord,
ington
Hill and Brandywine; some who at New
Orleans, In the war of 1812, proved to the
world that easier were it to hurl the
rooted mountain from its base than to
foroe the yoke of slavery on men determined to be free; some who bore aloft
thoir country’s flag at Chepultegeo, Palo
Alto, Cerro Gorde and Buena Vista. And
then thore are those who poured out the
crimson tide of their lives at Bull Kun
and Antietam, at Chickamauga, Lookout Mountain, Shiloh, Gettysburg and
on many other battlefields. And there are
those noble young Americans who, wrapping themselves in liberty’s winding
sheet, laid their lives on freedom’s altar,
that the brave-hearted, plucky Cubans
shall be free.
“Love,gratitude and tears we owe them
Future
all. Their deeds can never die.
nations will read them, deep-cut, defying
the tooth of time, on the marble of our
greatness. They will blaze on the pillars
of our Union. And in the springtime of
each year a grateful
people, bearing
emchoicest flowers—nature’s sweetest
blems of love and affection—will come to
decorate their graves; for those graves will
be known as Bhrines forevermore; shrines
on

so

long

as

chivalry girds

on

a

sword;

shrines so long as the Republic shall;endure; shrines where patriot knees will
bend and patriot eyes will weep so long
as freedom has a worshipper and equality
of rights a devotee.
Rev.

church,

Mr.
this

diction.

Glenn of the M. E. church
place, closed with the bene-

SOUTH PORTLAND.

a
It has been many
long year since
Memorial day has been so generally observed by the soldiers and citizons alike
of yesterday in South Portas was that
land. At 9 o’olock of the morning a pro-

teams consisting of live large
carrying more than 50 vetebarges
rans of the South Portland Veteran association with their guests, proceeded from
Knightville to Brown’s Hill cemetery and
there decorated 24 graves of their departed
of

and

comrades. Over each grave was placed
small
flag with iron marker with

a
a

wreath of flowers.
Here prayer was offered by Rev. J. H.
Roberts, pastor of the Elm street M. E.

church, and America was
tette composed of Mrs. R.

sung by a quarLuella Knapp,

Worth J. Parker Coombs
Wass, and brief remarks were
Ralph Sawyer, Howard Worth
A duet was also
Ethel Dyer.
Mrs.

though
tenting

little

a

time and still

longer

on

MiSCTaxAjnsors.

IWJng

war-scarred veterans, who

|

shores of
it pot
The speaker

1

fighting the real,

Ufaof
own recor as
humorously referred to his
0. Davis of
W.
Mr.
being like that of
tho P
Kentneky who was born on
Donelson
of February, 1862, the day Fort
“The white flag was
was surrendered.
services
rnn
up said he, “I saw that my
in o
were needed and immediately sprung
wi r
arras and joined the infantry, and
battles

bloody

the rebel

yell
breastworks.
er

on

lips

my

attacked

c
A
R
P
E
i CASTORIA T
The Kind You Have
S
Always Bought
I

the

the
difficulty, but for

an
international
liberation of oppressed strangers who ire
orying to God for help,- and because we
have tasted the sweets of freedom God is
impelling us forward with a brotherly
affection for the oppressed, to demand in

the name of our common humanity and
in God’s name that we shall be free.
The
American eagle is a very wideawake bird, and while perfectly inoffensive when unmolested, is fearful in bis
rage and strength when aroused for the
and his
of his own

offspring

protection
own interests.

He referred to the

material richness of

country, the wealth of her mines, the
fertility of her soil, the beauty of her
landscapes, as being in themselves magnificent treasures to bequeath to rising

onr

m

generations. In its physical aspeots alone
it is a magnifloent country for which to

wreath,

a

f.ha

ennroH

a

Hurt

perishable wreath
aP

a...

P»lUn

nnm.

word of cheer to you and
offer a prayer to our God that the patriotism
that kindled your breasts may be
rekindled
in our breasts to
preserve
the blessing purchased at such tremendous cost of
But your
property and life.
hearts may be reassured by this thought

rades,

that

speak

a

gratified oountry will never let
your memory perish.
The striking th ing

are

and Mr.
made by
and Miss

rendered
by Ralph Gordon and Willie Strout.
The next cemetery visited was Bay

were decorated.
View whore 13 graves
The procession next proceded to the Town
hall where a substantial collation was
awaiting the veterans and their assembled
friends, among whom were the members
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Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
from
the
acceptable productions
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT,
will show the

same care in

selections
procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland,
to

Vegetable Preparation for As- S
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Eroinotes'Dtgesfion.Clieeiful-
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a

in our recent call Is the numbers who responded but are not needed as the ranks

j

CARPETS,

For Infants and Children.

pour out one's life blood.
Addressing the veterans personally Mr.
Wood sa<d: “We pause for a little while
awow

j

i

Referring to the Spanish war the speakot
thought it was not for the settlement

to place

kisobulaneocs.

are

l nessafidRest.Containsneither
| Opium,"Morphine tiorMingral.
Lot Naj&c otic,

V. T. KILBORN

w

_24

in

COMPANY,

Free

St.

mam™

full.”

paid a glowing tribute to
Washington, Lincoln, Perry, Farragut
and Dewey and pointed out that ail honor
The speaker

due William MoKinley who has done
his level best to settle a maximum international question of the gravest nature
with the minimum shedding of our nawas

fttotpe QfOldVrSmUmmSEB.
J\unp&m Seed‘d
I
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v

upon the disaster to the
Maine he showed that our first impulse
was to demand not only an eye for an eye
and
a tooth for a tooth but to lot the
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AperfeclRemedy for Constipa- ffl
tian, Sour.Stomach .Diarrhoea, M
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- ;S
S
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

from the face of the earth.
A second sober reflection gave us to feel
that revenge was not the American spirit.
The American is willing to fight for his
altars and his home3, for his cherished

Spaniard

and for

JRocholUSofts-
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tion’s dearest blood.

Institutions
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yTEW YORK.

humanity's largest

good. (Applause.)
.Today, comrades,

were

church

Years

5.

EXACT- copy OF WBAPPEB.

gathered with you in hall and
un cemetery and placed wreaths of
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Host Have

sword and voice have served mankind.
“To live in hearts yon leave behind is

I

with which
company the deceased had
been associated lor thirty years.
Rev.
J. H. Roberts of the Elm St. M. E.
church officiated, offered
read
prayer,
scriptural selectionr and made brief remarks. The pall bearers were Granville

Libby, William Burgess, Jesse Dyer and
Mr, Evans.
There was a floral remembrance in the shape of a
bouquet and
interment was at Mt. Pleasant

the
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! SOUSA’S MUSIC.

1
I

j

Y

Stars and Stripes Forever March.
Stars and Stripes Forever Song.
<► Bride Elect March.
Y El Capitau March.
X King Cotton March.
♦ Manhattan Beach March.

X

t

jg

now

M

us

„„„
tne5 tn
to 56,1 T°a

18a.mi wood & bishop co.

benediction.

There were present family friends, neighbors and a goodly representation of the
employes of the Boston & Maino R. U.,

There

f

i

OUR IMPERIAL CLARION.
5
The Foremost of Them All.

heartily

PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF THIS WAR

%

Just let

_

%

with the

yjj
^

write you if your dealer
somethmg else.

♦ ♦♦♦

which the “Roll of-Honor” Was
called by Hiram Ellis and America was
sung in which the large audience

m

Carlton T.Chapman.W. A. Rogers, T.deThulstrup, and otherswill accurately portray the engagements in w'hich our Army and Navy may
participate, as well as happenings at Washington.
Among the WEEKLY’S special correspondents will be Caspar Whitney, John R.
Spears, John Fox, Jr., O. K. Davis, and Harold
Martin, following our Squadrons and Armies.,
In order to bring this matter home to every
good American, the publishers will send, prepaid, HARPER’S WEEKLY from

A Hundred Reasons Why,
which we can’t tell
you here.

after

The funeral services over the remains
of Mr. Ira. T. Warren were held
Sunday
afternoon at ono o'clook at bi9 late resiForest
dence,
Avenue, Pleasantdale.

1

CLARION

was charmingly sung by Mrs.
B. Luella Knapp who carried the solo
part and was seconded by the quartette.
Following this were brief and pertinent
remarks by Rev. Mr. Ford and his son
ind by Rev. Mr. Laughton.
J. Parkes Coombs then rendered in
in a spirited manner the “Battle Hymn,”

is beginning another era in its existence.
The Congress of the United States has declared
that Spain must at once relinquish its auHARPER’S WEEKLY,
thority in Cuba.
whose pictorial history of the last war marked
an epoch in American illustrated journalism,
will, with enormously increased facilities, be
each week an accurate, concise, and authentic

until peace is assured. A brillstaff of artists and correspondents
iant
will represent the WEEKLY at the front.

Stove? f

THEN BUY A

not to die.
At the conclusion of Mr. Wood’s able
and
eloquent oration, which was most
cordially received and broken at times
with salvos of applause, the “American

closed

a

HARPER’S WEEKLY

iJfrom
®5

HHB

Yesterday they wore in deadly combat,
today we gather up their sacred ashes and
place them in history’s golden urn. Their

exercises

m

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, HEW YORK CITY.

upon the graves of their fallen comrades are today themselves in the
bivouac of the death. Heroes never die.

The

j®

CASTORIA

immortelles

joined.

: ':?*
la

you deoorate 31,000
more graves than you decorated last year,
31,000 of your brothers who last year

Hymn”

MEMORIAL DAY ORSERVANCE.

cession

the

of

the faces

into

minutes

Directorate March.
Liberty Bell March.
Washington Post March.
Ftigh School Cadets March.
On Parade March.
Corcoran Cadets March.
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HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Sq., N. Y. City
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Also the Vocal Gems of
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THE TROOPING OF THE COLORS.

I

I

GRESSEY, mm & ALLEN’S,

\

cemetery.
While
the game of baseball was in
We are headquarters for all of JOHN PHILIP SOUSA’S •
of the Cape Elizabeth Veteran association
progress yesterday on Pickett’s Held, a J famous MARCHES, SONGS and OPEItA SCORES in PIANO, ♦
who joined the, decorating party at this dog
belonging to Sam Latham made a S VOICE, ORCHESTRA, BAND, MANDOLIN, GUITAR and 2
«.
During the collation J. Parker most vicious attack on one of Robert • BANJO Arrangements.
point.
Coombs
captivated his hearers by a bickett’s cows in a pasture near by. The
spirited rendering of the “Song of’61,
cow’s nose was
and but
and was obliged to respond to an encore.
About 2 o’clock Mt. Pleasant cemetery
was reached
and hereJrad assembled a
large grathering of citizens numbering
several hundred to witness the s3rvices

literally

torn out

for the

interference of the orowd other
injuries doubtless would have boon inflicted.
The funeral of

place yesterday

Woodbury P. Cobb took
at two o’clock in Willard

I

BAXTER BLOCK.
%
%
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which were of special interest,because of from his late
residence, 139 Main street.
and Sailors’ monument
the
Soldiers’
Mrs.
R.

W.
John Buzzell
and Mrs.
erected neur the old north chapel. Eighty- Pickett
have returned home from West
three graves were decorated in Mt. Pleas- Baldwin.
ant
with singing by the quartette and
Mr. William Wood has returned from
prayer by Rev. Mr. Ford.
and will pass t bo summer with
England
The veterans of Cape Elizabeth then his
Wood.
son,
Harry
joined those of South Portland in placing
The Samaritan Society will meet this
wreaths
about
the
large and handsome
afternoon with Mrs. J. B. Johnson.
after which the procession
monument
diaries Brooker, scenic artist of Bartmarched into the chapel and took seats
McCullum’s theatre at the Cape, arley
which had teen reserved for them in the
rived from Boston, yesterday.
center of the sanctuary.
The Capo electrics did a rushing busiThe indoor exeroises begun by a prayer ness
yesterday and 13.extra cars wero
the crowds
offered by Rev. Mr. Ford which was fol- kept going to accommodate
the different cemeteries.
lowed by the singing of the “Flag of Our who visited
been
has
for a specposted
The warrant
to be convened at the
Country.” by the quartette.
ial town meeting
Comrade Noah Knight, who presided, Town hall on Saturday of this week.
then presented the orator of the day, Rev.
William Wood, who said in part that ho WATERVILLE WANTS RAILROAD.
of
Waterville, May 3.—The
certainly esteemed it a great
to

privilega

{{citizens

tribute of praise to the memory Waterville will hold
a, mass meeting
splendid host of patriots who hav- Thursday evening to decide upon buildthe
ing fought a good light and finished their ing a $100,000 connecting link with
Quebec railroad at Week*
earthly careers have passed on to their Wiscasset &
eteiual reward, and to gaze _fer a’ few Mills.
)*

bring

a

mayl7

eodtf
___

_
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FIRE NOTICE.
The office of The E. C. Jones Insurance Agency has been temporarily removed to No. 37
St., the old Mosher
store, owing to the fire of Friday, May 27th.

Exchange

We shall remain at this address
will be

pleased

to do your insurance

during repairs
as

on our

office,

and

usual.

THE EC. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY
EDWARD C. JONES, Agent and Manager,

of that

PHILIP I. JONES, Assistant Man.-iger.
may28eodt£
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
—

AND

muniry feels any
Day.
Yesterday

on
Memorial
the
ranks of this
swelled by the thousands

—

Maine state

pbess.

Subscription Hates.
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six

months; $1.50

quarter;

a

50 cents

a

month.

fraction wait
who have
relatives and friends in the
new army which is
gathering for a struggle on the soil of Cuba. Their hearts
were tilled
with apprehension and sadness at what might be, and the memorial
wreaths laid
upon the graves of those
who had fallen in the Civil War suggested
to them the sorrowful
possibilities of the
strife about to open. Not for years have

The Daily is delivered every morning by
any where within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State I’iiess. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, Sl.oo per year; 50 cents for G
the observances of Memorial Day been
months; 25 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or felt by so large a part of the community
Bhort periods may have the addresses of their as were those of yesterday.
papers changed as often as desired.
Now that Cervera’s fleet is cooped up
Advertising Kates,
in Santiago, Spain has only the Cadiz
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for ona
fleet left. It contains one battle ship and
week; $4.00 for oto mon'ti. Three insertions
or loss, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- several armored oruisers of the Vizcaya
type, besides torpodo boats and auxiliary
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one cruisers. Several of the ships are powerweek or $2.50 for one month,
ful, provided they are in good condition,
“A square” is a space of the width of a col- which is somewhat
doubtful.^ Whether
umn and one inch long.
this fleet has already left Cadiz c" not is
Special Notices, on ilrst page, one-third addi- not
It seems to have
certainly known
tional.
sailed out of that port several days ago,
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2,00 per
Three insertions or less, but it has been said since that the purjquaro each week.
pose was simply to do some practice
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed cruising, and that it would return shortwith other paid notices, 15 cents per line each ly
Now that Cervera has been bottled
insertion.
up, probably publio sentiment in Spain
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, will force
it
to come over here and at15 cents per line each lnsertiom
tempt his relief. Certainly the people
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverwill not permit it to lie idle In Cadiz.
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- Thero has been some apprehension lest it
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- should be sent to our Atlantic "coast to
carrier

tisements not paid in advance, will he charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 00 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

TUESDAY, MAY 31.
Nebraska’s quota under the President’s
second call
is
about 500, only half
enough to make a regiment, for the Hnn
William J. Bryan.
El Progreso of Madrid beats our yellow
journals all to pieces. Some of the latter
have essayed to report battles that never
occurred but none of them ever worked
them up in such detail as characterized
El Progreso’s report of the great fight off
Jamaica in which
were

two Ameican vessels

sunk.

Senator Lodge’s sober second thought
will probably lead him to refrain from
amendment
to
the
pressing his
revenue bill providing for the annexation
of Hawaii. He will hardly be willing to
assume the responsibility of crippling the
government at this critical time, as he
must do if he should Insist that Hawaiian
annexation should accompany the appropriation of money for the carrying on of
the war.
The proposition offered as an amendment to the revenue bill to tax the gross
receipts of all corporations was voted down
in the Senate on Saturday.
There is a

probability, however, that
imposed upon the receipts

tax will be
of the great

a

just

able to pay would escape. The suggestion
was the outgrowth of the undiscriminatlng hatred of the Populists and the Bryan
Democrats for anything styled a corporation.
There seems to be good reason to believe that the army or at least a considerable part
of it is to make a forward
at once. What the
objective
point is we do not certainly know, but
presumably it is Cuba. Whether the inmovement

tention
vana

is

or

to move
to establish

preparatory
the future,

to

a

can

immediately

on

Ha-

a base
in the island"
movement somtime in
only be conjectured, but

in view of the fact that it is admitted
that a considerable
part of the troops
are

yet

not

not

thoroughly equipped and have

been £.brought
the

discipline,
that is
cure

intended
and fortify a

from which
the future. It

and,
in

mat

to the proper state of
probability is that ail
immediately is to sestrong base on the islto conduct operations
seems

hardly likely

present state of unpreparedness the
army will be led against the
strong defences of Havana.
in

its

At last wo have absolutely conclusive
evidence that Admiral Cervera’s fleet is
in the harbor of Santiago de Cuba, with
Commodore Schley’s squadron
blockading
it. The interesting question now is what
will be done.
Will Commodore
Schley
force the harbor and
to

attempt

destroy

will he he content with
keeping it
shut inf To force the harbor would be
an

it,

or

undertaking

of great risk, and to

attempt
Cervera’s ships indefinitely

blockade
will involve great risk also.
The hurricane
season is fast
approaching when to
to

keep battleships

close to the coast will be
great danger. But they
must be kept there or Cervera’s
squadron
will
take advantage of their absence to
slip out of the harbor and escape. Perhaps it may be possible to block the channel securely with old hulks loaded with
attended

with

iron.

A land attack upon Santo he feasible
especially
as It is in the part of the island
supposed
to be controlled by the
insurgents. The
town is not heavily garrisoned and the
ships could be relied upon to demolish the
most formidable of the fortifications.
It
be safely
may
assumed, that some
stones

or

tiago would

seem

way will be found to keep these
from being of any further nse to
in this or any other war.

ships
Spain

The import of the services ofjMeniorial
Day were felt yesterday by thousands
who had
never felt it before.
Hitherto

they have simply recalled the scenes of
carnage of 18G1-65, and as we have receded
from that
period the number to whom
they have brought back sad memories
of psrsonal
bereavement lias become
and smaller, until now but
smaller
a

very small

fraction of the

whole com-

Admiral Dewey

Adds One More to

Lengthy List

of

Captures.

secHong Kong, May 80,-The British
ond class oruisor Pique has arrived her
She reports all
from Iloilo and Manila.

quiet

at both plaoes.
The Spanish garrison at Iloilo numbers
100 men and the place has no defences.
The foreigners there are safe. Supplies
from the
are
Manila

reaching

plentifully

surrounding country. There is no panic
at Manila.
The Spaniards are working
upon the fortifications, but their guns are
old and useless and they are short of ammunition.
Rear Admiral

has informed the
authorities at Manila that he will hold
them responsible for the life of the Spanish gunboat
Callao, captured by the

Dewey

United States fleet.
The Spanish have been threatening to
shoot him for surrendering although confronted by the whole American fleet.
All the Amrican ships are at Cavite in
Manila buy, Salt provisions are plentiful
but fresh provisions are not obtainable.
There
is no sickness io the Amerioan
fleet.
In reply to the

Spanish attempt

to win

Aguinaldo’s men
said; to have informed
over

day.
ORIGIN OF

“YANKEE DOODLE.”

Universally

The Air

Known in One of

SOME KLONDIKERS’ WEALTH.
the

ever

®°m and 'torrid
all nf*111
merchandise
n

a

l

^

Seriously Worry Their Owners.
Letter in New York Snn.)
“The Klondike miners will send or
bring down to the States next summer
from $13,000,000 to $16,000,000 in gold,”
said Phelps E. West, a recent arrival from

(California

Consul

and Senor
Queheille proved to him that ‘Yankee
Doodle’ was a Biscayan air. My
father

there,

told him about a difficulty which he and
some friends had just had with a crowd
of angry Basques. The Basques had surrounded them and shouted,
‘Mueran!
mueran!’

meaning

‘Kill

theml

kill

olaimed.

‘What do these people know
about that?’
“
‘Had you but whistled it, I repeat,’
said the
old
gentleman, ‘the angry

Basques might

SPOT CASH DID IT!

MR'

4TB,

e

Two

By

CO., Auctioneers.

F. 0. BAlLliY &

We

bought

the entire stock of

Ladies’ Cloth and Crash Suits, Ladies’, Misses’ and
Children s Jackets, Cloth and Silk Capes also a
few Crash, Linen and Pique Skirts of
one of the
largest manufac-

at 10 a. m., we shall
St., a general assortment of Household Goods, consisting ol
sofas, chairs, tables, carpets and druggets, asti
and enamelled chamber sets, bedding, spring
beds, mattrasses, dining room furniture, table
chairs, cooking ranges, kitchen furniture, refrigerator and many other articles.
my27dtd
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-OF-

NEAR UNION

of the

A T
conoern

alone

liberty

at

to mention would be

AUCTION.

FRIDAY, MAY 27

enough

FINANCIAL

ONE LOT (85) LADIES’ SUITS made
to sell at $7.25 to 8.50, only
$5.00
Some tan coverts included in this lot.
ONE

LOT (53)

wool covert cloth in

Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets.
$5.00 Jackets

at

Thelauctlon sale of real estate No. 1008 Conof storm

gress street was adjourned on account
to TUESDAY, May 81st, at 2 p. m.

$5.98 and $6.98 Jackets at
3.98
$7.98 and $8.50 Jackets at
4,98
$10.00 and $10.98 Jackets at
6,98
$12.00 and $14.00 Jackets at
8.50
All higher prioed Jackets at
] 0.00
No Jacket in the house higher than
that, though some have been made to
sell at $20.

&

Eichango

REPERTOIRE

Tomorrow-Eveninl::::

•.Parisian’ Princess

GRAND GALA WEEK

GUARANTEED

TONIGHT—Grand QpGlinental
Night—High School Cadei* on
Stage. Beautiful Flag will be
Presented,

by Portland Water Co.
-FOR SALE BY-

&GO.,

Bankers.

TOMORROW NIGHT—Grand

Night.i?aiS,njr

!,nd

THURSDAY—Grand “Dewey”
Portland, Me. Night. Every
Indy will receive
da

32 Exchange St.,

feb28_

a

souvenir

Silver

“

D e w ev

Spoon.

BONDS.

PP|ACQ
rniVCU

4s.

4s.

Biddeford,

4s.

on

Matinee lOc, 20c.
Evening 10, 20, 30c

ivur aeuis

LAST DAY

MERRIMAN’S

RAND

FAIR,

application.

and Evening.
Prlzes to be given away tonight
GRAFT) ENTERTAINMENT.
Afternoon admission free.
Evening, Gents
10 cents; Ladies free.
All goods left will be

sold at auction.

it

Jefferson
JUNE

Theatre,
8, 1898.

&~BARRETT, Great Popular and

SWAN

Jbany,

Tuesday Afternoon

4s.

Pricca

”

4s.

Saco,

Sts.

186 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
3y2TdH

Symphonic

CONCERTS
==mscxt==z

BY THE

Casco National Bank

DRAFTS.

—

OJ?

AND

:

CHAPMAN.

Maine's Best Musician/.
Grand Festival Chorus of 300.
Harriet A. Shaw, the Harpiste.
GwHyn. Miles, the Favorite Baritone.
Brilliant programme, including war songs
with Sags of all nations; also the Fifth Symphony by Beethoven. Classical selections and

SURPLUS

Interest Paid

R.

10 of

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
TIME

Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of

WILLIAM

MAINE,

incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

Maine

—

PORTLAND,

DOIXT'T

overtures.

Evening concert at 8 o’clock. Matinee at 2 30
with change of programme.
Certificates exchanged at the box office after
10

a.

m. June 1st.

Evening prices Sl.oo, 75 and 60
prices 60 and 25 cents.

cents.

noon

F. O.

on

After-

my26di w

BAILEY & CO.

DEPOSITS. Aictione«rs and Commission MerdinU

tatives of the several grades.
Drafts drawn on National Provincial
All the linen, duck and crash goods will be put on sale Tuesday, May 31, at
Salesroom 48 Exchange Street.
Bank
of England, London, in
large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
prices never heard of in Portland. Ladies you will notice that all goods in the
AND THEF. O. BAILEY
C. W. ALI.F.X
Current Accounts received on favorable
mar In
store have been marked down for this sale. We havp done this to keep
«
up our jEriol
Self
Playing Pianos. terms.
low priced reputation and our oft repeated promise to sell better goods for the
Correspondence
solicited
from
Odd Instruments taken in Exchange,
Individuals, Corporations,
same money, or the same goods for less money than any other concern in the
Banks and others Wl, the undersigned, members of Cumb«rcity.
CATALOGUES FREE.
desiring to open accounts, as well as from ** land Bar, agree to close our offices on
Those who can are requested to call forenoons so as to avoid the crowd. We Lowest Price,.
Most Liberal Terms those wishing to transaot Banking bosl- Saturdays at l o’oloek p. m., and on other
ness
of any
description through this secular days at 4 o’clock p. m. from June 1st to
shall charge for alterations during this sale should there be required any.
Bank,
September 1st, 1898.
Nathan & Henry B. Henry W. Swasey.
STEPHEN R. SMALL President
Cleaves St Stephen C. B. I). & H. M. Verrill.
—

StelneitT Sons Go.,

M.

T. C. McGOULDRIC

R. M. LEWSEN & CO.
538
Congress Street.

may2nt

__

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.

of

BERRY,

__—_..

..r

R.ii_

You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year,

HAS REMOVED TO

No. 89

Chicago, III.,

MURRAY’S

w

81 FRANKLIN
With

a

Car Load of

ST., PORTLAND-

High Class

Trotters and Road Horses and General Purpose
•

fine

■AND

•

Horses,

■«

carriage

teams.

_

help

_

want

school

best, get

furniture,

and the

tbe

CHANDLER”

bright

adjustable

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
I4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

*prW

lu.Fri«

Building.)

Stockholders’

Liability.... 100,000

Capital

Surplus

wholly

and

invested

in Government Bonds.

j Investment

Securities

a

Specialty.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
COUSIN OK THE KING. By A. S. VanWestnitn,
MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clinghan..
and the location is the most cen0F CHANCE.. By Captain Alfred Maine,
9~ThomSKIRTS
tral and convenient in Portland.
Stokes
Wayne.
Charles
By
OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
am
The utmost privacy is afforded by sepARABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
By Harold R. Vynne, arate entrances from the street, while
ta-Atnp*P^SADFUL WOMAN.Gilmer
McKendree.
By
S-WHYDENVER.
La vfbvAoS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
the arrangement of offices of the consoliJ-Za
.Remarkable girl. By l. h. Bickford,
dated company is such that all financial
hate.
By Harold R. Vynnc.
Ib-OUtAdf
■Ti??cFOR
Leon,
De
C.
SULPHUR. By T.
*o—THE
business can be transacted under the
so—THE Hti^T^AN' Bv Champion Bissell.

j

*i^AVTpr^T'KENT.

Chart*?

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.

Bank

Surplus. 100,000

Said IO be the best lot of (Inc Horses that ever came to I'ort.
land market. All large and well bred. Some standard can show
2.20 gait. All are thoroughly broken and gentle for auy one t«> by numbers, to
TOW.Y TOPIC9,
drive. Hr. Berry will be very much iileased to meet all of bis
909 Fifth Avenue, Sow Fork*'
Hr. Berry
many old friends, and show a very tine lot of horses.
has the honor (of founding the Chicago Horse Harket, which is
s-zarr.
sale OF a SOUL. By C. M. 5. McLeljan.
the largest horse market in the world.
J-THB
my28d3t
7—1 HE

When you

Savings

Capital...$100,000
world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women ci culture and refinement than any

STABLE,

Exchange St.,

(Portland

Formsrljf of Limlngton and Gorham, Me.,
IS AT

Cashier-

Portland Trust Co.

afford to indulge yourself or your
in the luxury of a good weekly news.

can

---j

MARSHALL R. CODING,

febTdtr

apr9dTu,Thur&Sat tf

family

F. J.

Manager.

517 Conirre** street.

TJEX. 818—2.

You

Feis-Naptha,”

Berry.

are

Merrimack County,

BANKERS,
Got. Middle &

The California Acrobatic Trio.
TODAY- ■Evening!

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the

H. M. PAYSON

—or—

ATTRACTION!

—

DUE 1928.

CREDIT,

“My
actually
SOAP-IIUNGKY

OF THE

°6ftRe~

Corse Payton Co.
GREAT SPECIAL

BONDS

N, H.,

CHILDREN’S REEFERS
at half

THIRTY YEAR i PER GENT

Maine Central R. R.,
Portland Water Co.,

MOULTON,

al®

POSITIVELY LAST WEEK

wi

FINANCIAL

WOODBURY

cer"8,

JEFFERSON THEATRE.

may28d3t

$9.98

,°'cl?.cki <;a9c° Ba>’ Steamers leave Cu,.
ets*
Sants6
u?a nd 20
^ c«nts*° $ni
"Oxes. six chairs
a*s\J®

Fay Bros. & Hoaford, Lessees and Managers.

$90,000

S.

AT 8.30 A.M.

mmmmm

OfflceXndlyrM^yWthl'St"' oNjfock

above bonds

We shall sell on Friday, May 27, at 2 o’clock
m., on the premises, the valuable property
guarantee that there are few better goods made. These goods have arrived. We nown
as the Frederick W. Clark
place, adjoinshall put them on sale
ing Union Station, property In the rear of r008
Congress street. Portland, consisting of a valuable lot of land of 87,466 so. ft.,with 2 tenement
houses thereon, and 2 .stables.
These houses
rent lor $44 per month. Also, at the same time,
a lot of land on the northwesterly side of Portiana street, opposite nice store, ana containing
about 9000 sq. ft}, witd buildings thereon, and
And will continue to sell with a 10 per cent margin on the cost until
numbered 605 Portland street.
Saturday,
This is a valuable property and should attract
June 4. After that date we shall get our regular prices.
Will mention just a few the attention of buyers for a profitable investment.
items of each department so as to give the reader some idea of the
wonderful valFor full particulars and plan of property inues considering the season of the year.
quire of the auctioneers. 46 Exchange street.
Portland, Me., or of Frederick A, Clark, 1008
Congress street. Terms at sale.
were we

*5

foVv

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

50 CTS. ON THE DOLLAR. REAL ESTATE,
STATION,
name

DIPLOMACY,

—

IMPORTANT SALE

...

DOUGLAs

with coupon admitting to Theatre, 2ft cents.'
1teserved
111 each box, 30 cents each chair
Admission
rv
served Seats opens at Casco Bay Steamboat

3lst

Spring

America.

production will be given with
entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

turers in N. Y. at just

The

BYHO]NT

Household Furniture
On Tuesday. May
sell at house No. 262

in

Monday evening, JUNK 6tli, and every
evening for
nc®
week, with Matinees Tuesday, Thursday ami Saturday, the baw.

O’CLOCK P. IH.
story House. 5000 feet
Great
of land. Absolute Sale.
chance for bargain. Terms and
my28dtd
particulars at Sale.

**"

and his excellent Stock
Company will present Sardou’s Masterpiece, his great play 0f

2

SECURITIES,

____ A_

Of grocer*.

SATURDAY,

JUNE

PEAKS~ISLAND

MR. BYRON DOUGLAS.

Handsomest Summer Theatre

Commencing

At AUCTION.

Bot-

have taken you to be what
themselves, the
cream of all the Basques, for purity of
raw ahci purity cf language, and, indeed,
Originality of music; for the air is so old
they believe our great forefather Tubal
brought the tune here with him, along
with our tonga*.
Many a man, you
know, has been saved by knowing the
secret signs the Freemasons use.
My
son,; It would have been worth the trial.’ ten years.
“A great many miners have no one to
‘But surely, sir, you jest,’ answered
leave in charge of their claims and they
my father, incredulously.’
‘On my word, no,’ answered the Vice do not dare to send their gold down by
Consul. ‘It is most certainly an old other miners to the States. For instance,
who has claim
I have known it from there is Barney Flynn,
Gulpuzcoan air.
He had during
my childhood. 1 was amazed and amnsed No. 16 on Hunker creek.
the
season
of
navigation last summer,
too, years ago when I first heard It in
It was
Boston, and asked a gentleman what it about 600 pounds of gold dust.
stored about his cabin in five-gallon coal
was.
‘Why, our national air,’ he replied oil
ina disgusted tone.
a greasy
cans, wrapped up in
old
‘No,’ said I, fit is
ours.
He then told me that you had got blanket, and part of it was kept in a
it from the British at Bnnkei Hill.
I
told him that might be, but that origin- worth about $96,000.
Barney wanted to
ally it mnst have come from the Pyre- come down to ’Frisco in the worst way
He piotured to himself
nees.
He did not believe me, but I can with his riches.
prove the fact to you. Tomorrow is one how important no would be with his fortf tVw. dn.... 4-U
_1.4 tk.i.
une.
He left the city three
years ago
women come in with vegetables.
Come with about $300, and he knew the boys on
and take an early breakfast with me and the docks where he used to work would
be tiokled to see him come back a
milyou shall be convinced.'
But he didn’t dare leave his
“You may be sure mv father was on lionaire.
oiaim
for
more
than
twelve
hours
time the next morning," oontinued the
at a
He can’t
time, and seldom that long.
Major,refilling his pipe. "On proceeding read
or write,
and he’s afraid there’s
to the plaza with the old Spanish gentlesome kink in the Canadian laws that will
man, they found it thronged with market
women from far and near. A middle aged give his claim to another if he goes away,
woman who had sold her supply of vege- iso Barney has been staying right by the
tables was getting ready to start for mine with the three Indians that he emhome.
Senor Queheille accosted her in ploys at $10 (an ounce of gold) for eight
hours work. He has been tilling more oi)
Basque and learned that she was from cans
and fruit Jars with his gold dust,
Tolosa, some ten or twelve leagues south
of San Ssbastiari. He spoke to her again. and I don’t doubt that he has now $120,000
worth
of the stuff on hand.
He has
She smiled and immediately began to
sing. Her language was strange to my his summer’s sluloing to do, too.
“I take BarneyFlvnn as an illustration.
father’s ears, but the air thrilled in his
ears and made him take oil his hat and Thero’s lots more Klondikers up there
whose gold dust has
not been heard
stand with bared head.
It was ‘Yankee
from. When navigation reopens they will
Doodle.
"
Mr.
"There I
Consul have been saving it for two years.
the
exclaimed
told me of six men from Montriumphantly. ‘Is not that the tune you Sinclair
on
Gold
Bottom
creek, who have
play ou the Fourth of July and when you treal,
four claims in partnership and will have
go into battle?’
next
summer 800 pounds (troy
ready
‘The
answered my
very same.’
The Clarence Berry
weight) of gold.
father.
claim on El Dorado creek has a great hill
‘Come along;
we
have only begun
of
on
it
gravel
the proof,
ready for the annual cleanand Senor Queheille hurried
him from point to point of the crowded up when the warm weather comes. The
man in
charge there told me in January
square, addressing here a woman from
that the dirt had run Irom $3 to $4
Vergara, there one from Hernani; now a last
a pan for weeks.
That being so, it is
girl from
Trun, then another from
Oyarun, until he had questioned the reasonable to look for at least $60,000 at
The the clean-up.
length and breadth of Guipuzcoa.
“Just think of the fortune Borry has
result was invariably the same.
Most
:°uld sing words to the tune, a few could stumbled upon I When I knew him in
rnly hum it, like the children in our Selma, Cal., four years ago be wasn’t
He depended upon his
nurseries from Maine to Tampa, from worth a bean.
of $20 a month as a ranch laborer.
the Atlantic to the
Pacific, but iny father wages
had proof positive that the air of Yankee Two years ago this month he married
Doodle' was not only known in that re- and got about $500. With that lie and his
bride started for the Yukon river
gion but universally known."
diggings about Circle City. Berry was at
Forty-Mile and joined the first 'stampede
to Dawson City.
He filed upon one of
the best claims up there, and
he and
are
customers
Mrs. Berry brought down to 'Frisco with
them last August about ?13u,000 in
gold.
He has a claim that will yield him at a
low estimate an average of
$60,000 anfor
said nually for six years longer. In one
week’s time Berry leaped from a
poor
a grocer.
They can’t but hopeful miner to a fortune of about
it. Washes lin- $700,OUO. lie bought some lots at Dawson City in
October, 1306, for six ounces
ens white
as
snow; of gold (worth
$16 an ounce) apiece, and
he leased four of them
colored clothes
ior $1500 a
year eaoh. He sold three lots for $4000
and new.
each. There’s about twenty men in the
FELS & CO., PHILADELPHIA. Klondike
almost as lucky as Clarence

they modestly esteem

and tlie increased deaccount of the war.

on

AUCTION,

of

ABUSEMsm.

_

THE GEM THEATRE,
Management
The

NO. 31 HIGH STREET
At

__

Under the

VALUABLE BEAL ESTATE

price.
Bear and Too-Huoh-Gold
All $5.00 and $5.98 Reefers,
At $10.00.
including
creeks are yielding just as much as they
those we had in stock.
$8.75
did the first season of their development.
We have assorted (69) Ladies’ and
3.50 and $3.98 Reefers,
8.35 INVESTMENT
Mr. Sinolair said there were 278 claims Misses’ Suits in this lot, some of which
$2.50 and $2.98 Reefers,
1.50
on El Dorado and Bonanza creeks and
are worth $17.50.
Others at 98c, worth $1.98.
600 men were working them. Fifty
of
LETTERS OF
the larger claims will each yield $60,000
SAMPLE SUITS.
Ladies’ Cloth and Silk Capes.
for the year ending with the
sluicing
We have 146 sample Suits, some 34,
next July. Claim 30, whioh was the
FOREIGN
One lot of Ladies’ Capes, made of
feb9
good
dtf
original there, had a frozen gravel pile others 36, others 38 in size, in very defigured
quality
satin,
sold
at
regularly
30 feetjhlgh and 60 feet long, heaped up sirable shades.
$3.98 and $4.50, for this sale only $3.75.
ready for sluioing the last time I was out
Garments that were made to sell from
All these Capes are trimmed with lace
that way. It belongs to Bill Edwards $20 to $50 for this sale
they may go at and ribbon.
and Tom Eastley of Seattle. They will the
following prices, $12,50, 15,00,
dean up from that heap of gold hearing
Waste your money and efforts on a “poor
One lot silk and cloth Capes worth
17.50, 20.00, 22.50 and 25.00.
thing.” To become an artist you must have a
dirt tnlly
400 pounds (Troy weight)
No suit injthe house higher than $25. $5.98, only $3.75.
Some long clay first-class instrument
of yellow metal at the next sluioing. They
This price includes even all the $35 and diagonal capes in this lot.
Other silk
have probably added to the pile since I
WE
CARRY
$45 suits which we had in stock before and cloth capes at $3.98, 4.98, 5.98,
was there.
So I estimate that they will
8.50
STEIN
and
the
new
stock.
10.00.
7.50,
HARDMAN
WAY,
have ready for the San Francisco mint purchasing
GABLED,
PEASE,
All Collarettes at half price.
One lot
about $100,000 worth of gold by next
One lot of embroidered cloth
JAMES & HOLMSTROM,
Capes in
August. Mr. Sinclair reported to the of Collarettes worth $2.75, made of half black, green, tan and blue, only $1.59
and other High Grade
Canadian government, and I understand sheared coney, silk lined, for this sale,
No Cape in the house
Other Collarettes, $2.25,
that William Ogilvle has done likewise, $1.39.
higher than $10
that Bonanza, El Dorado and Hunker 2.98, 3.98, 4.98, 5.98 and up- during the sale, though some are worth
creeks will yield $60,000,000 in the next wards.
$20.00.
and can recommend them as the best represen-

year,
Sebastian, and met Senor Queheille, an
aged Bisoayan gentleman,who was United tom, Hunker,
Vice

Dorado,

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers.

heard of

0 * .vcar

AMPSBMBKTO.I

AUCTION SACHS.
_

LUCKIEST PURCHASE

SUITS made of all
tan only.
Jacket
strapped seams lined throughout with
window.
$6.98
the gold fields. “The reason there is such silk. Made to sell for $10, only
“What!” exclaimed
his boon coma wide difference in the estimates is that
ONE
LOT
made
of sev(74) SUITS,
panion, the son of a Federal Colonel.
no one can tell how much gold the miners
eral different styles and shades of mate“No, by George!” answered the Major.
have
accumulated.
the
George Sinclair,
“Yankee JJoodle” doesn’t any more berial, principally blues, everyone of them
long to yon Yankees than It does to the new Canadian mining official at Dawson made by men tailors. While they last,
left that
Southerners. When my father was a com- City, told me just before I
$8.50
Bonanza creek alone would yield $3,000,000
paratively young man he visited San
Worth from $12.50 to $15.
this
and that El
Gold
States

1

%_MISCELLANEOUS.

Fortunes In Five-Gallon Oil Cans Which

Basque Provinces of Spain.'
“Yon know ‘Yankee'Doodle’ isn’t a
Yankee air at all,’’said the Confederate
Major,lighting his corncob pipe and leaning back in his easy chair near the olub

*-—3Ct^^EOCS-

Already

the insurgents are
the Spaniards that
they are neutral and will await events.
The, Spanish gunboat ISl Cano which
captured the American bark Saranac
loaded with ooal and owned by Willium
Simpson, Jr., of New York, has lelt
Iloilo and gone to the
Samoangan river.
raid some of our shore towns and citios,
It is asserted that the
Spaniards released
but in view of the predicament in which the Saranao owning to the faot that she
hoisted the British flag prior to her capCervera has been placed any suoh scheme
ture.
will
effort
be
abandoned, and an
The Americans have captured the Spanwill be made doubtless to draw off enough ish guuboat Leyte whioh was attempting
to run despatches into Iloilo.
ships from Santiago to enable Cervera's
A steamer is reported to have landed
fleet to slip out. It is impossible that 6000 rifles
at Cavite for the use of the
such
an undertaking can succeed, for
insurgents.
The Spaniards have offered 126.000 reSampson’s fleet is big enough to disward for the head of Aguinaldo the insurthe
of
pose
Spanish
squadron gent leader.
without
NothSchley’s assistance.
The governor of Hong Kong has prohibing would be more pleasing,to the Ameri- ited the United States auxiliary gunboat
Zaflro
from
taking war stores to the
can
strategists than to have the Cadiz
American fleet but he has permitted her
fleet come over here and undertake to re- to
ship “officers’ luxuries."
lieve Cervera or to break the blockade.
Tha Zaflro sails irom here to Manila to-

monopolies like the sugar trust, Standard, them !’ Senor Queheille said to him:
‘Why didn’t you whistle your nationoil and telegraph and express companies
in excess of $H50,000 a year. A tax on all al air? It would have saved you.’
‘Our national air,’ my father excorporations
would
indiscriminateiy

undoubtedly work a gross injustice, for
many ordinary
business concerns now
carried on under a corporate form, would
be taxed while the partnerships
as

ANOTHER SPANISH GUNBOAT.

sorrow

FOR HAPPINESS.

By Anita VtvantJ
By HaroldIR-Vyu*

same

roof.

mar3i

utf

Perry.

Locke &

Locke.

Gage & Strout
Seiders & Chase.
Symonds.Snow & Cook. Frank I). Marshall.

Coombs & Neal.
John Wells.
Drummond & Drum- Edward M. Rand.
mond.
George F. Gould.
Clarence Hale,
Albro E. Chase.
C. A. Hight.
Edward Woodman.
Arthur F. Belcher.
Benjamin Thompson.
Payson & Virgin.
George F. McQuillan.
Seth L. Larrabee,
Edwin L. Dyer.
H. & W. J. Knowlton. William H. Looney.
0. P. Mattocks.
Wllford G. Chapman.
John C. & F. H. Cobb. Eben Wlnthrop FreeAntholne & Talbot.
man.
Clifford, Verrill & Clif- Fred V. Matthews.
ford.
Fred'k L. Jerrls.
Bird & Bradley.
Robert T. Whltehouse.
Frank & Larrabee.
William M. Ingraham.
v. .reauouy.
uiarence w. reaDociy.
E. Dudley Freeman.
Edward F. Tompson.
Edward C. Reynolds.
Joseph B. Heed.
Augustus F. Moulton. George H, Allan.
Jod® Howard Hill.
George Llbbv.
William T. Dunn.
Rich.rd Webb.
Frank I. Moore.
Melville A. Fiord.
J. C. Woodmaii.
Llewellyn Barton.
Levi Greenleat.
Beniamin G. Ward.
J. ff. Fogs.
V-H-OyerB. Kehoe.
j John T. Fagan.
W. 0. Wheiden.
L. B. Dennett.
Carroll W. Morrill.
F. M. Ray.
Calvin E. Woodslde.
I. L. Elder.
James A. Connellan.
George 0. Hopkins.
Albert E. Neal.
Walter P. Perkins.
John H. Card.
Charles K. Perkins.
George F. Noyes.
Levi E. Weymouth.
John F. A. Merrill.
I. W. Parker.
Frank H. Colley.
Llndley M. Webb.
Charles J. Nichols.
D. A. Meaner.
Albert S. Woodman.
Virgil C. Wilson.
W. C. Eaton.
Charles H. Clifford.
Isaac W. Dyer.
John H. Fierce.
5. W. Bates.
Charles A. True.
James C. Fox.
J. J. Lynch.
Edwin E. Heckbert.
D. H. Drummond.
Alvin C. Dresser.
E. H. Wilson.
Morrill N. Drew.
Scott Wilson.
F. H. Harford.
George W. VorrUL
James L. Rackleff.
George F. Emery.
myaodlw
Samuel L. Bates.
H. H. Emery.
E W,
■

Hunt____

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Special

Notice.

On and after f*«y Hth the
fare will be FIVE CEJITS to
nn<| from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House

Wharf.
See

time

table

in

another

column.

C. W. T. GODIINO,

tuylldtf

Gen. Manager.

Mass
was
said
the cemetery.
by
Father McDonough of the Cathedral and
nineteen graves of departed comrades
were appropriately decorated.

MEMORIAL DAY.

THE PROCESSION.

Its Observance

in Portland and

Vicinity.

Portland’s four oompanies of the Maine
national guard, which have every year
regarded it as a tprb of their official

THAN

A DAY MORE LIKE APRIL
MAY.

A

The afternoon parade was, as usual, the
feature of the day’s observance,
which
attracted
the most
pnblio attention.

tender their services as escort for
Memorial day, were
on

duty

to

tire

veterans

missed from the ranks.
There
absence on this day of tender
memories was keenly felt by
many a
spectator who watched the procession

Splendid Parade—Interesting Exercises pass.
at the Cemeteries—Ceremonies at EveiHut the place of the Portland militiawith Remarks by Rev. men was filled
green Cemetery
|by the fine looking, well
Mr. Ayres—A Great Gathering at City drilled,
gentlemanly companies of ConHall—Addresses by Past Commander necticut infantry who are stationed as
E. C. Swett and Rev.
Other Exercises

Mr.

Malvern-

Elsewhere.

Day, 1898, opened most disThe meroury was
agreeably yesterday.
and the atmosphere damp.
lairly high
Memorial

The result was a mugginess that was
There were inextremely debilitating.
dications that heavy showers might be ex
pectwd that would interfere with the parade, but, fortunately these indications

guard for the batteries at Fort Preble.
The favorable mention of these oompanies that had appeared in the newspaprs
made Portland espeoially anxious to see
The Bight was
the Connecticut troops.
disappointing. All along the line of
march they were greeted with handclapping and cheers. Two oompanies, K and
D were marched in latttalion formation,
Capt. H. H. Saunders acting as major,
Lieut. N. S. Valentine ns adjutant, and
not

the companies being commanded as folFirst, Lieut, E. H Waterman,
lows t
cleared, and Portland never looked more second, Sergt. Huntington; third, Lieut.
attractive.
It had been feared that the F. H. Smith; fourth, Capt. C. W. Newdeparture of the Portland battalion to the ton.
To help out the veterans two of Portwar would detract greatly from the imThe presence land’s uniformed organization connected
portance oi the procession.
of the Connecticut volunteers on duty at with civic orders kindly volunteered their
Portland Head, quickly dispelled that services. They were Grand Canton Ridgeidea.
Probably Portland hasn’t seen a ley, Patriarohs Militant, and the uniBoth
better military parade in years on Me- formed rank, Knights of Pythias.

did not materialize.
Ju6t before one
o’clock the sun
oarae out, the olouds

lY-iv

if

T'hH.t;

(wor

hnLt.nlion nf

Connecticut boys was a dandy.
'They
Were line looking follows, their uniforms
fitted them well, and they marched with
it
precision, a swing and dash that
brought forth round after round of apThen the High Sohool Cadets,
the Canton Bidgely and the Uniform
Rank Kuights of Pythias with their

plause.

varied

uniforms,

added color and variety

the pageant.
All through the day the streets were
crowded with people until it was time
to take the cars for Evergreen and for
to

Knights
Higgins.

of

gay with bunting.
is patriotic if she

Portlaad, howdoesn’t put out
fttr flags. The J. R. Libby Co. arranged
their western window with flags in all
manner of designs.
'The
Goddess ol
Liberty waved a flag and beside her a
little ohild, evidently intended for Cuba
held
oat a banner.
At Owen,
ilbre,
Moore &
Co. 's in one window appro-

ever,

priately inscribed “1861,” was a splenof
did group of large framed portraits
President Lincoln, Generals Grant and
Sherman and a fine fpioture of the battle
between the Monitor and the Merrimac.
In the other window was a similar group
including

President McKinley, General
Miles, Rear Admiral Dewey and the
battleship Maine, supporting the legend
“1898.” The pictures were all excellent

likenesses, and, draped

as

they

were

with

the national colors, formed an interesting
■tudy of the past and present.
In the evening City hall was filled with
a

splendid audience

Who

enjoyed Mr.

address
The
particularly.
different events will be found elaborated
below.
Swatt’s

THE MORNING EXERCISES.
Bosworth and Thatcher Post halls presented an animated sight from an early
hour where the ladies of the Relief corps
■were

other

busily engaged making wreaths and
floral designs to be placed on the

graves of the nation’s dead. Flowers with
evergreen plied in heaps wore quickly
taken and made into beautiful emblems
before they had a chance to fade.
For
every grave in every cemetery there was a
wreath or other design, and special offerings for these dead heroes: Thomas Den-

nett, W. H. Burr, W. H. Kaler, C. Carruthers.Samnel Fessenden, W. F. Chase,A.
Lyon, Jacob MoLellan. George N. Trowbridge, J. D. Fessenden, Commodore Ed».../)
---~j

J. H.
C. J.

TT
--

A

/•<_
wa-ie

Ji

vrr
II.

ra

r,

JJ.

UiiiltU,

...

Goddard, J. Locke, 0. K. Legrow,
Young, Nelson Tenney, Henry
Moore, John Yeaton, Jr., Benjamin E.
Pennell, George W. Thompson, Zenas
Thompson, Winsor B, Smith, Thorndike H. Sawyer and Br. Hunkins.

You can select one of our elegant smooth faced serge suits
mixed—all
in blue or Oxford
made in the most painstaking
manner
and
every
garment
warranted.

the Soldiers’ lot, and the publio lined
The band played a
up in their rear.
dirge, after which Rev. Mr. Ayres, of the
prayer. Musio followed and then Rev.
Mr. Ayres spoke as follows:
This is snch a Memorial day as we
pever observed before. It has a new sigThere are many oi* us
nificance to us.
who have looked on the war us history,
to the
but when we bade God speed
brothers from our firesides who go to
us
we
for
then
bogan
fight another battle
We think it is a good time to give the public an object lesson
to realize that our Hurry was bought
Thu young men
with the price of blood.
in
profit
saving by buying of us direct from the manufacturers
of our day never looked on these graves
The rather than
with such emotion as they do today
the regular retailers.
pay double profit to
day has peculiar significance to us also
because of the testimony it brings of the
completeness of the triumph of the oause
The whole nation
for which you fought.
today rejoices thut the viotory was with
you. With the instlnot of Southern blood
I have
long been convinced that the
South rejoices as heartily as you do that
are
we
living together under the stars
Your victory is as precious We offer over 500 line all wool, new
and stripes.
stylish suits in $15 and
We only needed this test
to them as you.
fact
evident.
to make that
This day also $18 qualities, in all sizes 34 to 50, at
makes the oause of our country more dear
to us as ite destiny and responsibility becomes clear. We fought the Revolution to
We fought the civil war
seoure liberty.
We are fighting
to maintain our liberty.
this war that other men msy have the

to the

front with

Capt.

Nickerson

The

Portland High
in the parade,

gone

troops.
command.

TODAY

same

$10,00

liberty.

figured

in

school cadets also
and the military

the

benediction was pro-

(. Handler

grave

of

Dana

s

as

usual

Militant.
Bosworth post, G A. R.
Merriiuan’s Band.
Thatcher post, G. A. R.
Barges of Veterans.
Fife and Brum Corps,
Shepley Camp, Sons of Veterans.
Carriages containing members of
Relief oorps and offiors.

From Monument square the procession
moved up Congress street to City hall
where it was reviewed by Mayor C. H,
Randall of Portland, Mayor A. H. Moul-

strikingly

very

a

Gentleman’s Suit.

WHAT

$18 WILL 00,

Comrade Young and played

AT FOREST CITY CEMETERY.

and Mr. Edward C. Swett.
The chief
marshal’s aides, members of the oity gov
ernment and other guests were also oeoupants of the stage. The 10 front rows of
seats were reserved for the Grand
Army veterans and members of auxiliary
Whon the veterans marohed Into
bodies.
the hall the audience greeted them with
floor

ton of Beering and members of the two hearty applause.
After a selection ty Chandler’s band,
The route of march
city governments.
from City hall was Congress street to “Columbia” was sung by Prof. Julius
Pearl, to Cumberland, to High, to Con- E. Ward, the children joining In the
gress and thence to Monument square chorus, and in response tojan enthusiastic
where the decorating of the monument encore the soloist gave way to the chiltook dace. Thousands of people lined the dren who sang the three verses of that
sidewalks all alone thelline of march, and familiar song.
After a prayer by Rev. Luther Freethe streets bordering Monument square
Chestnut Street
were aa densely populated that it was with man, pastor of the
difficulty that a sufficient space could be churoh, the children’s ohorus sweetly renWhit3 and
oloared in which to line up the veterans dered “Red,
Blue,” and
a
brief introductory address was given
and their escorts.
The monument being surrounded a sig- by the presiding officer, Major H. 8.
nal was sounded and out from the ranks Melcher. He welcomed the oitizens and
conditions
of the veterans and the assembled auxil- comrades and spoke of the
iary bodies w’aiked representatives bear- which have made this Memorial day the
6ince

the dose of the
impressive
Civil war. He complimented the organizations which comprised the veterans1

most

escort and made particular reference tc
the Connecticut troops which Ailed the
place in line usually taken by Portland’s
national guardsmen. He referred to the

which

causes

brought

on

the cresenl

strife and lauded our country's stand ii
His allusioi
the Interests of humanity.
to Dewey’s achievement called forth c

applause.
Star Spangled

storm of
“The

Banner” was sunj

by the chorus and Mr. Edward C. Swett,
Portland’s gifted and popular orator, wa:
for an address. He was enthusiastlcally received and during th<
delivery of his oration was frequently in

announced

AT THK

jBECAUSE
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are

the

largest manufacture

of clothing iu America and

era

sell direct
one

io

the

consumer

at

profit.
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WORSTED

|

SUITS.

|
s

We offer

20 styles of

Worsted Suits in

a

of coloring and
choice fabrics.

Fancy

OlFL-

SPRING

great range
effects

front

Very nobby and

stylish, elegantly tailored, which
sold by most retailers at $15

Your choice at

Tour choice of

a great range of
selections its fancy cheviots Mini
These suits are
Scotch effects.

particularly recoiuiucinleti
great wearing qualities amt
business purposes shay have
equal.

OVERCOATS

for
for

$10.00.

no

In all Hie new shades of cov-

cloths, cut short box, strap or
plain seam, very stylish. Sold
by retailers at $15.
my:ildtf

ert

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Thatoher Post, No. Ill, aooompanied
by the Relief Corps and invited guests
toot the Cape electrics yesterday at 4.30
o’clock p. m. and proceeded to the Forest
Coe of well earned ease and comfort upon
City oemetery there to decorate the graves this
anniversary, In order that the childof about 125 departed comrades buried at ren of this
day and generation may have
that spot.
the benefit of their example in honoring
the
patriotism essential to national exisThey were accompanied by Merriman’s
national honor and national happiband who played most appropriate music tence,
a

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

and $1S.

Vt/ Vt/ VI/ vt/ vt/ vt/

a

|

WHAT $10.00

are

the moral support of the Union wome"
the Union army never oould have
conquered peace. Wherever the IJag went It
carried with it the hopes and fears, the
prayers and tears of mothsrs,
sisters,
wives and sweethearts. Wherever the
battle raged, there olose at hand were the
ness.
In anoient Athens upon great festival Samaritan oil and honey, the assuaging
ocoasions of the state, a herald appeared balm and comfort, suggested by tender
introducing those orphans whose fathers loving hearts, and wrought by eager, willhad diid in battle, and as the noblest and ing hands. Wherever the yellow hospital
most effective means of lnoiting the people flag floated, beneath its missionary folds
to lofty patriotism and
public virtue, were felt and heard and seen the delicate
made proclamation, “that these
youths touoh, the soothing comforting word, the
whose fathers lost their lives in fighting angelic ministration of
the Sisters of
the
for
their oountry,
people have Meroy, the Sanitary Commission and the
bravely
maintained to the age of their maturity, Woman's Relief Corps. Their only enethat now having furnished them With mies were sorrow, suffering and pain. In
complete suits of armor, they dismiss their campaigns were no defeats, and
them with prayers for their prosperity, to though their victories were not emblazattend to their respective affaire and in- oned on the flag, they are inscribed upon
vite them to aspire to the highest offices the hearts of all who followed It.
I do not think that I shall violate the
of the State.
And ho tonight I do not
present myself to you in the character of proprieties of this oooaslon, if before conthe orator, but rather in the capaoity of cluding I say a few words upon a subject
a herald, to refresh your reoolleotion and
which materially concerns some of the
stimulate your appreciation of the worthy surviving comrades of those whose memdeeds ofjyour own countrymen,the fathers ory we oelebrate today. There are a few
sons and brothers of this and other comof our fellow citizens who seem to have
munities, who counted it a sacred duty forgotten and some of the younger who
and a precious privilege to peril life and pefhaps have never realized
the magnilimb in the most dreadful war the world tude of the debt which the people of the
has ever known, to the end that human United States owe to the Union army and
slavery might be forever destroyed, the navy. You have been often told certainly
Constitution 3nd Union of the United that the annual oost of the pension roll
States maintained, and the most jUBt and exoeeds the annual cost of any standing
benilloent form of government mankind army of Europe.
I do not know if the
has ever known, transmitted unimpaired
statement be true but I am quite willing
to our ohlldren and our children’s childto accept it as a fact if any care to urge it
ren.
as an orgument.
I do not believe that
for the any considerable portion of the people of
It has been said of the war
union that its successful result was due, the United States measure patriotism by
not so muoh to generalship in the plann- purse strings or count the drops of blood
ing of the battles or the handling of the shed in their defence, or the sufferings
troops, as to the intelligent courage and endured, as so many dimes or dollars,
magnificent staying powers of the Union but if the crltios of the pension roll
To anyone who traoes in the insist upon the mere meroantile view of
soldiers.
full light of subsequent history, the com- the matter.then in all fairness,they should
mencement, progress and conclusion of present both sides of the aocount. Whenthat great struggle, the most important France lay prostrate at the foot of Gerand far-reaohing in its results of any war many at the close of the Fianco-Prussian
of modern times, there is muoh apparent war, the conqueror demanded as a war
over all,
truth in the assumption, but
indemnity $1,000,000,000,and the provinces
through all, and beyond all the mistakes, of Alsace and Lorraine, the gardens of
liilDU^piOUCJJDluua

uuu

UJ-nuopa

UI

IdaUCf

ine

nmiiB,

nue

lauust,

nocest

vine-oiad

ship, and shining through the splendid hills and citron groves ot all the Rhenish
courage of the UnioD soldiers, comes the provinces. Those provinces embraoed 55,irresistible conviction, that the same 8i)0 square miles, contained a population
Providence that rules alike the fall of the of 1,003,987, and paid a public revenue rf
sparrow and the revolution of tho planets, about *33,000,000.
was guiding the nation through that fiery
Europe stood aghast at the enormity of
wilderness of war.
the demand and the London Spectator
of
the world oan
If the history
show a characterized it as “an attempt to make
finer illustration of patriotism than was the resources of Europe, the war chest of
the fervent zeal
in
manifested
with the German Empire.
It was‘the heavwhich the young and vigorous manhood iest war Indemnity ever Imposed; but
of the nation sprang to its defence, it is Germany exacted it and France paid it.
afforded in the unprecedented speotaole Compare it if you please with the indemof nearly a million trumphant soldiers nity whloh the Union army and navy
quietly laying down tlieir victorious arms reconquered and turned over to the govand resuming the peaceful pursuits of ernment of the United States at the close
citizenship. The old world monarchies of the War of the Rebellion.
Compare
had looked on with complacency and as the
5,580 square miles of Alsaoe and
the Union army encountered in siokening Lorraine with the 750,000
square miles,
succession Bull Run and
Malvern Hill 600,000,000 acres of the most fair, most
and Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, fertile
and most productive section of
anticipating the fulfillment of their earth that the sun of heaven shines upon
jirophecies that the experiment oi1 a re- today, contained within those states
public even though proof against foreign which but for the Union army and navy
attack was to fall at last by the foroe of would today be under a
dag hostile to
its own uiiwleldy strength, but us the the stars and stripes, now
peopled by 30
nation following Its pillar of cloud by day
loyal citizens of the United
000,000
and pillar of fire by night, breasted the
States, more than all the Spaniards in
red seas of Gettysburg and Chickam auCuba, Porto Rico, the Philippines
Spain,
gua, there seemed to come a voice as of and the world; and whose loyul sons are
old amid the thunders and lightnings of
marohing to the front shoulder to shoulSinai, ‘‘Lo 1 come unto thee in a thick der with ours, keeping step to the musio
cloud that the people may bear
1
when
of the Union, and whother the musio be
speak with thee and believe thee for- Fankee Doodle or Dixie is all the same
ever.
Then when it was apparent that to
overy one of them.
tho end was sure and near
the prophets
The entire oost of the pension roll for
of monarchy shook their heads and said,
the
year is less than one and a
“Wait! Wait a little. Your danger point half present
per cent of the present value of the
is not yet passed, you have within your
country that the Union army and navy
borders a million
triumphant soldiers, reconquered and turned over the United
intoxioated with the supremacy of a mili- States
government at the olose of the
tary power beyond their wildest dreams.
constituting a permanent investWait and see how you will solve the prob- war,
ment. which when the last war bond and
lem of their uisbamimeut and absorp- the
last pension to the old soldiers and
tion.” But Peace was married to Victory their
dependents shall have been paid,
at Appomattox when the great command- will have
discharged the pecuniary oblier of the Union Army, never so great as
gation of the acoount over and over
that moment, prouounoed the Immortal
again.
bans in those words to his great antagonist “Bet your men retain their private of So much for the cold-blooded arithmetic
the question. Now let us glance for a
for ttie
property, and keep the horses
moment
at its moral and sentimental
Never was a grander
spring plowing.
Of the four million slaves whom
illustration of the proverb, “Ho that is aspect.
the
made free,
slow to anger, is better than the mighty, thereUnion army and navy
was not a father who oould legally
and he that ruleth his spirit than he that claim
the
of
his
offspring nor a
paternity
taketh a city.” North and South nearly mother who
For
had a legitimate child.
in
four million men had been engaged
them
the sacred names of father, mother,
the most unrelenting warfare that civil*
son,

including thoso of the captains of pressive sights of the day.
A selection by Chandler's band and the
Enterprise and Boxer, Admiral
Following h
Alden, and other heroe. who have made organizations were dismissed, leaving the terrupted with applause.
Brand Army posts and the Bons of Vete- the substanoe of bis address:
Portland’s name famous.
At Western Cemetery a squad of Sons rans to take passage on the eleotrio ears
In the long calendar of the year, th<
The departure of the dearest and most saered
of Veterans aoted also as an escort and for the cemeteries.
holiday of the
is thai
the squad from Bosworth Post was com- escorting companies was through Con- Grand Army of the Republic
which
we are here assembled to commemto Exchange to Federal to
gress street,
manded by Comrade George Richardson.
orate, and all over this fair land and even
Rev. Mr. McAllister of Vaughan St. Middle and then to Free street where the io neighboring Canada and far off Mexico
a Grand Army
post exists, the
church offered
prayer and one hundred Connecticut troops broke ranks at Bos- wherever
worth post headquarters to enjoy the guard of honor is today assembled to pay ized nations have known, and vet within
and twelve graves were decorated.
the just tribute of respect to those comUnion
one year from Appomattox the
For the past twenty-five years it has freedom of the city till the return of the rades who having answered to ttheir
last
less than fifty thousand
bpen
the custom of tho Montgomery Brand Army posts, two hours later.
earthly roll call are sleeping upon fame’s nrmv numbered
of
no
nations
records
history
Tho
eternal camping ground, under the silent men
Guards to visit Crlvary Cemetery ir
similar transformation of a victorious
grass grown tents whoso doors swing into peace, and the realms
armv from war
Ligonia, and yesterday morning the vetoAT EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
ward only.
it
only in Soott’s
of romance parallel
runs of this organization accompanied by
But dear and sacred as memorial
the
of
olan of Roderick Dhu,
day
fancy
Remarks Made by Rev.
Mr. Ayers ol is
poetic
in
Grand
to
the
all
Army,
the thirtysuch active members a9 did not take thi
two years of its existence, its value to the when
Portland.
field with the comrany, twenty-five ir
“Bach warrior vanished where he stood.
republic was never so apparent as
After the disbandment of the prooession transcending the eloquence of all itstoday, In broom or bracken, heath or wood,
all under the command ol
number;
oraseemed as if their mother earth
Col. J. j. jynch and
squads from Bos- the Portland company electrics were taken tors, unmeasurable by any words. It i= It
swallowed up her warlike birth.”
worth Post under Comrade D. D. Hanne- by the comrades and the ladies of the for an objeot lesson .in
patriotism, that Had a maxim of
these veterans, many of them bowed with
war that “the moral is
It is
gan boarded the 8.15 electric and proceeded Relief and Chandler’s band for Evergreen
years, wounds and inllrmities, make saori- to the physical as three to one,” Without
the

$10.00 Will Do.

dirge.

ton of Deering, Rev. Dr. jJJlancharrt, Rev.
S. F. Pearson, Rev. R. T. Hack, Rev.
Lewis Malvern, Rev. Luther
Freeman

the

Truly

Suit.

Large variety of sizes and styles for Large, Tall and Stort Men.

ueooraieu ine

during the exercises which consisted of
very fitting address by Rev. Mr. Kimmell and a prayer by Rev. Lewis MalWebber; quartermaster, Philip H. Cobb; vern. During the day at the same cemeCo. A, captain, W. Jj. Watson; 1st lieu- tery the veterans of the South Portland
tenant, N. Smith, Jr.; 2d lieutenant, association placed three special wreaths
Harris A. Jones; Co. B, Captain, Gsorge over certain
appointd graves and also six
1st Ueutenta^ Edward S. wreaths over
E. Hogg;
outlying graves near Fort
2d
lieutenant, Royal DC- Watson; Prtible.
True;
lieuCo. C, Captain, Walter Smart; 1st
AT CITY HALL.
tnntant, Galen M. Harris; 2d lieutenant,
Fred A. GuptHl.
The evening exeroises at City Hall
The Connecticut troops cam* to the olty were an Interesting and fitting concluon the 1 o'clook
ferry and were esoorted sion to a day filled with devotion to the
to Monument square where the other or- flag and its defenders.
Every seat in the
ganizations, having met at their respec- floor and in the galleries was oocupled
tive halls bad assembled. The procession and scores of attentive listeners flanke.1
at 1.20, being made up as fol- the three sides of the hall and remained
started
lows:
throughout the two hours' session.
Above the stage and bordering its walls
Platoon of Police.
Chief Marshal Maj. H. S. Melcher.
were draped se veral large flags.
Upon a
Aids, Leroy H. Tobie of Bosworth Post, raised platform in the rear sat nearly 100
George O. D. Soule of Thatcher post,
the latter attired in white,
Charles S. Berry of the Sons of Vete- girls and|boys,
H. Oobb of the High and all bearing miniture flags, which
rans, Philip
School Cadets.
waved as they joined in
they proudly
Chandler’s Band.
singing patriotic songs. The front seat
of
Connecticut
Volunteers.
Companies
of the stage was ocoupied by Major H.
High School Cadets.
S.
Uniform Hank Knights of Pythias.
Melcher, the master of ceremonies,
Pratiarohs
Canton
Grand
Ridgley,
Mayor Randall of Portland, Mayor Moul-

By nine o'clock all the squads were on
their way to decorate the
graves in tho
cemeteries
other than Evergreen and ing floral tributes to deck the base of the
Forest City.
memorial shaft. Two large floral wreaths
At Eastern
Another
Cemetery, the Lincoln and were placed by the vetoruns.
Garfield trees
the detail consisted of a representing the combined tribute of Bossquad of Sons of Veterans acting as escort, worth and Thatcher Relief corps was carChandler’s
band,
and a squad from ried to the foot of the monument by Miss
Thatcher Post, all under the command of Bertha M. Welch and Miss Mary Towle.
Comrade Towle.
At the Eastern CemeThe fourth wreath was a gift of the wotery and the Garfield tree Rev. Mr. Wood- men of Bosworth Relief corps, dedicated
of
the Second Advent
down with
ward
church, to the gallant crew who west
offered prayer, and dirges were
no in Havana harbor.
Mai
the
battleship
played by
the band. At Lincoln, tree Rev
Mr. The placing of this wreath was instructed
the
First
of
Ayres
Baptist, offered prayer to two little boys, Clifford Pike and
followed by a dirge from the Howard Bawyer, both attired in sailors’
and was
band. At Eastern Cemetery there were uni'orms, and their part in the decoraone hundred and eighteen
graves decor- tivo ceremony was one of the most imated

a

Come and See What

the

was

Will buy you a suit from ‘ft)
styles of tweed fabric in tjuiei
patterns, in plaids, pin checks
us well as many very nobby and
stylish effects and they all sliou

_EXPLANATION-

nounced and the great audience dispersed.

Maine

who have

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Baptist church, Portland, offered

First

W.

Of course the Sons of Veterans were on
band, though their ranks were thinned
by the absence of many of their members

NEW

$10.00

increase of twenty-two over last year.
After the graves had keen decorated
the comrades and reliefs formed around

-Shaw, and the militarism.
After
music
Pythias by Capt. Philip H.

oommand of Capt. S.

j

mense

It is dawning upon us that the possession of such a priceless privilege is a great
responsibility. A man cannot be strong
The goods are all new and tailored after our well known high
without owing something to the weak.
There is no place under the stars and standard of excellence—are without question the best values ever
stripes for a moral shirk. I am glad in
the beginning of this war we are called offered in this community.
upon to look on the graves of those who
died for their country.
men
who
The
love to fight
for the sake of a fight are
turned out a goodly number of men, who
The
not those who know what war Is.
added greatly to tne appearance or tne men who
stood on the field once will
parade. The Patriarchs Militant were in throw their influence against the spirit of

Forest City Cemetery. Many of the stores precision which marked their movements
draped their windows with flags and occasioned much favorable comment.
threw out the
national banner,
and “I never saw a better looking or better
Buoh also was the case in the residental drilled battalion of high school boys,”
parts of the city. But Portland doesn’t was the compliment paid them by one of
do things like any other city.
Flags the officers of the ihe Connecticut troops.
were few and far between while
Bos- The officers of the cadets were Major
ton
and
other
oltles Charles D. Boyd; adjutant, George W.
Massachusetts
are

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

The oars also carried an imnumber of citizens while many
drove out in privato teams.
Upon arrival
the decoration of
the first business was
the graves of which there wore 471, an

Cemetery.

daughter,

wife

or

husband were

as

empty and unmeaning as if the words had
never been
The Union army
composed.
ami navy rightud that
wrong, and wiped
away forever the foul blot that for nearly
yerirt’ bad made the starry flag
of* «?£.
the 11
United States a flaunting He. The
effect of
emancipation In America
SBrf
Russia; broke the

6V6I7 clave in Brazil. Spain
today throughout all
Christendom ,?hl*t
there

is no
spot or plaoe
where man s
inhumanity to man dares
take the form of human

slavery.

few eloquent
.with
words on the patriotism of the
Maine men
a

$10

a

Suit

who have gone to the front in the present AT THE SACRED HEART CHURCH.
war.
a
Memorial services in honor of the de
After Chandler’s band had rendered a
heroes of the Rehellion were held
medley of popular airs that set the blood parted
at 7
o’olock yesterday morning at the
to
the
color
cheeks
and
brought
tingling
Church of the Sacred Heart, the pastor
of the old soldiers, Rev. Lewis Malvern
The
Rev. Father O’Dowd olliolating.
He began his address in
was introduced.
three divisions of the A O. H. of this
his characteristic happy manner, complicity attended in ft body, occupying seats
menting the participants in the day’s pro- reserved for
them in the center aisie.
ceedings. He then said in part;
Rev. Father O’Dowd preached an eloWar is a dreadful thing; yet, as thunder and lightning are essentinl to dear quent sermon suitable to the ocoasion
the phyrical atmosphere, so the thunder taking for his text,
“Behold how good
of the cannon and lightning flash of the and
it is toi brothers to dwell in
pleasant
sabre may be necessary to clear the naunity.
tional and moral atmosphere.
AT WESTBROOK
Our revolutionary fathers had indeed
a real
the mother
against
grievance
country, and because of it enthusiMemorial Day was observed by Cloudasm and
bravery were inspired for the man Fost G. A. R., Relief
corps, Sons of
creation of
nation.
when
a

However,

oonsider the great modern wars within the memory of roost of us here this
evening, the clauses seem trivial, whioh
led to bloody deeds, yet beneficial for the
good of the world at large. The Indian
mutiny or Sepoy rebellion—one of the
most cruel and heartless of wars, commenced in an insignificant affair, if not
actually causing the war, proved to be
the fuse that oreated the conflict. The
army had used a cartridge of which they
hod to bite off a bit of paper before ramming it down the barrel. They now reone
smeared with the fat of the
ceived
hog and the cow. The one hateful to the
Mohammedan, the other the sacred animal of the Hindu.
Thus they thought it
a “thought-out plan” to
was
degrade
the
other lose caste for
the one. and make
which both were willing to light.
The
Crimean war was brought about by the
tbe Greek and Latin
dispute between
churches for the
Holy Sepulohre, eto.
but little sympathy
had
The Sultan
with either side. But out of it'came
the drawing in of other nations and a
terrible conflict.
The Franco-Prussian war of 1870 was
caused by the unnecessary interference of
two powerful nations, Franoo and Prussia, ns to who should be King of Spain,
and the downfall ,'of the Second Empire was sad indeed, and out of it came
the German Empire.
It came again to us to prove that when
to war we do so for good and
we go
sufficient reasons and a righteous cause
oi iooi to leoo, was
me ouiue cry
Liberty and Union.
Bless your dear hearts, you fought for
this and gained the orowning viotory
for our nation. No one can rob you of
nor us of the
the honor,
blessings you
gave to these United States.
Now again are we before the world in
almost the same role, but not for ournot for territory, indemnity or
selves;
glory, but for the sake of humanity and
suppression of tyrants.
This Is something new in national history, may we keep true to the principles
on whioh we started out, and prove to
the world there is something better than
territory, gold or glory; the consciousness of
trying to prove the brotherhood
of man and nations.
of whom we have been
nations
All
speaking have had their civil military
and naval heroes. But the heroic age has
You think of Washnot passed
away.
ington and our revolutionary fathers; also
of a Wellington, Blucher, Nelson,
Rag
lan, Outrain; also of Napoleon and William, III. You think of Grant,Sherirtun,
Sherman, Hooker and others. But wo
nuvv and army men just
have in our
as wise,
just as efficient, j just as brave
and heroic.
we

Veterans and Ladies’ Aid in accordance
with the programme outlined for the

day.

Kev. U. W. Reynold*

Music,
Prater,

Male Quartette

Kev. Wm. Cuahmore
Church Choir
Music,
Heading Koil of Hunor
Miss Jejmie P. Whitney
Solo,
Arldross.
Kev. F, C. Rogers, Portland
Audience
Singing—America,

Benediction

NOTKS.
of the Portland Cadets
ip attached to the 74th
their way
U. S. infantry, now on
to
yesterday decorated the
Chickaxnauga
graves of their comrades Lieut. Merrill,
Serge. Niles, Sergt. Coffin, Privates Fessenden, Matthews and Wilbur.

Bepresentatives

which

company

The pupils of the Maine School for the
Deaf sent a generous donation of flowers
to Bos worth Post.
The platoon of police in the procession
looked we)i and marched well.

In the morning the several organizations participated in a brief parade over

WESTBROOK.

the

principal streets of the city. After
parade the work of decorating the
Woodlawn
graves at Saccarappa and

fer the

cemeteries was carried out.

number of local

the

Arrangements are being made
haymaker’s degree”
Red

Men

observance.

con-

upon a
at
next

Wednesday night’s meeting of Wawenock

EVENING SERVICE.

tribe.

7.30p. ra.the members of the Grand
Charles Lavine was arrested Sunday by
Army gathered at the ball and inarched
Police Officer Pomerleau for pocket pedto the Westbrook Congregational church
dling. He had three quart bottles of whiswhere services were held.
which he endeavored to throw away
There was a large attendance and the key
At

church

was

appropriately decorated

for

behind Roberts’s stable but

was

unsuc

captured him.Lavine
just completed a sixty days’ sentence

cessful as the officer

the occasion.

has

Adjutant Holsten read the roil of
for intoxication and
honor, which contained the names of
officer.
those who have departed from this life

resistance

to

an

The case was continued from yesterday
and whose craves have to ho decorated
The
owing to the day being a holiday.
each year by the comrades remaining.
case will be heard this morning before
Rev. George D. Lindsay delivered
llis Judge Tolnjan.
oration for the occasion,
the
Lendall Pillsbury met with a sovero
address throughout wav most approaccident Sunday. He had been cutting
y...
yl
a shingle with a hatchet when it slipped
appreciated by the G:aud Army
ott tlio end ot Ins torelinger in a
cutting
men.

ing

tho

evening.
AT GORHASl.

Memorial Day

was

observed

Johu R. Adams Post, No 11,

G.

down to the first

joint.
by the
skin, the doctor who was quickly summoned sowed up the injured finger.
by the
It is thought the Huger will be saved.
A. R.,

The church choir furnished music dur-

assisted by other organizations.
Ac 7.30 a. in,, a detail from the post
decorated the graves at South Gorbaui
aud l'ort Hill cemeteries. At 0 o’clock,
the post, assembled at the cemetery at
West Gorham and the graves of comrades
decorated. They then proceeded to North
street cemetery, where the ritual service
was performed and graves decorated.
At 3,30 p. m„ iine was formed on Main

diagonal
As it

was

manner

held on the under side

The board of health, owing to the sickand recent deaths on Valentino

ness

street, are considering the advisability
of stopping tiie drainage into the Beaver
pond. There are now about forty houses
draining into this pond as there is no
sewer on

Valentine street.

CONFIRMATION'S AT ST.^JOSEPH’S.

Rt. Rev. Bishop Heal.v gave confirmation yesterday at St. .Joseph's. Deering.
street, in the following order:
Drum Corps.
seven girls were conand
Nine
boys
T. E. Wentworth Camp. S. of V., Capt. firmed.
1. C. Farr

Tho tridnan in honor of the Holy Ghost
.School Cadets—Capt. H. J. enderi at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Feenv.
Conception Sunday night.
J. R. Adams Post, No. nil, G. A. R.,
Father Sollig, who has been assisting
Commander B. F. Whitney.
Father McGinnis at .Sanford, has gone to
.-Soldiers and sailors of tho late war
Disabled Soldiers in Carriages.
Ellsworth for temporary work.
Woman’s Keiiof Corps iu Carriages.
Teachers and pupils of Primary School

Cadets—Capt. John Weeks,

Grammar

Dewey. Sampson. Schley, Sicard Bagley
Miles, Merritt and others. We may think
of Yorktown,
Sebastapool, Sedan and
*jEA1 rl j.
in Barges,
as surely today our
Appomattox just
their
have
men yvill
Yorktown and Officers of the town, teachers and pupils
of the public and Normal Schools
Scdderiv. at. Cash’s Corner. May
commencing with
Appomattox, j Yes,
In Carriages.
While of Portland, aged 5<> years.
Manila.
The
men of from 1861 to 1865 fought
with the same
spirit as the fathers of
1775, and the men of '68 will light with
the same
spirit as their fathers did in
Let
1861.
us honor the men of ’61 to
’65, who have handed to us this great
country. We can never forget their loyalty, for truly, while other nations were
not with us in the war they were seriously affected by it so that the effect of
your work is not only national,but inter
national.
1 should like to say a few words to
the ladies
Your influence is
present.
cot only domestic, social,
religious, but
national. We hear just now a great deal
about Mr.
Chamberlain’s speech
at
Benningham, England, for a closer relation
between the mother country and
ourselves.
AH I
have to suggest is he
married an
Amerioan ladv who, if she
is anything, will
always ‘be a teacher.
I have no doubt but what to her teaching and inspiration we are indebted for
that speech.
The singing of “America” by the children and audienee concluded the day’s

to

marched
tc
Eastern
the post ritual servioa
was read, prayer was offered by Kev. G.
W. Reynolds, the pupils of the primary
school saluted the flag and the graves of
comrades decorated. A dotail from Wontworth camp lired a salute over tho graves
The

procession

cemetery

where

Wentworth in whose
of Capt. Thomas E
honor the camp was named. The procession re-formed and marched to the scld

iers’ monument,which

was decorated and
Rev. Win.
Cashmore
The
procession then
offered
prayer.
marched to Central Square, where the
battalion was dismissed.
In tho evening, tho post, Cadets, coma

sulute

ilred.

A and B, Sons of Veterans and
Ladies’ Relief corps, marched to the M,
E. church where the following exercises

panies

were

enjoyed:

by the Church Choir, Moses
Little, director.
Reading Scriptures,

Music

E.

30.

James

of amend hereafter. 1
[Boston papers please copy.l
la South Portland, May 3U, Mary J., widow of
tile late lilias P. Burnham, aged 07 years, 3
mouths, 27 days.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at
2.30 o'clock, at her late residence, No. 23 West
High street. South Portland.
In Tryon, North Carolina. May 24. Franklin
Howell, formerly of Maine, and grandson of the
lute Kev. Clement Phinney.
In North Brookfield. Mass., May 24, of apoplexy, Benjamin K. l)e Laud, aged 77 years, 8
mouths.
In BaiiEor, Mav 19. William T. Fish, aged
30 years: Charles S. Mace, aged 34 years.
In Appleton. May 13. Theron Blake, formerly
of Union, aged 75 years.
In Rockland, May 19, Mrs. Florida F. Ham
mond. aged 47 years.
In Washington, May 14, Capt. Edward Suckfortli, aged 88 years.
In Lubee, May 15, Mary A. Scofield, aged
88 years.
In South Bridgton, May 15, Ferley B. Foster.
In Caribou, May 15. Frank Delaney.
In Bridgton. May 12, Mrs. Frances Simpson,
aged 57 years.
In Mechanic Falls, May 23, Mrs. Jane S. Henderson, aged 60 years.
In Falmouth, Slay 21, Alsinah B, Andrews,
aged 59 years.
In Ellsworth, May 21, {Mrs. Susan S, Day,
aged 78 years.
i Kotina
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MgSOEI/LAKEOPS.

LET.

TO
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Foil SALE.

_———

,w'irdl inverted
week for iig

this hea S
cents, cash In advance.

ne

under

Frank 0, Fierce, mai
fJLAIRVOYANCY—Dr.
and Mrs. Nellie B. Pierci

i'
;lc healer,
uante test
and
™

business medium;
^p. m. Raymond house,

Portland, Me.

office houi
(50 Free St
27-1

sS
'•

T ADY
HAIRDRESSER—Late with A. Slmoi
sou, N. Y. would like a few customers :
laaies’ residences for hair dressing, shampoi
brushing; best tonics used. MRt "
25-1
BLAIR, ne Pearl St.
LOANED—Don’t borrow mono f
from your friends and have them re
mind you of it hereafter.
I will loan o
!
your furniture, piano, or other
person? 1

MONEY

property without removal or inconvenience
Basv repaying basis.
“Private Party,” I
O.
Box 1438.

Out on the water in the moonlight.
A
beautiful or romantic situation for a
to tell the story of his love
and
young man
ask the young woman of his choice to share
his life cannot be imagined.
The courtship of a young couple may be
ever so romantic and their married life be
There are common sen«e
very unhappy.
considerations outside of love that have a
world to do with the making of married
happiness. One of the most important of
these considerations is the good health of
both parties to the sacred tie. The young
man who is in the incipient stages of consumption commits a crime if he marries
He conbefore he is restored to health.
demns his wife to the life of a nurse and
to
his children
early death, or lives of sickDr. Pierce’s Golden
ness and suffering.
cures 98 per cent, of all
Discovery
jvfedical
cases of consumption if taken in its earlier
stages. This is its record established during the past thirty years. It is the great
blood-maker, flesh-builder, nerve-tonic and
general restorative.
The y oung woman who su ffers from weakness and disease of the delicate and important organs that make wifehood and
motherhood possible has no right to answer
“Yes” to a young man’s proposal until she
is thoroughly restored to health in a womanly way. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription prepares a woman for wifehood and
motherhood. It makes her strong, healthy
and vigorous where a woman most needs
health, strength and vigor. Thousands of
women have testified to its merits.
My daughter,” writes Mrs. N. A. Thomas, of
Little Rock, Ark., “had been under a doctor’s
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Precare for four years.
scription, which cured me, also cured her.”
more
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LIGHTING UNCLE SAM’S BATTLE-SHIPS IN ACTION—“ LOAD!” From HARPER’S WEEKLY.

After

a

Drawing

T.

Messenger's
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
from
Reproduced
Harper’* Weekly. By Permission. Copyright, 1898, by Harper & Brothers.
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss., May 23rd
A. I)., 1898.
OUil Vl.tu
i-UEj OU.NO.
tain
on
tn«
rpilIS Is to give notice,that on the 23rd day
I
bridge to the messenger at his on a modern battleship.
The scene is of the officer of the
A. IX,
1898, a Warrant in
now
rings out JL of May,
side, ready to oarry the word when bell well represented in the stirring illustra- the orders with a gun
issued out of the Court of
The men who win the tight aboard a
strange note of battle in Insolvency forwas
tion from Harper’s Weekly, reproduced
said County of Cumberland,
and speaking tube are shot
Insolvency
and
that
it,
away—all
they pray
they have learned against the estate of
battleship today are the men who serve I have their
today. The smoke and
gases their lesson well, and that
important work to do, and the smother the breath and sulphurous
nothing goes
blind the
the gone. Uponjtheirtenergy, determinaamiss. Through the port they sometimes RICHARD H. GRIMMER of South Portland,
I failure of anyone of them would mar in terrific heat tortures the half eyes,the
be an Insolvent Debtor, on
naked catch a glimpse of the havoc done on the adjudged to
tion and skill depends the ultimate issue
the
thunderous crashes of the guns
Debtor, which petition wag
greater or less degree the effectiveness of bodies,
enemy by a well-directed 6hot, and they cetition of said
Of course, in the won- the
of the conflict.
deafen the ears and numb the senses. But cheer as
on the 23rd day
of May, A. D., 1898,
tiled
great maohine. But without the conwell as they can in the stifling
to which date interest on
claims is
the gun-crews know that their
to be
derfully perfect and economical organiza- stant and well-directed fire of her
comrades, smoke aigl heat, and Dend to their work computed.
heavy
from “the old man" down, are
tion of the ship’s company no man is guns in a battle a ship oould not
looking to again with renewed determination to
That the payment of any debts to or
stay them to do the
by
fighting, and wounds and carry to victory the flag of their
afloat, just as a man in a fist fight, howWasted, and every one contributes his ever
ship said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery
forbidden bv
and clever a boxer he may ba death and their shipmates falling stricken floating proudly from the topmost point of any property by him are
strong
about them are
Share to the strength of the mighty com- cannot keep his feet unless
in the storm of of the iron mast.
law.
his blows the oontest. It forgotten
That a meeting of the creditors of
is the final test of years of
said
bination. From the sharp-shooters, turn- strike home.
The marksmanship of our
The old naval maxim is
gunners
long
Debtor,to
prove their debts and In case there
and
the
men move like olook- since aroused the
training,
envy of foreign navies, are
ing the Maxim guns in the dizzy,fighting as true today as it was in the time of work
sufficient assets
to authorize the
at
the
of
word
command.
Nelson— The ship must win whose
Perhaps and now the Yankee sailors are proving same to choose one or more assigncrew
to sorno of them comes a dim
top, to the stokers who feed the furnaoes stands
pioture of that for discipline and devotion to duty ees of his
will
he
longest by the guns.
held
estate,
their last gunnery practice on summer
in the black depths below, from the capIt Is man’s work to stand by the
they are no less to be admired and Imi- at a Court of Insolvency to be holden ai
guns seas of the Roads, but the familiar
Probate Court Kooms
in said Portland, ir
r.voiee tated.
said County of Cumberland, on the 6th day
ot June, A. D., 1898,. at ten
o’clock lr
jus i huw utwtY won.
BAD W ORD FOR MONITORS.
tile forenoon.
foi harbor defence
wholly, for which they
Given under my hand the date first above
AWAITING AN OPENING.
are very well
fitted; but as instruments
written.
Daniel Doble Explains the Vermonter1!
Good Only for Harbor Defence,an
Eminem tor general warfare they are not to be
C. L. BUCKNAM,
Tricks to Bis Boss County Neighbors.
Naval Officer Declares
with the battleship for a moment. A Big American Syndicate Formed to Con- Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court oi
If you had been at a conference of
trol
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
American Commerce With the
____may24&31
The most effeoti ve>hot fired at the bom- commanding officers a day or so ago and
When the news of
Philippines.
Dewey’s victor;
heard the incidental
After you have bought your
reached Pennyroyal, in Ross county, Ohio
bardment of Matanzas, according to all ing the uselessness of expressions I regardthink
monitors,
that you would have
and that was not many ;days
a
Unless all signs fall, there will be a
thought
ago, i b accounts, came from one of the monitor
thought
on this subject.
The expressions were
caused no exoitement and there was n , Puritan’s 12-inch guns. ;it was a bullsrush to Manila at the end of the war
merely incidental and came out of a fullcelebration of any kind, but on Saturda; r aye, fair and square. The advocates of the ness of the heart. It
has been
was the point of second only to that which
night John Bridges’s store was crowdei l monitor type pointed to this engagemenf view of men who want success in action hurling itselt into the Klondike. All sorts
and
are
for
with men who wanted to hear a descrip
as
that success.
a
responsible
of wild rumors have been circulated regood illustration of its effectiveness.
You will want a
Another officer who is now
tion of the battle by Daniel Doble and ai
serving on
but since then naval;
experts, without one of the monitors and who has repeat- garding the enormous wealth awaiting
explanation of some things that were noi detracting from the value of monitors for edly said that in his opinion such boats those who have the courage to
go and get
would be an excellent investment for this it.
u nderstood.
harbor and coast defence, have been
The fertility of the soil has been
pointsaid
a few days
country,
“Whut I can't git through my noddle,
ago:
ing out the limitations of these fighting
dilated upon until the most
extravagant
‘‘Owing to the need for a
many
said Pontius Anderson, “is how none o
ships when employed in offensive opera- fighting ships to conduct our great
blockade of notions prevail regarding the profits in
th’ Spanish cannon balls didn’t *o righl tions.
and
When the Puritan was
Cuba
our
We have them at prices from
at the
aggressive operations sugar, coffee and tobacco raising.
through our boats jest th’ same as oui Brooklyn Navy Yard a few months ago against the Spanish fleet we are comIt has been reported that a
big syndipelled to call upon the monitors for a
bails went through theirn.”
one of her officers said:
cate has already been
service for which they are not
formed in this
designed.
“I am firmly convinced that in a har- For instance, none of the monitors
said Daniel Hi bis,
“Simple enough
for
the
has country
purpose of controlling the
coal capaoity ;for more than six or
“’cause our boato is made o’; soft meta
boi fight, where we might
See the new TOURIST UAW1&.
seven American eommerce with these
select our
islands.
days
and
it
is
a
an’ theirn’s made o’ brittle.
cruising,
dangerous
in
EVE, the latest folding camera
shallow water, we could whip
Ev’ry time position
operation to attempt to coal these boats A large capital has been subscribed, it is at
bid Dewey hit a Spanish boat her sides any battleship afloat. The Puritan draws
S8.G0 each
said, and operations on an elaborate scale
B,ea' 5s Is peoessary to open up the
We also have the plates and
planned. The writer has
Crooked jest like they wuz glass, bui so much less water than a battleship that deck, and obviously, from their low free have been
it
from
the
of
a
man
films.
who
lips
has
board, this may
When a bu\l hit Dewey’s it was diffrunt. we could run her well Inshore. Our
bo done in safety
guns under the lee of only
the collier and in smoqth travelled all over the world, and who is
Th’ metal bein’ softs it dosed over th’ are powerful and our armor is heavy. water.
I believe the monitor thoroughly acquainted with most of the
However,
halls when they struck, not leavin’ a hole Moreover, the Puritan is a small target is the best kind of a fort that can
■^Danish-speaking nations, that this synbe dicate
approached him and offered him
—jest th’ same us ef you threw a marble compared to a battleship.
constructed for coast defence.”
the management of the main office of the
ini' a pap o’ dough.
In the last number of the Army and
syndloate in Manila.
In view of the fact
8
1
Sf.
-“Them Spaniards is sharp, though,
that some time might
AN OBJECT LESSON.
Navy Journal an officer whoso judgment
maysdtf
an’ they ketohed onto th’ thing, an’
elapse before the
ijl
syndicate
would
have
a
chanoe
to
is
entitled to the greatest weight, says:
operate
they’d ketohed on sooner mebby Dewey’d
There comes a time.in the history of in- the
proposition was not taken up.
It is
baa a hard time.
They seen th’t soft
“At last I have been able to make
up dividuals and business firms as well as na- also learned that many individuals are
metal was th’ best, so they het up their
mind on the monitor question, and I tions when
my
to
capture all the trade
they have to show to the world getting ready
boat, th’ last one they had. Th’ hotter ft
that may hang
from
the low
got th’ better it wuz, an’they het er way think it is the mind of every one in this the stuff they are made of. The magnifi- plums
branches on the islands when Uncle Sam
Old Dewey seen th’ balls frum hie squadron, and that
up.
is, they have but one cent uprising of all parties and sections at shall have started in on
its colonial reboats wuzn’t doin’ no hurt, an’ he seen use, viz. for
port defense.
They are an the call of President McKinley in defence S*1'!6- Export and import statistics show would announce to the citizens of Deering that
th” trick, sc he yelled out t' his Captains,
-‘Don’t shoot nothin’ but heavy balls!’ unmitigated fraud for general war pur- of the flag, at this time, is a splendid il- that there will be a chance for Americans they have purchased the property No. 315 Forest Ave., (near the depot at Woodfords) which
control a handsome
They kept pepperin’ away with big balle poses. I give this opinion as one founded lustration of the power of this country to
commerce, which
now belongs to Spain, while at the same they have fitted up for a coal and wood yard,
till th’ Spanish boat wuz so full o’ lead on considerable
where they will keep in stock
and an impressive object lesson to all the time
observation.
the
she gunk uv ’er own weight.
value of the exports
increasing
“The great difficulty as a
of
the
world.
islands.
So
at
fighting
this
that
“Them Vermont fellers is great fer
time,
sterling
A
■tricks, X tell you. Dewey’s sailors waded machine with the monitor is that corporation, the Standard Clothing comt’ sheet an’ got in single rank, Indian file. in a constant and
We shall handle “Haddock’s Plymouth Coal’’,
to the pany, whose large store is at 255 Middlo INSTANTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY
adaption
quick
which
Is the best the market affords for general
Th’ Spanish Gen’ral sen
whut Dewey snrfaoe of the sea
movement is re- street,
IN ARMY AND NAVY.
use.
every
and
their
and
wuz dole’ an’ he sez:
‘Whut’s good fer
manufacturing
We
have
an extra quality of
Vantro 4c n/v\<4 foe
1_j_j
peated, and the vessel is thus naturally n-umomo run in ut ovo v» asnuigioii street
(Prom the Washington Star.)
bis men up in Indian file th’ same way. made a most unstable
birch edgings,
gun platform, a Boston, are giving the people a most im“There will be no lack of
Tbet was jest what old Deweywag waitin’
photographs bright and clean, a good lot of cleft Hard Wood,
fact,which I know is totally at variance pressive object lesson on their ability to
Pine
for.
There was twiit twelve an’ fifteen
rernarsea a well known
army also shallSlabs and Edgings.
We
thousan’ Spaniards, an’ they made a line with the ideas of those who favor them; so minimize
the copt of production by officer to a Star
buy our stock direct from headreporter,
“already,
though
but we have seen too much of them to the
quarters and thus be able to give our customers
rnore’n six miles
‘Fire!’
loDg.
sez
combination of large interests and we have only entered
and lowest market prices.
goods
good
It,
thousands
of
fine
I>uway, when he seen ’em, an’ bang went Know otherwise, and it is, besides, in resources as to be able to
We have au office at
supply the con- photographs have been filed in the War
his gun, th’ biggest one he had with ’im,
aooord with all theory. The Terror,
sumer
for
direct from thej manufactory at an Department.
one th’t carried twelve miles.
Thet ball
Every conceivable view is
wept chasin’ down the line, knockin’ instance, makes twenty-one oscillations, enormous saving in cost.
instantly photographed, there being hundoor to the post office) also at the yard.
them Spaniards over like they was ten- while the New York makes eight. There
The Standard Clothing company, wide- dreds of the
Maine in all her stages of (next
Telephone No. 2-17-3. All orders will be
pins. Th’ first three seconds a mile o’ could have been no better illustration, ly known
as leading in the production of
and carefully
life and death, as also all of the
promptly
Hpajjiards fell, l'h’ heads was knocked
filled._my25dlw
other
however, of this instability than the other fine artistic wearing apparel, are
clean offn every ono o’ them.
Course th’
just now vessels, crews, guns and other
belongings.
at
ball was gittin weaker
Matanzas, when the Puritan was winning golden opinions from all classes
evvy minute, an’ day
Photography has in recent years been a
when it struck th' second mile it had firing at a fort
7,000 yards away in a mod- by showing
what $10 will do, and the study at West
William's
Pills *
Point and the Naval Acad- \
dropped till it ketched ’em in th’ necks. erate
one
<
sea;
of
her
shells
12-inch
struck
writer
of
this
was surprised and delighted
Has no equal in diseases of the <
Th’ third mile o’ Spaniards got hit in th'
and many of the leading officers are
emy,
* Kidneys aLd Urinary Organs. Have
breast, an’ th’ fourth mile right in th’ not more than 1,000 yards from the ship. at the marvelously stylish suits
over- now as
expert at taking pictures as they I
*
stnmmioks.
Then the Spaniards seen The person who fired the
you neglected your Kidneys? Have
gun is not to be coats offered for this moderate.sutb. Of are at the other
branches of their profes- *
whut wcs goin’ on an’ they begun t’ drar:
overworked your nervous sys-1
the movement is too quiok for oourse it is
blamed;
you
only large
t’ th’ ground, but it didn’t do no
sion. A photograph explains many
good, any ordinary man to meet.
thiDgs item and caused trouble with yoUr
first hands that make such low priees and
fer th’ ball wuz gittin’ spent an’ drappeu
that offloers who are possessed of the \
“Besides this faot of being such a very
Kidneys and Bladder? Have you*
too. It mowed down close an’ killed
poor gun platform, there is the inhabita- great values possible, and we earnestly most voluble
loins,side, back,
pains
would
descriptive
powers
f
every Spaniard deader’n a last
year's bility, which makes life aboard of them advise all who are interested in artistic be
unable to explain without it. When
bird's nest whereas ef they hadn’t drapped at sea
are hot beyond wearing
simply
hell;
they
for
men
to
the
apparel
to
lost
their legs an’ feat.”
the
go
they'd only
reports of the war with Spain are preexpression (one man died day before yesterday in the turret of.the, Amphitrite); Standard and see for themselves what 110 pared they can be most thoroughly illusWilliam’s
) sire pass urine ?
will
do.
they are hot, and while at sea, even in
A Narrow
trated by these photographs.
Pills will impart new life to the dis- (
this dead calm, there is no
for the
place
*
are
the
volunteers
Thankful words written by Mrs. Ada crew to go
“Besides,
equally ( eased organs, tone up the system.
except on the superstructure,
DEA TH OF MASSACHUSETTS
well equipped as photographers, thero
man of you.
E. Hart, of Groton, S. D.
‘‘Was taken and this is a very serious thing to be conBy
I and make a new
with a bad cold which settled on
sidered.
<
mail 50 cents per box.
PRIVATE.
my
being one or more fine photographers
“The
Mfg.
)
Props.,
O.
Co.,
in
Williams
Cleveland,
and finally termilungs, cough set.
battleship is everything which
Marblehead, Mass., May 30.—A tele- with each company, and with the 80,000
nated in Consumption.
Four Doctors the monitor is not, excepting that she
soldiers now at
Tampa,
oilers a larger mark; but this is
nothing, gram this afternoon announced the death
gave me up saying I could live but a
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.
and other places there are at the lowest
short time.
I gave myself up to my because the upper works which make her ot Private Clarence L. Bartol of Co.
C.
the larger mark can be shot
away without 8th Regiment, Massachusetts
calculation several hundred who are thorSavior, determined if I could not stay
to the actual
floating power of the
with my friends on earth, I would meet injury
to take snap
shots, with
ship or to her heavy guns; but these same son of Mr. Leonard Bartol, at Camp oughly prepared
ipy absent ones above.
My husband was upper works have the advantage of giving Thomas, Chickamauga, of heart
double that number of skilled amateurs
advised to get Dr. King’s New Discovery the
the means of
failure,
bo
will
whioh
the
Notice to Contractors,
battleship
permanently
power of carrying not after an
illness ot only 24 hours.
for consumption, Coughs and Colds. I only heavy
The preserving in a piotorial way every Krenn
ordnance, but a very powerful
gave it a trial, took in all eight bottles. secondary battery, whioh the monitor is announcement has caused great sorrow and inoident in which they will take anv
proposals for constructing tower,
It has cured me, and tlianlc God I am incapable of carrying, as there is no place as the young man was well liked. When part. Blessings, they say, always come CEALED
O shelter and
gate-way entrances to Deering’s
in disguise, and this war will
saved and now a well and heaithv wo- for it.
nrove a Oaks on State street will be received by the
the
first call for volunteers
was
the
to
various
“When one attempts to compare the
made, blessing
makers of cameras Commissioners of Cemeteries and Public
Trial bottles free at IT. P. S.
man.”
bothjhe and his younger brother, Arthur and other paraphernalia and material that Grounds until TUESDAY, June 7th, 1898, at 12
GOOLP'S Drug Store. Kegular size, Puritan, which is our best monitor, and who
were members
is used in connection with the up-to-dare o’clock M. when they will be publioly opened
of a local
50c and §1.00 guaranteed or price re- most comfortable, with the Iowa, it is to
art
The soldier bosao and read. Blanks on which proposals must be
be recognized that
really no comparison offered their services to Uncle Sam, and photographic
funded.
already loading down the mails with th? made, plans, specifications and further informcan be mado. The Iowa
is a great, almost
ation can be obtained at the office of the Comwero together when death photos they have
immovable rook, carrying a battery not came.
taken, and
will
missioner of Public Works. The Commissioners
Clarence
WEDD!NC RINGS
only much greater in nominal rower, but four sons. The was 23 and the eldest of be long before the government
of Cemeteries ami Public Grounds reserve the
is now on the way
body
eaoh
right to reject any or all bids should they deem
Two hundred to select from. All weights vastly greater in actual.
north ana burial services which
will be in the service but also of
“I do not think that we >' on 1 have
°* the city so to do. Bids
and sizes.
10, X4 and is Kt. Solid Gold. Mcevery
soldier
ori^£i
conducted
be “jj®*?**
mar ked
John
sailor
and
who
is
BENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
post,
Goodwin,
Jr.,
voted to build any more of 1 e monitor
py will
“Proposals for building
participating in the should
A. R.,
bL>
be .held immediately war, and every
tower,
etc.” and addressed
entrances,
marl9dt£
what
wo
tjpe;
have should be relegated upon its arrival
temporary and permanent
permanent to
Commissioners of
iii Public
oamp and camp outfit. ’•
and
Cemeteries
Grounds.
my28dtd
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RAMBLER BICYCLE

CAMERA

$4.SO to

1._

ONEY TO LOAN on first and second mori
gages on real estate, life insurance pol
ciesaod notes or any good security.
Re: I
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Ei
change street. I. P. BUTLER.apr28-4

Ilf ONEY

THE PEERING GOAL

AND WOOD COMPANY

full Line of Hard and Soft

Goal,

NO. 246 FOREST AVE,,

TO

LOAN—On fust and secon 1
on real estate at as low rate (
be obtained in Portland; als 0
loans made on
stocks, bonds, personal prone;
securities.
Inquire of A
o
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
Exchange.
may 12-4
XTOTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs whic 1

mortgages
as can

’w!“ exchange

groins

Kidney1

Escape.

Chickamaega,

volunteers,'

CITY OF PORTLAND.

company]

^ br0t£?rS

?n ^sTe?4Hme°?

if
^i P Sot
°WniUt?on

eato-jvay

S’^J^etary

clothing

off

postals

_____may7-3
of trunk
WA?!Sf;D~411 Persons in D-want
BEYNOLD;
JL^r“?Jiags3Ueet.calIou Edoor above Shaw’ ;

3

one

giocery More, as we manulacture our good ;*
can
therefore
bottom price:
give
0peu 6Tehings.
We fram 3

and

pictures161'311611'

Ti11 paX tl19 highest cash price 3
jor household goods or store fixtures c f
any description or receive the same at our auci
GOSS t 5
\vri‘2?,wS
„foraale on commission.
vv ILbON, Auctioneers.
18 Free St
in
TWTONEY LOANED on first and second mor
1
l?ag:es, real estate, life insurance policies
notes, bonds and good collateral security
Notes discounted; rate of interest 5
per cent [
£ea£l\n(* uPwards, according to security. W I
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford buildim
i8o Middle street.
may9-4
Seventeen years successful practice in Maine.

six rooms,

.,

31-1

_

SeRJAmSVa0^ 5ireSe4n^°Jt?Ughly:
_______30-1
T°
¥iT7ln
g?od dulet location, mcelv fur
A nlshed
front

also

room,

a

street.

conveniently arrangedroom. 15 fi,

large unfurnished alcove

3o'i

O LET—Lower flat of new home on Shcr
*
man St., of 6 room.) and bath,
separate
steam heater, gas, set tubs, price $22. 11a h Is 8
& EARLE CO., 12 Monument Square,
30-1
LET—Middle flat of new house on Park
rflO
A st., live rooms anu bath, gas, etc., price
$15.00. MARKS & EARLE CO., 12 Monumen

Square.___30-1
1?OR KENT- For one year or longer, a pnrtialA ly furnishedf.'i story brick house,commodious
and convenient, in good order, has large yard
and pleasant surroundings, one block from Congress Square. Private family, lodging, or for
boarders. BENJAMIN SHAW, 6 Vt Exchange
street.

_28-1

If UKNISHED ROOMS TO LET

at 110 BiackSt.27-1
rro LET—At No. 100 Oxford St., lower rent of
A o rooms, all in good order, plenty of sun.
rent reasonable; also at No. 28 Boyd St., lower
rent of 7 rooms, very convenient and in first
class order, plenty of sun. no better rent In the
city for the money. Apply at No. 23 Boyd St.
27-1
K. DYER.
OOOMS TO LET-Wanted, the public to
As.
know I have taken the house at 215 Gumberland St., where I have a large front parlor to
let, nicely furnished, with mantle bed; also
rooms from $1 to *3 per week with use of bath.
Apply at MRS. SHAW’S, 215 Cumberland St.

A

ett

ROOMS
|7»tiRNlSHED
new

Langham,”

“The

at

ID fine,
apartment house, 118 Winter
street, 2d house from Pine, one minute’s
walk from all electrics; every convenience.
pleasant and roomy. Apply at the house.
O. E. BENNETT, proprietor.26-1

mO LET—The store, corner of
CumberX land and Washington streets; one of the
best locations in Portland for trade.
Apply
at 45 Free street.26-1

/COTTAGES TO LET—Between Trefethen’s
and Evergreen Landings, Peaks
Island.
Rent from §40 to $65, including water. Inquire
of JOHH E. STERLING, Peaks Island, or
Benj. Thompson, 85 Exchange St„ Portland.
25-1

method
safe, painless; causes
detention from business. He solicits the most
difficult cases. Consultation Free! Call at mv
Lewiston or Portland office, or consult me
mail

by

Dr.B.T. FISKJE?

882 Main St. Lewiston. Send for
free pamphlet.
S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.

r

SUMMER RESORTS.

LET—Furnished or unfurnished upper
tfiO
1
tenement at 257 State street.
Possession
Grove Co >. given at once. Apply on premises.
maylOdtf
desirable summe r mO LET-Rent, No. 5 Fremont place,
upstairs,
resorts m Maine, charmingly situated in
A
3
of 9 rooms; also cottages on Long Island
agrov
or fragrant
pines, elegant, large airy sleepin % Inquire of E. PONCE, Granite
Hotel
Spring
roonis. pure spring water, fine
drives, on th c Long Island.
18_2
g
-D'\V;££v.?rne d'ihing and gunning. Addres '£'0 LET-You have good
o. P. MURCH.
in
soap
for
24-2
exchange
A
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or tele1G>0R good country board iu a fine locality f(
phone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO. Tciephone 115-2._
mayC4
fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, plea*
ant drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broa 1
LET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between
rjliO
piazza. A quiet place for rest and comfor
A
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all dav
Address, J.B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Ra'
In flrst-class repair; hot and cold water, nice
mond. Me.
Mayl4-4‘ bath room and steam heat. Will let to small
as-tf
¥¥ AYMOND SPRING HOUSE—Select boan j(near Poland Spring) on line of Maine Ce
tral railroad. Gooa
WJMED-slXUAIKIV s.
boating and fishing. Sen d
for circular.
Address C. E small, Norl ti
Raymond, Me.
may4tf
Forty wnrrti inserted
under

BALDWIN, ME.—Pine
WE§T
tage, one of the most
*

family._

~FR¥£BURG,

SALE—Thirty
pOR
*
16
14
mowing,

Price $1600.

one

thi» head
advance.

week for 25 cents, cash in

ME,

a capable cook a situation as
WANTED—By
Tlie “Oxford” will be opened for the seasc n
''
a cook and waitress;
have had experiJune 6th, 1888.
ence iu the best of families.
Apply at 15 Brians
The high standard heretofore maintained : it street.
30?!
this popular hotel will be continued, and 1 o_
pains will he spared by the management 0
as salesman on the
ANTED—Position
XX[
v V
road or office
promote the comfort and entertainment of tl e
work of
kind
any
guests. For circulars, rates, etc., address,
Auditing accounts, &c., by a thoroughly
F. L. MARK. Proprietor,
competent person. Post Office Box 1076. -’0-1
may24d2w
Fryeburg, Main
WANTED.

on

W. F.

acres of land with barn,
cost of barn scoo
DRESSER, 80 Exchange

pasture;

street.81-1
SALE—A
pOR“rst
class

light two-seated carriage in
order. Price $100. A great barwanting family carriage. ApSfrJ?,r.a.ny°ne
ply henry Taylor s stable.
31-1

f°r

SALE—On Cumberland street,

CO.,

F StS

7et

now
on amount

per cent

$600 down.

nrS 'cK 13 1-2y
EARL^ (fo^iTVr0"
to., 12 Monu-

invested

MARKS &

Square.

ment

& EARLE

Monument tSunare’

12

°

".not

-!--—_____30-1
pOR SALE—Good style second-hanJ
Seats.twogrown persons and twochildr^n
inside. Leather trimmed; h»s buBiiJr.7?1
Will sell low. Socond-hand
sewin^machine
,';
drummer’s wagon with top.
BRaii vv
SMALL,

35

28,x&

iPreble street.

wagon; fine job, ha—s
POR SALE-Delivery
body ten teet long, three feet 4 inches
1. “tj*

wide; built to order for gas and steam fitter
Came too late for customer; ordered sola
hv
builders at bigdiscount. BRADLEY &SMAT1
35 Preble street
28-1
are of various
BICYCLES
from the “Imperial”
is

grades, theTa^
down, “Imperial”

stands at the head; price now sso
$100; the Ames at $47.50; Progress
wheel; Vim Special $25 and 30.
GUN STORE. 263 Middle St.
TAAD GATT?

Ti.-o

formeriv

'$30

Situation by a young man who understands
bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
experience. Graduate of Gray’s Portyears’
mm* Business College.
Good references fnrDished
Address CHAS. E. ALLEN. Skowhe-

H
early can get got ?
30 miles of Portlan
country
Plenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce
season. Pine grove, large lawn,
plenty ,4
shade. Reduction bv season.
RIVEKSID L
Box
FARM,
37, Cornish, Me.
aprlOeowiw

Maine._ apr!5d7w»
WANTED—situation by a first class meat
”
cook of 17 years’ experience in
large
hotel.
Wages moderate for year round lob.
Strictly sober. Willing to work for interest of
the house.
Address E. H., care Hilton House.
Wiscassett, Maine.
ia-2
gun,

WANTED-F1MA1E HELP.
Forty words
one

Inserted under Slit, heo
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

a

-pREE TEA SET-LADIES, send us your fu
aaddress PLAINLY WRITTEN, andwewi
expressyou 75 of our sweet and exquisite AKAi t.
IAN PERFUMO PACKETS (in powder torn
to scent gloves, handkerchiefs, clothing, etc
) I
sell among friends, at 10 CENTS each. Wli»
sold, remit us the money (after deducting ei
press charges) and we will send you for yoi r
trouble, a lovely DECORATED ENGLitS] 1
TEA SET of 56 pieces (fu.l size for family use
Each set is artistically decorated in color
tasteful leaf and flower patterns.
The shape [.
are of latest style, which every lady
will ai
predate- Order at once and name NeareExpress Office. Address ARABIAN PEliFt
MO CO., Bridgewater, conn.
80-1

~

W AB TID—MALE

[j_

’t

WANTED—A capable girl

for

general hous
Apply at 48 DEERING ST. 25-1

work.

e

HULS.

---—--—

A GENTLEMAN
to act as

manager for summer

conceit company.
some

A.

capital.

Musi

have

Address MISS

8.

HARDEN, Eewtstou, Maine.
may 3ldlt»

WANTED—A pattern maker on wood work
class. workman. THOMAS
r ATir“u5 t«®
LALgHLIN
CO., 143 Fore St.
27-1

nhJSilKUB.

WASTED.

ANNUAL MEETING.

TTT

year

and

for

the

transaction

of

JU'PlietAmn,i

1-

-F 16 rooms, hot and cold water, bath for
each tenant, set tubs, located on
desirable
street west of Park street, rents tor S40 Der
month, handy to electrics; price suitable for
investment.
W. H. WALDRON & CO
iso
Middle street.

’Jg^

SALE-Grceery and provision store,
good established trade; a little money

OR

buys it; must be sold at ouoe as the owner
has other business out of town,
lnoulrn ef
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2
Exchange sheet

__26-1
WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A
large stock
sold on easy payAll Styles
All
Prices. McKENNEY. the JewMer,

of new model Watches will be
ments at reasonable prices.

'ffiunAt

°quare-_marl9dtf
SALE-Secona hand milk
hangs low; rack for iorty cans.

FOR

TO ms TRADE
have customers

with oopy and aay

Pat H la attracts form

jj majse tha

j

TPORSALEOR

RENT—To: close an estate,
suburban residence, heated by steam.
Urge barn, hennery, etc., with 35 acres of land
withm five minutes walk of electric cars; satlsterms
Particulars real estate office,
'?.ctl?ry
First Natmnal Bank Building, FREDERICK
S.
V

AlLJy._____ 25-1
SALE—A thirty acre farm situated m
POR
the centre
of

■*:
village
Brownfield, Me., well
divided into Ullage, wood and
pasturing li.es;
buildings nearly new, twelve good rooms i,
house, large stable near the house, running
water in house and stable. Will be sold at a
bargain if applied for soon.
ELI B. BEAN

Brownheld, Me.

may25-4

I

j

»

|

t

results.

THE THURSTON PRINT,
PORTLAND, ME.
hums—

S

f

f,
J

|

Williams Indian Pl!<
Ointment is a sure cun
for PILES. It absorb
tumors. Stops itching
GIVES RELIEF.
and SI. At Dru??ist.s

5©£

For sale by J. E. Goold & Co,"

lunad&wlf

_

H. E. MILLS

PROPOSALS FOR

BUILOINqT

F. &

A. M.,

required

in

at

Chandler’s Musi®
Congress street.

the
erecting a
for

three story brick building at
Knightville,
«ie., according to plans and specifications
prepared by F. H. & E. F. Fassett.
Bids will be received for the entire building, or as follows: Excavate for cellar and
foundations, and lay foundation and cellar
walls; mason’s work; carpentry; granite
an<1 freestone; windows
glazed; doors
door and window frames;
painting; plumbmg;
lathing and plastering; roofinggalvanized iron work; truss, steel and iron
beams and girders. Plans and specifications
at the
may be examined
office of
the
architects, Centennial Block, Exchange
The right to reject
street, ± ortland.
any
or all bids is reserved.
Bids may be addressed to the BUILDING COMMITTEE
Knightville, Me.
may23d9t

;

Congress

street._

my 18-4

rjiHE
*

Fairbanks mandolins and banjos excel,
examine them at HAWES’ music store. 414
Instruction books of all inCongress street.
struments.
Pianos let. A number of 50 eenl
music books (damaged) at 25 cents each.
Superior strings for instruments.
my 18-4
OB SALE—New house on Pitt St., Oakdale.
Ty
J
Contains seven rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
with sewer, has large lot, and will be sold on
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS,
No. 31 Exchange St.. Portland.mav5-4

BS1IL18KII' IVittiNt 5UUVtNIK5l'UUK5
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the

Call and see it. McKENNEY. the
Mounment Sq uare.
marisdti

market.

Jeweler.

SALE—Two light buckskin colored
ponies, about twelve hands, well matched,
good drivers and city broke to single, double
and tandem driving, with double set of custom
made harnesses and extra parts for single and
tandem, also two small sleighs and one two
wheeled cart. Cash price $200, F, O. B.. Montreal. For further particulars apply to MR. J.
S. ORR, 83 Federal St., Portland.
25-1

FOR

UTEAM LAUNDRY'—One of the best payln
k*
in New Hampshire; fully equipped, good
business; III heaitlie cause of selling; a grand

A THOUSAND RINGS
select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
ltubvs and all ether precious stones.
Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
mariydtf
Monument Square.
To

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two

]POR
*-

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about

200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capon farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
mar9-tf
•Portland, Me.
SALE—Or lease, lot of laud at the
FOREnd.
Forest and Congress streets

West

a

containing about 4,224 feet. Apply
LOW, 919 Congress St.

NORTON & HALL
Insurance
Have

temporarily

Agents,
removed to

22 EXCHANGE ST.,

43’ TELEPHONE
j

Store

mayfir

NO.

old office
358-4.
dtf

to

E.

HAR-

jan25dtf

HELP WANTED.

immediately; salary
and expenses from start paid weekly,
$10 outfit free, best references required.
Choice of territory if apply at once. Lake
Ontario Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. my-t>-i

WANTED—Canvasser

MARRY ME, KELLIE,

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement ana
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY; The Jeweler, Monument

_nmr22dtf

Square.

CAUCUS.
CAPE

Piano Tuner, Directly Opposite their
Order slate

75c.

IJ OK SALE—Elegant musical Instruments
just
music
received.—pianos,
boxes,
regiuas, violius, mandolins, banjos, guitars
harmonicas, cornets, cases, violin bows, superior violin and banjo strings, ponular music,
music books, etc. Please call.
HAW ES, 414

PROPOSAL will be received until
£JEALED
K? Juno 4, 1808, by the Building Committee

_

mA t

always
brings woollent

WANXhD-Wanted 10 lease a deairable and strictly first class hotel.
One
in a lively town preferred and
fully furhtshed and up to date.
Address, with full particulars, WM. T. HANLEY, Lynu, Mass.
25-1
___
iVANTED—Partner. A good reliable man
to manage branch house for
wholesale
sausage company. Must have from
!.)S.aiKl
t?ouoo to *5010 and references.BA
splendid business opening for
right man. Address A. II. x
M Mate at.,
Lynn, Mass.
25-1

of
Hiram Lodge,
material and work

prise reasonable." I
and

_.

MAINSPRINGS,

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.marl9dtf

corner

«

In audit oases the work is

satisfactory

l_

located

...MAN| 1
II

tn K«.-1-1__

three adults, an
or six rooms with
in
western
conveniences,
part of
city. This party would he a desi rahie tennut. Inquire of HENRY S.
TRICKEY, Real
Estate Agent. 121 Exchange street.
26-1

I

os

a

MODEL

EVERY... I

to

ior

upstairs

!

“

vvumiy

wagon,

market wagon, used but little, Wood Light
strong
express gear and wheels, one ana one-halt
ineh axles.; BRADLEY &
86 Preble
SMALL,
street.
26-1

a family of
W ANTED—By
rent of five

rl'HE Forty-sixth annual meeting will be he! i
3- at City Building, Portland, on Wednesdai
J
Thursday and Friday, June l, 2,3. 189S.
mylldtjulCHAS. D. SMITH. See.

come

vi

vu/

modern

_

i!

in

"fine

FV'S

£.1

chance to engage in the laundry business; will
Address
hear
the
closest investigation.
apr2iM
LAUNDRY, Press office.

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

I

jiuiuu

sue

other business as may legally be presentee
will be held on the first Monday, the sixth
da
of June, 1898, at eleven o’clock In the
forenoo
In the
Company’s h-ill In Kittery, Maine.
By order of the Directors,
F. R. BARRETT. Clerk of the Company
Portland, Me., May 18, 1898.
maytsdtef

frequently

—~

young woman and little girl IS months old,
wnere the mother can make herself
useful, being

The annual meeting of the stockholders o
the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroa
|
Company, for the choice of directors for the ei

suing

K ViroTN

v

a

BAI1

_

leaving the city
■pEOPLE
A
board within

from

west

SlSS^Ps^^anS

27-1

LET—Hou^e at East Deering.
One
story and a half French roof cottage on
Kidder St.. East Deerinar. 6 rooms. Sehasm
water, statue, one naif acre land and fruit trees;
terms $10 month and water rates; possession
given after June 2nd.
Enquire of MRS. WHYLEY, 8 Grant St.. Woodfords,25.1
LET—Lower
tenement
5 Laural street. 7
rpo
*
rooms and bath. $15.00.
Lower tenement
135 Brackett street, 7 rooms and bath, $17.00.
Small rout 80 Salem street, $6.50. Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. £0-2

BSeecfing
Dr. Fisk’s
is easy,

Island, containing nine furnished rooms'
first class condition; the house is finelv'l
high ground, with fine view of the i
has a slated root and cemented cellar trier -i
about live acres of land connected with
house, which will be sold with ihe house c: a
less quantity if parties prefer; also several c i
tage lots on Island Avenue, and two shore lot*
with shore privileges, all of which will he sold
at rare bargains if applied for soon.
Apnlv to
GEO. TREFKTHEN. Assignee, 192 Commercial St., Portland.
my3i-4
on

_

no

*»der
hl4
head
xteek for 25 cent*, cash ip
*clv»«o».

op*

SALE OR TO I.lfr The;*,. :
iUii^
P ORformerly
yard- Sood a
owned and occupted
«Iu>?roe rLace;
house nearly new. $12.
situated on Island Avenue VAumvto
i'?ilu??»b7!BT°r'
Trefetlien,
Appy to Li)WALD
HASTY. 12 Green street.

TW\0
A

Piles Gured!

transaotionf’from

ra^the

cast

D’GROUT, 76 Middle street.

Kidney

^

for

clothing an 1
Jesses,gentlemens
I pay cash for them i f
c^°1tbing.
Seild letters or
to MI

MKa.

or

$13,

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS,
Free

23-2

J

rr

of
T0i!JwI)eeSi!?ble lowar rentS°od

cellar6

f|

lit ONEY TO LOAN on first mortgages of re?
estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate fc
sale, houses rented, rents collected, care ( f
property a specialty; prompt attention, 2 5
years in the business.
N. S. GARDINEI
170 l -2 Middle St., Room
19-2

interest

words inserted under this head
one week for as
cents, cash In advance.

[ELIZABETH,

The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are reon Thursday,
quested to meet at Grange hall

June 2 at 4 o’clock p. m..

forPJJJP®8®

two delegates to attend the county
convention at Portland and two delegates to
the state convention, also to choose a town
1
ORDER.
committee.

choosing

_

The

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
Republicans of Falmouth are

quested

to

re-

meet at the Town house in said

May 31, 1898, ut 5
town on
o’clock in the afternoon to choose three
delegates to attend the
-Republican
County convention to be held in Portland.
Also
to
1898.
choose
June 16th,
three
delegates to attend the Republican State
convention to be held in Augusta June
28th, 1898.
Per Order Town Committee.
Tuesday,

MAINE

Items of interest Gathered

Gone*

by

pondents of the Frets.

DAMARISCOTTA.

Damariscotta, May

BOSTONS. WON BOTH GAMES.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.

TOWNS.

T{ie Republicans
designated, are

of

Portland, herein'

Defeated Chicago in Two Well
Contests.

notllled to meet in
caucus in their respective ward rooms,
June sixth, A. D. 1898, at
on Monday,
four o’clook P. M., to seleot seven deleafter

Congrega- gates from each ward to attend the Re
tional church was the place lor a very publican State Convention to be held It
City Hajl, Augusta, Maine, Tuesday
jlleasant gathering last evening being the
Woman's Club annual recSptioii known as Jane 28th, 1893, at eleven o’clook in thf
gentlemen’s night. The vestibule of the orenoon, for the purpose of nominating t
church was arranged as a dressing fjoom. candidate for (lovernor.
Also to seleci

the absence of MoCoIrmlck.

conducted to the seven delegates to attend the Rsepublicar
greeted by q, County Convention to be held at Reoep
of the tion
reception committee composed
Hall, City Building, Portland,
president Mrs. William H. Hilton, Maine, on Thursday, the sixteenth day ol
pihoers and ex-oflibers of the club. The June, A. D., 1898, at ten (Mock In th<
Vestry was very tastefully decorated in renoon, for the phrpose of nomlnating'e
offices
the following
green and white including flowers, vines, candidates for
trees, potted plants, and gave a very fes- Four Senators, County Attorney, Sheriff,
tive appearance, the cosy corner being a Clerk of Courts, Register of Deeds, CounDuring the evening ty Treasurer, one County Commissioner
very attractive spot.
The guests

were

then

Vestry where they

GORHAM.

tendance 5000.

ing.

Philadelphia,
Loiilsvllle,

said caucusKrrors or omissions Id said list, will b(
oorreoted by the several Ward Commit
Browi
Block, No. 637 1-3 Congress street, front
7.30 to 9 o’clock, on the evenings of Jam
1st to the 4th inclusive; also at any timi
prior to 8 o’clock in the afternoon oi
Monday, June 6th, 1898, but no oorreo

SEBAGO.

are

earnestly

0:

Louisville** 0.

Bat-

TTi+a

00080001
0

0

0

2

0

0

0

to see that their names are cor
rectly marked on this list and to be pres
ent and take part in their respective ware 1

when

errors

.2;

Station Toot of Preble M.
Monday. Oet 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
Commencing Thursday, April 38, 1898.
i*or M'oreesitei, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Peaks’
Island.
5.45,
Windham and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.33
King, Parrs- For Forest City Landing,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 13.00 m., ,2.15, 3.15,
p- m.

afternoon
May 30.—The
thing until the eighth
together with five hits net-

ted. six runs and disheartened the home
team. Attendance 8800.

Sebago, May 27—Contrary to expectations today Dresser delegates were elected caucuses.
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0—3
Plttsbnrg,
vote of 33
ovep Despcaux candidates by
For the purpose of these oaucuses eaol 1
3U000006 0—9
Baltimore,
to 23, it being
expected by many that
entitled
vote
as
to
above
will
vot
Bespeaux would have about the same nar- person
Hits. Plttsbnrg, 7; Baltimore. 12. Errow majority as was carried for Dresser, in the Ward wherein he was registers! <■ orrs, Pittsburg, 4;
BatBaltimore, 1.
frank B. Usher and Benry Blake were for the city election, March 7th, 1808.
teries, Tannehlll and Murphy; Nops and
elected
The
credit
delegates.
belongs
To aocommodate those residing withii , Clark.
largely to W. P. Babb, of Portland, who
New
York, May 80.—The Brooklyns
has neen working the past few days in the voting precinct of Island Ward 1, am I
towD for Dressor and undoubtedly the re- Island Ward 2, the caucus for Islam l were unable
to bunoh their hits In the
sult would have been the other
way by Ward 1 will be held at Long Island, am 1 afternoon game, while the Cinelnnatis
fcbout the same margin had Mr.
Babb
first Inning earned three runs,
for Island Ward 8 at Peak's Island, a b in the
not entered into the contest.
Score:
which lead was never overcome.
four o’clock P. M. on the day appointed
HARPSWKLL.

BERWICK.

Berwick,’May

South

28.—Notices

were

DEERING REPUBLIC AN CAUCUSES,

The Republicans of Deering are re
posted this morning at the NewichawaUick
company’s mills in this town an- quested to assemble at their respectivi
nouncing that the mills would be shut ward rooms on
June
flown
Sth.

from

today

until

Monday,

June

GRAY.

Friday,

8 o'clock p.
poses, viz:
A

not-A V/

m., for the

UUUUQW

c*

8d, 1898,

a* ;

following pur
uum

uaci

Dry Mills,May 30. —There were 26 of the
gJiepley Post. 05. A.R, men and 17 mem- ward to attend tlie State convention t(
bers of the Relief Corps attended church be held at Augusta June 28th, 1898.
>t the Free Baptist house Sunday. The
Second—To choose a delegate fron
memorial sermon was preached by Rev.
Mr. Childs, assisted
by Rev. Mr Cous-

ins.

each ward to attend the county conven
tion to be held at Portland June 16th

Mr. J. T.Merrill of Gray got hurt quits
?adly last Friday by being thrown back- 1898.
wards
into his engine room, a distance
The delegates chosen by the severa
Jf about eight feet, strlkihg on his head
wards to attendjthe State conventior
ind shoulders. Be was picked up unoonicious and remained so until after they will meet at the City Council Chambei
fot him home. He is improving a little Tuesday, June 7th, at 8 o’clock p. m.
it this writing.
The largest caucus that was ever held for the purpose of choosing four deleIn Gray assembled at the Town hall Sat- gates at large to attend the State con
hrday night. Chairman J. W. Stevens vention.
»f the Republican town committee oalled
The delegates chosen by the severa
tbe meeting to order and rsad the call by
agreement ot both factions. J. M. Libby wards to attend the county oopventior
was
chosen moderator and Lon Hill
Council Chambei
will meet at the

lecretary.

George

Wm.Lat-imer, David

E. Merrill

Huston,’

and Win. Bwett were
Sbosen
delegate to attend the state contention. It was voted
that all the delegates to the county convention tie elected
one ballot.
an
The whole number of
Votes cast was 195; necessary for choice
8. W. Foster, 93; D. F. Huston, 031)8.
Charles Thayer, 95; 8. G. Humphrey, 93’
J. T. Hancock. 100’
Despeaux men.
Harry Merrili, 98; C. T. Pennell, 100; s)
B. Cobb, lob. Dresser men.
Stephen K. Small and wife of Portland
“are at SI. C. Morrill's.
Goff of Portland is visiting
Cyrus
friends in Gray.
Lendall E. Goff and wife of Westbrook,
are at their son’s, Frank K. Goff.
David Small is quite sick at this writ-

ing.

Miss Lillian Cobb, the
Memorial day at home.

HIS DECISION FINAL.
Saco, May £0.— Rev. S. H. Emery has
declined to withdraw his resignation of
the pnstorate of the Main street Baptist
church. He preached his farewell sermon

yesterday.
PLATFORM GAVE WAY.
Cincinnati, May 30.—At the Suburban

Columbia cemetery today the memorial
gave way precipitating 100 peo-

ple mostly children. Many suffered slight
ajuries.

Tuesday evening, June 7th, Immediately
after the adjournment of the preceding
convention, for the purpose of choosing
four delegate? at large to attend the
county convention.
The caucus of ward one will lje held
at the Lout's Corner sphool house, in
stead of at the ward rodffl.
Per order Republican City Committee
J. H. HUTCHINS, Chairman.
C. W. FOSTER, Secretary.

The Sure La Grippe Cure.
There no use suffering from this dread
fpl malady if you will pnlv get file righi
teacher, spent remedy. You are having pain all througl
your body, your liver is out of order

Mrs. C. E
Libby returned from Freeport last Saturday.
The rainy weather is putting the farmers back
about their planting.
Miss Vesta Morrill, datighte* pf G. A.
Morrill of Portland and her friend, Miss
Johnson are visiting in the place.

platform

City

have no appetite, no life or ambition
have a bad cold, in fact are completely
used up. Eleotrio Bitters are the only
remedy that will give you prompt anc
sure relief.
They act direotly on voui
I.iver, Stomach and Kidneys, tone up tht
whdle system and make you feel like ;
new being.
are guaranteed to curt
or price refunded.
For sale at H. P. S
(loold’s drug store. Only 60c per bottle

They

Buoklen’s

Arnica Salve.

THE REST SALVE in the worm f0J
Cpt", Bruise*,
Sores, Uloera Bali
Rheum, iertt Sores, ICettpr, Obappet
Hands, Chilblains, OorSM an<$ all BMi
Eruptions and positively ottre* Piles, oi
no pay required. It Is gnarwfteed to
girt
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price 28 cents per box. For sale by H, P.
S. Soeld, 677 Congress Bt.,
under Congress fcquar* Hotel.

(Forenoon Games.)
York—Cleveland, 2;

££

5 At New
York, 6.
At Brooklyn—Cincinnati, 6;

SiiluWnyfijjeht

aS^.hLiZ^^~sld

11 ©TORY

2*

Bedford, 4;

Fall

(Afternoon Games.)
At
Fall River—Fall River, 8; New
Bedford, 2.
At
Brockton—Brookton, 4; Newport,
Taunton—Taunton,

7.

8; Pawtucket,

At Providence—Brown, 4; Yale, 3.
At Cambridge—Yale Freshmen,6; Harvard Freshmen, 4.

a8:;:::::
lloou rises.

the South Portland and Bolster & Snow
base ball nines, resulted in favor of the
latter by a ecore of 4 to 1. The errors of
third
baseman Dyer of the South Portland team proved to be very clostly ones
and happened at* critical times, contributed greatiy to the loss of the game.
The game of base ball on Fickett’s field
yesterday morning between the Boston
6 Maine
employes and the “Hatters’
iu litvur oi me lavter uy
resulted
uuie,
a score of 29 to 88.

■

the world's record

BICYCLE RACES AT WALTHAM.
Waltham, Mass., May 80.—The bicycle
races at the Velodrome this afternoon,
some

very

together 6000 people Who
good sport. Summary:

saw

One-mile amateur, open, final, won by
Y.
Pleasant Valley, N.

Ray Murray,
Tifne 8.19 3-6.

One-mile international raatoh between
Bald and Cooper, (Eden not appearing),
first heat, Bald, time 8.20; second heat,
Cooper, time 2.20; third heat and race,

Bald,

time 8.23 4-5.

between Kaser of
Ten-mile pursuit
Switzerland and BogrOtte of Paris, won
by Bourotte, who caught Kaser at 4 8-4
miles in 11 jhlnutes flat. Tlmbs by nolle:
First, 8,24 8-4; second, 4.64 third, 7.97
1-6; fourth, 9.69 2-3.
Half-mile amateur, final won by J. F.
Wold, Dorohester. Time 1.01 8 5.
TWO KNOCKOUTS.
race

Boothbay

jr

ip

1

|

|.
| Uneauiyocal

8

I.. Reasonable

11
11
11
11
11
11
11

^

|

Eiberality..
in Eangitage.
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I
I

Cost...

__

|

| Union

11
11
11

1

16
le

mutual Cite
Insurant* Co., « «

18
18

|
me.
|

^.Portland,
$
i

?tf
^
00

$

We have mpre tnoqey
vested In Maine than any

loaned t*od Inother fifl&hcial
institution I*arge amounts of insurance
carried on many Maine

Jf

sv?

people.^
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MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLANO SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday.

The Horatio Hall at 6 p. m., the Manhattan at
p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leaves
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger traVe! and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against war
ltlsK, under tne terms of the Company’s Open
Polloy. without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. L18COMB.General Agent.
THQ3. M. BARTLKTT. Agtoettdtf

6

Harbor.

L.I.L CRNING—Leave

6.00 a. m ;
a. m.; Water

PliippsUurg,

Cuody’s

a.15

a.

n,.;

Harbor at

Asfidale,

6.30

Cove, small Point, 0.4* a, m.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. in :
Lotvell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m„ arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J- H. McDOXA id). Pres, and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
atf

apr4_
Portland, Mt. Desert and Macbias Stbt. Go

Leave Falmouth at 6.00 and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and
5.00 p. in.
Leave I’hebeague, Sunset landing at 8.00 a, m.
and 4.00 p. m.
Leave Cousins Island 8.15 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
For Prince's Point, Yarmouth, at 7.00 a. in.
and 3.00 p. m.
Return leave Prince’s Point 8.30

a.

and

m.

4.30 p. m.

Sunday Time Tubie.
Sty. Madeline will leave Portland Pier for
Falmouth, Chebeague and Cousin's Island and
Prince's point, Yarmouth, at 9. a. m. and 2 p. m.
Return leave Chebeague at 10.00 a. m. and 4 15
pm. Cousiu’s 10.15 a. m. and 4.36 p. m. Leave
Prince’s Point 10.25 a. m. and 4.35 p. m. Leave
Falmouth at 10.35 a. m. and 4.45 p. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEaBURY,
General Manager.
may25dtf

STEAMSHIPS.
»

From

From

Llverpaai

Steamship_Montreal

"ISSUE

San.

_

iana me

&

Co.,

BOSTON.

TuTb&Sat2m

apr9
"—■■■■■

—-

t..

■■

—

WORMS!

Boston, May 20-Bch Winslow Morse, Cam
fewton, from Wlnterport. laden with hay. while
oming up harbor this morning rdn aground On
be upper middle during the fog, and floated off
>n the afteroobn tide, with a
put to starboard.
'aP^
jays it was caused by her deck
oad shtftiag. but it is thought that the vessel
prune a leak.
Pascagoula, May 29—Soli Robert H Rathbun.
vbicb was loaded and cleared for New York,
i ook fire a her
anchorage lo the bay last night,
.nrt, together with cargo, became a total loss.
1
00 vesse* *s 81,300
idston

Toe Saloons and Staterooms are in the cenpart, where least motion Is lelt. Eleotrlclty is used for lighting the shipi through,
oat, the lights being at the conlmaud of the
passengers at any hour of the night.
Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promeuade
deck. The Saloons and Staterooms are heated

passage *52.60 101*70.00.
A reauction Is made on Round Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, *34.00 and *36.26; return.
*06.75 and *69.00.
Bteorage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage *22.60 and *23.50.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress Si., j. b
KEATING. 61W Exchange Hi., ASHTO.N’8
TICKET AGKFCY. 9311-2 Congress St., n.
* A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston
and 1 India St., Portland.
jlySldtt

MONTREAL ml

j

Domestic Portf.

YORK—Ar 29th, aclis Penobscot,Dodge,

Reading for Bangor: Edwin R Hunt,
Irowell, Port Tampa; Seth W Smith. Martin,
Annie & Reuben, Benner. Norwalk.
^ais;
Sid. soha S 8 Keuda 1, kow Bedford; Osprey,
Yeehawken for Boston ; A B Perry, do for do,
BOSTON-Ar 2yth. schs Wiuslow Morse.
Newton, Wlnterport; flmvester. Roberts, Ylsmith, do; Lizaib Lee,
lalhaveu;
] Jlayton, do;Metropolis,
H8 Boynton. Cooper. Rockport; J
/hester Wood, from an eastern port.
(
,

narm%88 and effectual.
^Dnroly vegetable,
in86]!L?'o w°rmt
««.pwBent it acts'M a Tonic,
of the mucous memc2iL2°Serfo th« condition
and bowels. A positive
cSZa* £r^® stomachand
and valnS»l5^L^.o^8tl0ati<011
BilioaenesB,
011 the common complaints of
ohii!w.me&lix
luidxen. Kfioa 36a. Aak
for it.
a

qn.n5“*'

|

Beokerman,

LINeT

DOMINION

MarIn^*^*anCe

*•

*•

your druggist
a CO., Auburn, Me-

%
%
b

>
THDj:
V JrapoWorm*. Write for free pamphlet N

S'ffiffiSSSf'iKS'&SK J)

>rin«fcow?o?)lii'

18a8- no

more

permits to

Lmus.

mara

1

untn further

issued

tlikt&e

oj

our

that hare
ieeuDroDBrlv'ta,tft!i,4Lu^ E2g?<W*3 will
be adMttoS
&!!d
approved,
BySd*r
or’the Cattle

FLAYIOUSlx
GEO.
may2‘-

H.BAfhK-

U

Treasurer

VS&an.
dlwteOulni

QUEBEC It LIVERPOOL.

Steamer.

Liverpool.

••

June

Scotsman
Yorkshire
Deminlon

19
26
2
9

From
Montreal

From

9.oo a. m.

_

May

Labrador_“

TO

LI VUE POOL

VIA.

4
11
18
25

June

BAY STATE AND
season

for

connection with earliest tra .ns for

Sept. L 1897.

International
--

Eastport, Lubso. Ca'ais, St. Jo 'n. N,3..Halifax. W.S-

all parts ol New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince EJn'ard Island and Capo Breton. The
favorite route to Oampobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
and

are

Sleeping Oars

WINNIPEG”
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Shortest,
Rates,
Quickest and most popular Route,

passing en route through prlnalpal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
Our Free Colonist
Sleepers
For families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers raav bring
their own bedding, of
may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through Without change,
lortlaud. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
pegleave Portland every Monday at 9 p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated In these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago Or St. Pam, where
Similar sleepers can he had to the Paolfio

Coast

For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
etc., apply to
agents.
manedtf

compands
Boston & r¥laine

R.

R.

In effect Oct.

4th, 189T,
Trains leave Union
station, for Suarbore
Crossing, lO.GCa. m,. 6.15, 6.20 p.m,; Bowrboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 A
sCT-SO,
E-1". «.20. p. in.; Old Orchard, ga*o, BIG
deford, 7.00. 8.40, fQ.OO a. m„ 12.46,. 3.30,
f'-16, 6.20 p. m.; M**4ehun£ 7.00, 8.40 a hi.,
3.80. 6.15 ,8.20 ji. rd.; Kenfiebtmkpert,
J2-4u.
TjOO- 8.40. Ain.. 18:46, 3.“* *.15 ft m.;
Welia Reach 7,00,8.40a nj.,
HA m.;
North Berwick, SoLnerkwOrt'
7 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.1
D. m.;
Rochester. 7.00, 8.40 a Bn, 1
8.80 p. m.:
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.
12,46.
Bg
8.80 p. m.; Northern

l>lv.p Lakeport*

Ls-

eoniA Plymouth, 8.4o a fa..
12.45 p.m..
Woreester, via SomerswoYuh, 7.00 A m.s
Manchester, Concord, via
RooklarfaMh
7.00 a m.,
3.80
Junction,
m.|
p.
Junction, Bxack
Lawrence, Lowell. Boston. 7(406,

a'ineham
(8.40

m„

a.

12.4.1. Xbo

p. tn.

Arrive in boston, 7.2o, ip. IB a fL, 12.50,
422. 7.25. o. m. Leave Beaton
Verb
land, 6,69. 7.30. 8.00, 8.30 a. m,, 1.00, 415,
p. mArrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 A
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00. 8.00 p. ra.

JS

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro

Beach, Pine FqRL Old Orchard, Saco, Blddeford, Kennsesok. Weill
Beach, 12.65. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, LowBll, Boston. 4-06 a. m.. 12,65, 480 p- tn. Arrive Boston, 7.26 A m.. 6,28, 8.46 p. m, Lear!
Boston for Portlahd 3.46 a m., arrive Port
land 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN MTIHOV.
For Way
Stations, 9 A W.: Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newhliryport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston, +2.00, 19.00 \b m.,
1.0U, (6.10
D. m.
Arrive in Boston, d.o7 A HA 12.50
Leave
1.16, 9.26 p. m.
fo<
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.QQ a. l4„ 12.30, 7.01)
0. m.
Arrive Portlahd, 11.80 .a. m., 12.16
1.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
Portsmouth.
Blddeford.
Newbury,
port, Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 A m.. 1.00
p. tp. Affive In Boaton. 6.67 a. m.. 415 p. m

Portland,

Leave Beetoa for
Arrive; In
p. rn.
P

9.00 A m., 7.06
10.3C

Portland, 12.26,

(Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West
Tpaljy except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Unlot
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. 4 X. A.. Boston.
GEO- H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Portland.

MAINE CENTRAL it, R.
Ir effect April 17. isns.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
AugostA Watcrville. Skowhegau, Lisbon Falls
LewistOn via Br'unswlok, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucks port.
8.30 a na.

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.]

MeokaWo F&JJs. Kumford
Lew
Falls,
Is ton, Wluthrop, Oakland. Read field. Wafep
rule, Livermore Falla, Farmington and Phillips,
m. for Gray, New Gloucester,
11.10
Danrule June., Aubufn and Lewiston.
1L20 a.
m. EXptees lor
Yarmouth, Free,
port,
Brunswlok, Bath, AnguitA Watsr
nttsfleld.
Bangor.
Bucksport, Bar
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County
B.
SA.K. R. tor Houlton. Woodstock,
rja
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vancebora
ind St John.
1.10 p. m. Meohanlo Fails, Romford Falla
Benus, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Faliat
Farndngtop, KlqgfielA Carrabasset Phillips
rtlle.

Freeport,
Rockland
BooUfoav.
the
KhO
Lincoln division, ’KaterviUe, _Bko«
East. Hartjahd, Defer and Foxdf
rtlle, Bangor, Oidtowft and Mati
Ind to Buck sport Bajurdaye only
o.

From

jgOKffiwwd.according
hecnnd Cabin,

to Liverpool, London, IsmQueenstown, *34 to *42.60. Rij.
according to Bteamer

*66.75 and *78.40,
and aceemmodatloas.

Sieeraaw, to Liverpool. London.
London
Civs row, Queenstown and Belfast
derry,
*22 SO and *25.60 according to steamer.
Apply toj. B. RcaHug 5i 1-2 Exonange
street, T. P. McGowan. 420 Congress street.
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 931 1-2 Congress Si.,
St Co.,
or Davio Terrance
gsueraj
agents,

maySdtf

on

6.W p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
Gardiner,
Augusts and
Watervllle.
o.rd. m. For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, (Poland Springe), Mechanic Fans,
Auburn and Lewiston.
il.oop.m. Night Express, every night tot

Falls, Richihond,

Brunswick, Bath, Lswiston, Adgusto, waterrtlle, Bangor, Moosehead Lake- Aroostook
iouiity via Old Town, Bar Harpor, Bucksport
it. Sfefraen, 8L Andrews, BE
Jdhn and
Aroostook County via Vancaboro, Hg-Hfax ana
me Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcrofl
nr beyond Bangor.
Sleeping cars to St. John.
White

Mountain

Division,

For Brtdgton. Fabyans.Bi
8.45 a.m.
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook,
Falls, Quebec, St. Jotmsbury, Sfierbt
real. Cbjeago, 8c. Paul and Mitun
ill points west.
3,so p. m. For Sebaeo Lake, Coi
Brldgton. North ConW», Fabvai
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beeobei_,
Lunenourg, st. johtWbuiry, Newport, Shetn-ook. Montreal ana Toronto.

SUNDAY l'KAINS.

On and
will leave

Paper train for Brunswick, Aatusta, watervllle and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Watervllle, and Bangor.
li.oop. m. Night Express with Bleeping cars
ior all points.

p. m.

ARRIVALS IX POIITLAXD.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyaus. Brldgton.
t.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.80
Watervllle aud Augusta. 8.35 Alik;
km.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days fresjl
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips. Ffflfmiugton, Bemls. Kumford Falls. Lewiston. 12.30
3. m; Lewision and way stations 3.23 p.m.: SL

Summer Airangeineui.
after Monday, May 9th,
steamer
Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 6.30 p. ra.
(Keturning leave St.John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. {^"Freight received up to -i.oO
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other imormation, at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
U. P- C. HERSEY Agent.
marl8dtf

UIKECT STEAM SHIP LINE.

KATES OF PASSAGE.

Montreal.

Co.

26

First Cabin, *50.00 and upwards.
Return
to steamer aud acand

Steamship

FOE-

MM PHILADELPHIA.

4

May 18,
Cnuada, June 2.
June is,
Canada, June 30, 6.30 p. m'
June 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m!

turn

PORTLAND,

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, Now York, etc.
Keturning lhaYe India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.

From Boston every
From

Liverpool._S teamers._Boa ion.

donderry

STEAMEKS

i8

QUEENSTOWN.

From

VALATtAL

c

Saturdays_
June
"

AND

Quebeo
o.oo p. m.

BOSTON

J

TolSTir MAY CONCERN.

and

Hudson,

From

a:

J>

THE NEW

Vates of

■

lo and Baltimore; John

previous evening.

tral

Memoranda.

N. H., May 80.—At the Hudson athletic club this afternoon, Joseph
Robinson of Boston knocked out Hhrry 1
1 finds CftlalB; MAry Farrow. Belfast; Hattie 8
Tracy of Boston in the second ronnd.
GreeM Leading; A H Wulto.’ do; FlyYoung AHton, oolored, of Boston 1 may do;
Fred A Emerson. Booth bay; Herald,
knocked out John Bell, colored, of Bos- V D itei&jau. Norton, Mary B liiygers,
all for
ton, in the seoond round.
a.tern ports; Mansur BOakes MachlAs; Julia
of
Connors
Lowell
and John RobJerry
S. Decker. KLH&imou.NlKpr,(Gamecock, Laur*
inson of Lawrenoo. fought three rounds
iobinsnn. all fob eastern ports; Kuth Boblnson,
Yind»J\ NB.
to a draw.
BALTIMORE—Ar 29th, barque Harriet 3
Kid Mulligan of Lowell has
challenged
raokson. Salem; brig Starlight, Koanebsc; schs
Joe Flaherty of Lowell at any weight for inttle P Simpson. Bath;
The Josephine, do;
a purse
on July 4.
Ym II Palmer, McDonald, Newport News.

_

only.

Pollard

Dally Unc, Sundays Excepted.

dyne
leave
franklin
wharf. Port30 June alternately
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in

Laurennan carries cabtu passengers only.
Oartbugliifan carries second cabin passengers

DISPATCHES.
At at Glasgow May 29. steamer
Sardinian,
Montreal.
Sid fin London May 28. steamer Montevldean.
; Montreal.

do

.Tune
June

Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., connectiug with Grand Trunk trains leaving pnrr.

EXCHANGE

A

11
IS
25

man.
an.

Wood,

Free Colonis!

£15

BOT4E jtf AIL STEAMERS.

ie^S^lle“7eK’ECSBMo^?n.Llttle-

PAUL, and all other competitive points,
exactly the same as other Lines.

gusto.
Bath.
ill
stations

Montreal and Qaebec to Liverpool.

FllOM OUIt CORRESPONDENTS.
WI8CASSET, May 28-Sld.sch RlllleSDerby
1
Saylor, boil Monroe.
III port, ready, and will sail 29th or sotli sch
’lilneas H Sprague. Dunn, Port Spaln Trln’ldad.

Passenger fares of the Grand Tiunk Railwa"
System between points, both LOCAL aad
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, TOISt
PEG, anti the NORTHWEST, as weit as ST.

0,1S
Wint^ro^Oakland,
m. For
Brunswlok.

ALLAN LINE

Arrived.

NEW

HOVVT

foktland.

Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston lor
lastnort arid 8t John. NB.
Steamer Percy V, How, Candy Harbor vis

ort

CAPT. CHAS. H.

WUl leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00
p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’t Island) Card’sCove,
Poor’s Point. Bast Harpsweil;
Qdpliog Bay,
AshdaTe, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cars,
Small Point, Siobsco, rhippsburg and C'indy’s

FALMOUTH F0RESI0E S. B. C(L

^

Sell Sarah E Palmer, Whittier, Baltimore and
“
lev West—J S Wiuslow & Co.
Soli Edith L Allen, Darrah, Kennebec and
(few York—Merrill & Ouutill.
SAILED—Scbs Charles P Davenport, Edith L
Ulen, and Estelle Puinne..

,

m.,

and

Cleared.

May 80.—Two thousand
gathered at the grounds of the
New Jersey athletio club at Bayonne,
N. J. today to witness the club’s Memorial Day carnival
of sports. A feature
was the throwing of the 16-pound ham
mer in whioh John Flanagan of the New
York athletio
elub, the holder of the
world’s record, was
defeated by his only
competitor, J. C. McCracken of the Uniof
Pennsylvania. McCracken
versity
made a new
world’s record of 163 reet

a.

east.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for tfootiibay Harbor. South Bristol, East

Sch Emma Jane, fiBlilng.

York,

10.15

9.00,

aaarfit“ootiita?'sou&
Going

’hipsburg.

yesterday, by a
ures of the game were the
fielding of
Cameron and also the pitching of Ward,
the latter striking out 11 men in seven
Innings. Ward will pitch for the Greenleafs this season in place of Ross.
WORLD’S RECORD BROKEN. ;

£oo,

3'00J<!)HlfiiEMPLE, Manager.

MONDAY May 30.

defeated the Lincolns
grounds, Back Cove,
score of 10 to 7.
The'feat-

brought

0—

I

Steamer “Percy ■^T"”

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Plot

OCEAN

The
Greenleafs
on
the barracks

8 Inches, which teats
by one inoh.

OOOlHelght.0

M.A.MK'TC

GREENLEAFS BEAT LINCOLNS.

m.

§

$

POUT OF

T.20,

12.25, 2.83, 3.25, 5.25, 6.30 p.

$

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
8

MIMIATUBK ALMANAC.MAY 31

The game at Deering yesterday between

m.,

Str. “Frank Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, April S0!th,188«, will leave
P01
Pemaqula.
Hand
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a fn.
s Leave Portland
Tfiuridays at 7 a. m. for on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m„ for
(ft
$ Boothbay tiaroor. South Bristol, East Booth- Rockland, Bar Harbor,
Machiasport and interof the man whose life is insured. Proand Dauiarlgcotta.
mediate landings. Returning leave Machiasjjj bayLeave
at 7 a. m. for
on Mondays and
Portland
port
Saturdays
Thursdays at 4 a. m., arft tection is guaranteed to his family.
dothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East riving in Portland 6 a. m T"esdays and Fridays.
oothbay.
A small sum of money, annually S
mar24atf
ALFRED RACE. Manager
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
paid, purchases a transfer of the hazard
marludtt
General Manager.
HARP8WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
of death to a responsible institution, $
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucods!f> which agrees to deliver to one’s heirs
will
leave
Portland
co
Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
a stated number of dollars if such an
For Long and Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
w
Bailey's and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
■jO event occurs.
On and After May 26,
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Steamers leave Portland Pier for Falmouth, at
Fridays. 2,30 p. m.
OUR POLICIES ARE.
#
7.00
and
lor
Portland-Leave
11.00 a. to., 3.00 and 8.10 p. m. For
Orr’s
Return
Island, by
way of above landings, T.00 a, m. Arrive Port- Cousen’s Island and Gt. Chebeague, Sunset
9.30
m.
at
a.
Unexcelled in
7.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
land,
Landing
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.
RETURN.

-es_
--—
1 '«■“
---T--

BALLTGAMES YESTERDAY.

a.

PEMAQUID fOT PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA For PORTLAND, Fridays

FOLLOWS
THE FLAG

rOR

..

New
persons

a
«
ft
ft

---------?r-

...

COLLEGE GAMES.

8.25, 10.40

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTriR?SlsE leaves as follows:
GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m,. touching at
South BrlsteL and Bootlibay Harbor,

*

...

0.

At

yellow

...

At Taunton—Taunton, 4; Newport, 0.
At Pawtucket—Brofikton,9; Pawtucket,

At New Bedford—New
River, 8.

*.

FBOM

NEW ENGLAND LEGAUE.

I

sarir

Westernland .New York. .Annverp ..June
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool..Juue
FBismarek.. .NewYork. .Hamburg..June
K. Louise ...,. N ew York.. Bremen.'... J une
State Nebraska New York.. Liverpool.. June
Mobile.New York. .Lonuon
Juue
K.WIlbelm II..New|York'. .Genda.Juno
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre
June
Lucania.New fork. .Liverpool. .June
Patria
,.. .New York. .Hafubhr4...Jm>e
Dity of Bome. ..Now York. .Glasgow. .June
Scotsman.Montreal.. .Liverpool..June
Numldlan-Moutreal.. .Liverpool,.June
lervla.New York. .Liverpool..June
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp. ..June
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool...June
Victoria.New York.. London....Juue
SJassachusetta.New fork.. London.; ..June
3aale.iNew York. .Bremen
June
rouralne.New York. .Havre.... Jdue
Laurentlau
..Montreal_Liverpool..June
Yorkshire
Montreal. .Liverpool..June
Fulda.NewYont. .Genoa.June
Certar Prince..New York. Azores.GibJune
.New York.. Rotterdam. June
tfaasdain
Berlin.New York.. So’ampton. June
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool.. June
fug Victoria..-NetV York. .Hamburg.. June
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool..June
Dominion.Montreal... Liverpool.. J une

At Boston—Boston, 11; Chicago, 3.

PORTLAFJO snd SMALL POINT

^(W,

Returning leave Bay view landing 620,

SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.

At Philadelphia—Louisville, 1;
Philadelphia, 6.
At Plttsbnrg—Baltimore, 2; Plttsbnrg,

Belle,

STEAMBOAT CO.

B 10.

Brooklyn,

FORTM

Str. Island

5*08%

Chicago Live Stock Marker.
CHICAGO, May 30. 1888.—Cattle steady:
native beef steers at 4 nOSj* 85: Stockers and
feeders 4 00@6 00; mediinh 4 46J*;* 60; cows
and heifers 3.403*00; Texas steers 3,03
*70; reoeiprs 16,000.
Hoes—In good demand ; light 8.70@4 12Va;
heavy S 90g4 17M>; fair to choice 4 20®4 36;
pigs 2 60@8 90: butchers 4 ooffi* 35; receipts
30.000.
Sheep—active; receipts 16,000; common
3 0( @1 25; clipped 4 OC te-6 30; wooled o 70a
—

Island lioute.

TO PEAKS ISLAND

Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetlon ea y
pulverised Ooi powered, 6<*j grauularnd
eeifee crushed 5c

Great Diamond

e

;R;

New

;e.30,

Portland and Boothbay Sleanieoai Cs

JRetail Grocers

00020000 0-2
Brooklyn,
800000U0 0—3
Cincinnati,
Hits, Brooklyn, 8; Cincinnati, 6. ErBrooklyn, 2; Cincinnati, 1. Batrors,
teries, Yeager and Ryan; Dwyer and
Vaughan.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Landing.Peaki’ Island,
Trefothen’s,Evergreen
a.
12.00

For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester. Springvale, Alfred, WaterLoro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
(6.35 p. m.
Bor Oorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m„ 12.30. 3.0a

fMiiiUh'KiM

280tb.

J

aBd continue open as above 6tated.
West Harpswell, May 27—Among our
A plurality of the votes caBt in an; r
recent visitors aro Mr. J. H. Thomas,
from Auburn, at Mr. P. R. Thomas’s; carious will be required to nominate oan
Mr. C. F. Larrabee, from
Webster, at didaoes for office.
Mr. Win. Randall’s; Miss Fannie Goud,
The official ballot to be used at th J
from Portland, at Mr. Herbert Webber’s;
Mrs. Lydia Orr und Masters Fred and several oaucuses will be prepared am
Artie Orr, from Bath, nt
Mrs
O. M. printed by the City Committee, and wll
Bibber’s. Alvah Johnson went to Strat- contain the names of all known candi
ton island last week to work for Mr.
dates for delegates to said Conventions.
Jordan.
Names of candidates for said delegate*
Bennie Bibber, while
playing in the
school yard last Friday, fell on tne blade
will be placed upon these ballots upoi
of an open jackkuife inflicting quite a
request, said request to be made to th<
severe wound in his right side.
Chairman of the City Committee on oi
WINDHAM.
before twleve o’olook noon of Saturday.
Duck Pond, May 30 —Rev. Mr. Freeze June 4th, 1898.
Any other written oi
returned yesterday with his brother, also
printed ballot, excepting imitations o!
a minister, and assisted in the services.
the official ballot, will be received and
There were some visitors in the place to
ounted as cast.
Mr. Albert E.
spend Memorial Day.
Grant of
with
Miss Louise
Boston,
The Chairman and Secretary of eaot
-were
at
the
Mr.
Elms.
Royals,
guests
caucus will make a record of the names
Grant has been appointed inspector of
submarine wiring in the firsthand second of all persons for whom ballots are cas*
and
number of votes
districts.
the
cast foi
The cottages are open for the season. each,
and
and
deliver
certify
tht
We see Mr. Bailey’s smiling jface among same, together with the check list, ai
the number.
Republican Headquarters, immediately
1 Large strings of pickerel and other flsh after the adjournment of the caucus.
are being taken from the pond.
The delegates selected to attend the
and the apple State Convention will meet at RepubliThe
grass looks tine,
blossoms are abundant and bids fair to can Headquarters at four o’clock P. M.,
be jdsnty of apples.
Wednesday, and the delegates to the
a scarce article in Duck
are
Potatoes
County Convention at 4.30 P, M., on the
same day, to select five delegates at
Pond.
large
Mr. Loe 7£. Gordon gives a supper and to each convention.
dance next Saturday evening. This will
Per Order Republican City Committee
be
the last one of the season and all
GEORGE fl. ALLAN,
should attend as Mr. Gordon has given
Chairman.
the yotmg people time every Saturday
Thos. A. Bowen, Secretary.
winter.
night the past
May 26, 1898.
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row, New York, 5; Cleveland, 2, Batterles, Russlo and Warner; Powell, Young
and O’Connor.
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New York, May 30.—The Giants pulled
the second game out of the fire In the
ninth Inning t(y a streak of good batting
and ^excellent base running. Score:

New York,
Cleveland,

Salem!
erle7NsBEACII~Ar

Aniavi.

Congous..

_ctajjlf

S*I

Wilson.
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teries, Wheeler and Fisher; Dovsllng and

Republican Headquarters,

Republicans

HSWtadelptola,

rors,

tees, who will be in session for this pur
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WORCESTER,

r»tTKNrAr

....

Hits, Philadelphia, 6; Lonisvilte, 6. Er-

P0RTLair&

6.40. 8.00, 10.30
m.,
ra., 2.00, 4.20,
6.35 and 6210 p. ill.
6.15. 7,30 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00, For Westbrook Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocuiords at 7.30, 0.45 a.m.
10.30 a, BV, 2.00, 4iS«, 8.15 p. m.
I
For Marriuer’3 Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
12.30, 3.00, 5.30 and 6.20 p. m.
m.
2.00
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
p.
m.,
at
BETUKN.
Junction with "Iloosac Tunnel Route"
Morang, Morang,
Ayer
for
the West and at. Union Station. Worcester,
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7,20,430. o.3(t
ior Providence and New York, via "Providence
10.60 a. m., 1.00, 2.85,: 3.45, 5.36, 6.30, £»Fp. m.
Cantelope, Rockport,Me.
Line” for Norwieli and New York, via "Nor38»"- »<* Setb Smith, Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.Jo a. in.
Martin
wich Line” with Boston ttndAPvauv K. B. lor
New York.
2.50, 5.10, 6.55p. in.
PORT KU 8;,aliad
28,». 3ak Penobscot, Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 815. 11.05 a. m„ 345 the West, and with trie New York'all rail via
"Springfield.”
8.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
3Cb3 HaQry ® Leave Little Diamond, 6.S0, 7.30, 9,28 a. m., 1
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.39 a.m., 1.39
m., 12.25, 8.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.60 p. m.
12,00
and 6.52 p. in.; from Uorham at 0.40, 8.30 and
S'd- aoh Samos.
LeaVe Great Diamond, 6.25, 7tl5, 0.15, 11.55 a. 10.60 a.
m„ 1.30, 4.15 6.52 p. in.
I
30tb' soU Adelaide, Chevm., 12.410. 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. In.
For tickets ior all points West and South apLeave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m„
to T. F. MeGILLiCUDDY, Ticket
ply
Agent.
w
Ar 28th, barkentine Grace
12.35, 3.1Jfl, 6.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
r
Me.
Leave Evarefreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m., Portlond,
ie25dtfJ. W. PETERS. Sunt.
12.40, J.lg, 5.20. 7.05, 8,05 p.gn.
Leave Marnier's Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
c
STEAMERS.
qoly, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
28th. sch Lizzie GodTltne Table.
sundiy
Haven
tor
Providence.
?iU1- ?ew
Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
27tli. sCh W F Campbell. For Forest City Landing,
10.30 a. Id., 12.16, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
SWo'it, PhilartelDhla,
listing's Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 1415, 2.13,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—AraSjtb. sobs Charlie
Woolaey. Chid, Rockland for New York; Bertha
For
Little and Great Diamond Islands,
EH'o’e.C'Parr. dolor do.
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
WASHINGTON—Ar 23th sob R D Bibber,
10.30
a. up. 12.15,2,00. 4.20 p. m.
Kennebec.
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
WASHINGTON —Old 28th. sch Jennie E For
On and after
a.
2,00, 4.20 p. iti.
m.,
Monday, May 23, steamer
Rlghtor, Crossley, Allyns Point.
For Marrlner's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. Vivian
will
leave
Portland
Pier
2.00
111.
p.
m.,
for Great
Foreign Forts.
Diamond
Island, 7.00, 8.S0,
W. T, GODING, General Manager,
C.
10.30 a. m.; 12.10, 2.16 and 5 p. m.
Cld at Montreal May 27, steamer Vancouver,
Returnapr27dtf
Jones. Liverpool.
ing leave Diamond Islaud at 7.30, 9.00, 11.00
Sid fm MovlUe, May 29, steamer Lake Winnia. in.; 1.00,
2.45, and 5.30 p. m.
peg (Brr. Miller (from Liverpool), Montreal.
CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO.,
Passed Tory Island. May 29, steamer iSoandinavlan (Br), Kastaway. Boston for Glasgow.
m23dtf
E. A. BAKER, Manager.
Sl(l fm Honolulu
M»v IQ. bnrmintf EJhart. 1
8an Francisco; 0 D Brttnt, Colby, do.
bid fm Newcastle, NSW, May 14, slilp John C
(Cnpt II. B. Townsend.)
Potter. Meyer, San Franclsdo.
Ar at Unalaska. May 8, barque Carrolton,
Jones. Comox.
Commencing Wednesday. May 11,1898, steamIn port May 8, ship Slntram, from San Fran- er will leave east end Portland Pier lor Bay
jlsco.
View landing.
Daily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Cld at St John, NB, 30th, sch Flash, Flower,
Portland afid Gape Small Point.
Boston.
WJJfK DAY?.
5.3U
O11 anu after A mil 41I1.1x9*
MO, 10.15 ft. fa., 12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00,
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The Phillies bunched tbetr hits and
Attendance 9,806. Innings:

GASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

RAILROADS.

3.

2 L2£k-Cowan-New

...

Philadelphia, May 30.—The afternoon
gamejwas replete with pretty bits of fieldwon.

Uoiiry

lowEifm'AhNDeImw^lr

rW»iV

teries, Swain and McGuire; SudhoS and
Clements.

been marked thereon as a Republican
noi
U not inoluded in this call will
be allowed to vote or take any part it

rence?GnuifenTKookp^n.

S°b Cbe3ter 11 Law‘

toJ‘;SS:Sla80ttl-

At-

RAILROAD

'1

Weymoutii.0N~aw

The Senators,

game.
and timelyChlttlng.
Score:

Elizabeth, Haskell, Brooks-,

Gray» Brooksvllte;
Pert,insC^*®’
Bo,tonl P°st Boy. BulNew York.

Baiter.

ofCiho Mm-nblp^h,3sS?

fcjoore:

one

5ch L’rey

flralo•floor*
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00018
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York.
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Lt—At 28th, scb Mary A Hall,
,•*•*
«
nt’r w*ea,
bag ots. .S0E®J800 B us torn
patents.. 7 0007 26 Mixed feed_ i8 60
*Cb PIora
New

Washington, 00201 110 x—6
St. Lbuls,
00000008
1—5,
Hits,Washington, 8; St. Louis, 14. Errors, Washington, 2; St. Louis, 2. Bat-

not

All

only

long

by

won

Gorham, May £7—In compliance with
Gen. Orders No. 3 of Department President Addle V. Grant of the Woman’s Belief Corps, John R. Adams Corps will
meet in their hall
Thursday afternoon
At &3U o’clock to make arrangements for
tions of any kind will be made after thi |
as may be needsuch
necessities
providing
ed in camp or hospital for the boys
who hour above stated. Headquarters will bi
have gone forth to battle. A cordial in- open as above stated, when- the check hs 1
vitation is extended by this corps to every
be seen and examined by any Re
loval Iadv In the community to meet may
With them to assist in this work. Linen
And ootton for lint and bandages will be
Very gratefully received.

Tbo teltovrlug are
Provisions. (JrooeneiWfw

Washington, May 30.—The Browns on
account of a railroad washout, arrived In

Vocal and instrumental mu»io was intro- and a County Committee.
duced consisting of solos, duets and jat
The polls yNll be opened at four o’olqok
conclusion of the singing “Red,
the
and will remain open until nine o’clocl
W hite and Blue” by the club the doors of
P. M., and for suon farther time as anj
the lunch room were swung open displaycaucus may vote.
a
attractive
very
ing
appearanoe. The
room was festooned with bunting, the
A check list prepared by the Republl
Walls being entirely drapped with flags, can
City Committee will be used In eacl
the tables neatly; arranged and corresand any person whose name ha:
ward,
with
the ether decorations. The
ponding

pose at

pittlASU. M*y 88. of
ttfiys' WtoilMalo !>««>*

10000Q11 x—3
10000010 0—3
Chicago,
Hits, Boston, 12 ;• Chicago, 8. Errors,
Boston, 11 Chicago, .3. Batteries, Griffith
and Donah n6; Kiobcdanz ifctid Yeager.

time for

Jrtta

***rK

I'ortliiaa

Boston,

were

president then escorted the guests in for
refreshments which
were served in a
treditablo manner by members of the
olub, consisting of salads,
chocolate,
ooffee, cake aud ice cream. At a late
hour the guests returned home having
^njoyed a vory pleasant evening with the
club, the oecasioh
being pronounced
the event of the season.

viiie.30tli'

Flayed

Boston, May ge—Notwithstanding the
fine pitching of
Griffiths, the Boltons
took the afternoon game thrq«gh
timely
batting by Tenny, Stain Uton a fid Collins.
teams
Both
^fielded brilliantly, Stahl
making a fine double play from right
The Visitors were
field.
Weakened by

27—The

STEAMERS.

FMAHCUL

Wednesday and Saturday.

PiiiladeipHia every Wednesday and
Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston, sn, in. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. 11. K. and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip $13.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
or
For freight
missage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All

shipped by this line are
against war risk by open policies

goods

covered
issued to

this

company

without

7.20 a,

John. Bur Harbor.Aroostook County,Mpoaehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Katigeley. Farmingion, Bumf ordfalls, Lewiston, 6.55 p. pi.; Chicago
urn Montreal and all White Mountain points
i.10 p. m.; daily irom Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax,
St. John. BarHarbor, WalorvUle and Augusla. 3.50 a m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager
F. K. BOOTHBT. G.ESf A
Portland, April lo, ISDN
aprudW

Portland & Rumiord Falls R’y.
£n Effect ITlay 2, B898»
DEPARTURES.
5.30 A. M. and l.io P.M.
Prom Union Station
lor Poland. Mechanic Falls. Brckfteld Canton. Dixnelci. Rumiord Pails afcd Bml?.
S.o0 a. :n.. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station lor.Meehauie Falls and Intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland Rumford
Falla aud BendaConnections at Bemls for all points In the
Rangeley Lakes.

8’hrough TicUeis

expense

shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, ay State SU Fiske Building, Boston,
oct&JdU:
Mass.

m.

on

to

11

C.

L. JL.

BRADFORD, Traffic Manager.

Portland Malms.
LOV EJOY, Superintendent,
dtt
Rumiord rails. Maine.

THE

Portland Gan Club’s Saccess at Its Annua 1
XKW

Standard Clothing Co.
Wanted—Gentleman Manager;
International Telegraph Co.
Portland Yacht Club.
Derr Fritz,.
Atkinson’s Furnishing Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Merrimau’s Band Fair.
New W’ants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
tlieir

appropriate

heads

on

page 0.

auction at 10
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell
o'clock this morning, the household Furniture,
etc., at No. 202 Spring St., corner of May. See
notice auction column.
at

Suddenly

Dies

Competitive Shoot,

ADVERTOEMESTS TOO AT.

Although but 12 members of the Port
Gun clnb faced the traps yesterda;

Yesterday

forenoon, a very enjoyable time was bat 1
at the club’s annual shoot. Condition 5
were favorable and scores were good, a 3
is the rule on all
holidays, two regula
were

known

traps

shot; condition 25 birds 1
and angles. The result:

_First.
Adams,
Dennis,

Coleman,

C. S. Randall,
E. A. Randall,
W. P. Hunt,

22
16
19
22
24
15
19

ot

Apoplexy

at

But

Calvary

the

Second
26
20
22
19
24
18
20
21
17

afternoon

Police

h0,„.

'entered
T.nne.

place

Them In No

I SILVERWARE |

il^y timQ
ZZrilzzz*; Grd Trrk'^epot
There

Mr. James White,
dealer of Portland

the well known junk
aoPier,|went out to Calvary cemetery,
and
companied by his wife, daughter
flowers on the graves of
to

niece,

KEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

E A MOB.

Cemetery.

land

scores

( Ul

JAMES WHITE.

GOOD SCORES MADE.

r’lXI^SS.

was

a

dQwn

>
Thrasher heard of it.
a stop to the fight.

put

lot. The day beout and painted
lot and his niece
The family had

|

ss-ssr

his three uhildron in his
onto one man and was
fore his wife had gone
on the other when a
big powcrful six
the fence
the
about
footer among the
washed the monument.
tried to get
toe second man away. In
tha
all left the carriage at the lot yesterday
ensued
it
was
All at once a Miss
getting pretty hot
except Mr. White.
for Thrasher who didn't
Want to lose
Riley heard a cry proceeding from the
he
had to use his
his man and
ioonst with
carriage and called the attention of Mr.

bystanders,

considerable effeot.

Domlniok O’Donnell to it.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦*♦♦*♦♦♦

—

man

with

1 have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
prices than ever before for
first class goods in this city.

sorjmmtf

Luckily,

Thai! gentletha niok
of time, Officers Frank and
John Gooding and
«reeDy
came
rescue.
the
By this time a mob of
David D. Hann igan went to the carriage to
22
500 meo, women and
22
and found Mr. White unconscious. They about
children bad
IS)
rnbbed him and tried to restore him but filled up the lane and
the offiIn addition to the above two ‘‘freak’
some of the crowd
and
cers
he dfed in two minutes. Father Lee was
seized the opBRIEF JOTTINGS.
as
the
call
were
shot
offered
to
events,
boys
them,
try to get some of the
telephoned and went out with Dr. John portunity
conditions, 10 unknown angles, 5 exper Franklin
T> officers showed
Coroner Rioh also prisoners away.
Thompson.
Fresh Air Society
A meeting of the
rules, ana 5 pair. The scores:
went out. It was declared a caso of ap- great forbearance but they downed theft:
room
at
held
be
will
9, City Building,
handcuffed them
First. Second
Coroner Rioh considered an men and
securely. In the
: oplexy.
at 3 o’clock, this afternoon.
mean time somebody had
17
Adams,
16
&
’phoned the poEdward
Daddy
Inquest unnecessary.
The customary summer plan of closing
14
Dennis,
16
AS
lice-station that a riot was in progress’at
Son took charge of tbs remains.
I
the law offices at 4 o’clock on five days Coleman,
17
19
hlr. White was about 60 years of age. the Grand Trunk.
Deputy Marshal
16
18
of the week and at 1 o’clock Saturdays, C. Randall,
The
Wonder
of
the'Cenf
on
was
He
E. A. Randall,
duty.
ury.
19
21
hustled in great
He was one of the most extensive junk Sterling
will go into effect tomorrow.
14
in a few moments the
16
Hunt,
dealers In New England. For a number shape and
patrol Bis Marvelous Healing In Public
It was reported yesterday morning that Rioh,
16
20
Sustains
of years he did a great deal of business wagon was on the way to tlfe railway stathe Fact of His Power—Thi
13
the
Harpswell Steamboat company’s Taylor,
glob, Beat,
tion with the deputy and half a dozen
20
with.the
Neal,
and Blind Are Cured As If
mills
one time he
and
at
Crippled
shoddy
had
been
Sebascodegan
purby
steamer
20
When the crowd saw the
Gray,
Omnipotent Power.
contemplated building a mill of is own. officers.
patrol
chased outright by the government to be
melted
He was one of the best
like
they
away
wagon
ice
before
judges in sorting
used as a patrol boat.
SHIPPING NEWS.
When the reijef
in the country.
rags
He resided on qn August sun.
arrived
Quite a number of the Portland Naval
Brackett street where he leaves a widow there were the officers all right with
Rpfi«pvfls namft off thn Mnnfank vostarrinv
Greal Difficulty Experienced In Securing
their three prisoners laid out on their
and several children.
The Reserves
morning on shore leave.
Crevre for Merchant Vessels.
backs on a coiner of the railroad station
took no part In the parade, as their uniFALL MEETING HERE.
like three Penobscot salmon
waiting for
forms have not yet arrived.
customers.
A deer was born at D Bering's Oaks last
ne #aa
Captains of sailing vessels are again ex Mains Wheelmen Vote to Hold August
c&no&t oi tae
stomach and b^d
Saturday night. The little fellow is do- perienclng
Race Meet in Portland.
MUSIC AND
given up all hope of
great difficulty in securing:
ever
getting well
go told the
ing well and will be quite an attraction crews.
At this time of the year man]
today that he had received only five
this summer.
sailors go to the lakes, where they
get
At the Portland Wheel club, last even- MR. MURRAY’S PIANO RECITAL.
treatments from Den- Fritz, and felt safe
Commercial street and the water front better wages
and less work. This, it
in saving that he was
iug, the semi-annual business meeting of
The Washington Star, May
entirely cured.
36th, says:
were quiet
yesterday, nearly all of the addition to the enlistments in the navy the Maine
Robert Scarlett, a confirmed
of American “Mr. Harvey Murray, the well-known
cripple
division,
League
from rheumatism of 15
stores being closed and business suspend- has been a heavy drain on the suppl;
years* standing,
Wheelmen, was held. The attendance organist of the Church of the Covenant has cnscai-ded his crutches
ed for the day.
and
found
around
these
waters.
gone to
usually
of out of town members was rather and a musician of note, gave an Informal work at his trade, that of
of
the features in the Riverton
One
cafbentBr
A marine paper says that if many more
Mrs. Sarah Peabody had a iferge goitre
small, the usual social and racing feat- piano reoital last night In the ohapel of
amusements this season will be music by sea-going tugs are drafted by the govern
on her neck;
today after "only
ures of the day having been dispensed the Church of the Covenant, at 18th and
an orchestra of 14 musicians at afternoon ment, there will be a famine in tha
treatments there is nothing left of it but
jn street nortnwest.,
The audience in the
with.
and evening performances.
a
little
loose
skin
line
of craft.
where the tumor forparticular
The most important action taken was chapel was made up of rhnslc&l critios, merly was.
The Maine Woolen Manufacturers' assoCanadian steamship agents who ex
who thoroughly
the
one
No
should
miss
delightful
the passage of a vote to hold the fall race
ciation will meet at Pittsfield on June 7, peoted that passenger traffic from Mont
seeing these mararranged by Mr. M.urray. As velous men.
They havo shown their
for the
purpose of coming to an agree- real to Europe would be increased on ac meeting in Portland in August, the programme
wonderful
before
a pianist Mr.
pqwer
is
Murray
hUhdreds of
not perhaps as
of opening count of the war, are being
ment concerning the time
disappointed races to take place at Rigby Park.
well kijown as he is with the organ, but people who daily looked on while they
The reports of the passenger business a
ligljt weight goods for nest year.
were at work ii? public.
The executive committee was granted
his brilliant work on the pipp ipstrumeut
Offices at the Chadwick House. Hours
During the last vacation room L in the Canadian ports thus far this season shov further time to complete its revision of
is fully equalled by his
the from 0 a. m. to 3 p. m„ and on
playing
Tuesday
High school was fitted up as a Creek a considerable falling off from the recorc the bylaws.
limited
of
the
and
keyboard
piano. $r> MurFriday evenings up to 8 o’clock
room, and It has since been the observed of last year.
Last year being the Queon’i
from
10
to
12
ray was heard to advantage in Baoh’s Sundays
only.
There are four new jubilee, a large number of
all observers.
of
people visitec
In public tnis afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
fugue in A minor and Beethoven’s sonapictures in the room and another one will Europe for the special purpose of attend
hall
where
at
the poor are cured
Congress
ta in C mipor. The remaining numbers
be added later, all views of the Acropolis, log that celebration, and consequently thi
free.
of hit programme were made up of selecrelief introduced from the passenger traffic was mnch greater tbai
and a base
Simeon Tracy, chairman, has issued
tions from QJjopin, Chaminade, Raff and
There was a great demand for
them.
friejsp of the Parthenon. There is a view usual. Comparing this spring’s businesi through T. H. Scammon, secretary of Rachmaninoff.
a
as
a
of
Mr. Douglas has a beautiful theatre, a
of ttfe Acropolis
whole,
with that of an ordinary year, It sti’l ap
picture
the Democratic city committee, the call
Mr.
will
his
in
summer
Murray
pass
IJracbUjeum, the Parthenon of the pres- pears to be somewhat behind. The Cana for the ward caucuses on
metropolitan company, aand he will proMonday even- Portland.
;
ent day, and the same temple restored.
duce Sardou’s “Diplomacy,” in splendid
dlan freight steamers, however, have beet
June 6th at 8 o’clock, to eleot their
ing,
THE
MAINE
Orders have been received by the men unusually busy this season, largely as e
SYMPHONY
style on Monday next. Be sure and get
one
to
the
delegates,
each,
state, oounty
connected with the life saving service in consequence of War, but also as a resuli
seats now before It is too late.
ORCHESTRA.
and district convention.
the first and second districts to work in ol the soaroity of wheat in England. The
It
is’ estimated that over 5Q0
The Rockland Opinion
people
is ;
The
says:
“It
citizens
of
wards
4
and
5
will
were turned away at the two
meet
conjunction with the troops detailed along rates are now dropping, and the businesi
performanto
bo
the
earnestly
that
ces
hoped
present
at
the rooms of Hose company No. 1
by the Corse Payton odmpany at The
the ooast fortifications in the matter of falling off again.
conditions of turmoil ahd depression will Jefferson yesterday.
Woodfords at Lewis hall, Spring street
signalling.
One Gloucester fishing schooner, the
not seem to our community a sufficient
The
various
An adjourned meeting of the P. M. B. Edith M. Prior, stocked
AT SOUTH BERWIC K.
city offices and publlo reason
119,000 in the
why it should not most enthusiasassociation will
be held at 310 Federal haddook fishery the past season,
making schools were closed yesterday in observ- tically support the great musical enterance of Memorial Day.
street, this Tuesday evening at 7.30 p. m. her high line of the fleet.
prise which Mr. Wm. R. Oilman will Memorial Day Observed There In the Usual
AH members of the Blues are invited to
The latest additions to the
;
zoological bring to our city on Tuesday, June 7.
Manner.
THE
LIFE
SAVING CREWattend.
display at Riverton are two handsome it may perhaps rfequire tfae exejrpise of
The
regular monthly meeting of the
deer born a few days ago.
not a little
South Berwick, May 30.—Memorial
pubho spirit to make the
Portland Yacht club will bo held at the Will Go Home
Tonight If Contrary Order!
Mayor Augustus F. Moulton reviewed necessary effort at this time, especially as Day has been more
generally observed
club house,^Merchants’ wharf, Wednesday
Are Not Received.
the procession yesterday afternoon at we are only Just
to appreciate here today than for
many years. At 2.30
evening, June 1st, at 8 o’clock.
Portland in front of City building in the place which ffitiBio ought to hold in
p. m. Sunday memorial services were
A man was brought into the station
our soheme of
education. We
held in the Congregational church. Rev.
A despatch was received from Biuhlanc company with Mayor Randall of that
last night for evading fare on the Concannot afford to be outside of the zone of
Dr. Lewis, pastor of
that church,
Light yesterday saying that the govern city. This is the first time that a mayor
gress street line.
musical interest and progress. If we ala very
The shower yesterday afternoon was a ment will retain the life saving crews, of Deering has been invited to participate
sermon
preached
on
stirring
low
the
other wide awake cities of our
serious damper
to the people at Ever- now on duty, through the months of Jnn< in the observance of ithe day with the
Christian Patriotism.
Today at 1.30 p.
state to monopolize the Maine
and Forest City cemeteries. The and July.
Inquiry at Portland lifi citizens of Portland,
green
m, U procession formed on Central square
Orohestra, we not only lose prestige fro®
Deering contributes liberally every a musical
brignt sunsnine ana blue skies at noon saving station revealed the fact that ni
in the following order:
standpoint, but we are irrepareffect had been reoeivec year for the observance of the
deluded them into the belief that the bad orders to that
day but able losers in that artistio culture and reSouth Berwick Cadet Band.
there and If not received before IS o’elool in some
weather was over.
way or other t|ie idea of recog- fined
School Cadets.
which
pleasure
for
the
roake
intelwould leave for theii nition of the
The Portland Wheel club will go on a tonight the crew
Newichawanlok Tribe, 1. O. R. M.
city through its mayor has lectual and moral
development of the
homes. Of course the men wiU stay if e< 1 not
run to Gray next Sunday.
Puritan
been thought of prior to this year.
Senate, K, A. E. O.
community. It is tp be hoped that we
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Association.
A party of Portland people went to ordered, but
they are all anxious to g<
Dr. W. S. Lord, the veteran surgeon are rapidly
outgrowing that old notion,
Citizens in Carriages.
Biddeford, last evening, [[to hear the Me- home.
residing at Deering Point, is the owner that luusio is a superficial accomplishIt proceeded to the various cemeteries
morial Day oration delivered by Rev. Fr.
of a fine
female
which he ment especially adapted to women
and
dog
ASSAULTED HIS WIPE.
in town and decorated the graves of the
Flynn, formerly of this city.
values very
One of the highest offices
foreigners.
About
5.30
highly.
The
reunion
will be held
Emery family
Yesterday afternoon a large crowd wai
\
departed cOmrades,holdmg brief services
of
true
music, is the expression of beauty;
Saturday night, the dog was
at South Berwick, June S3.
in each.
gathered on Cumberland street attraote!
about
the
street and attempted to o'ross and the community which is favored with
arrests were made by the Port- by the sight of a colored man choking
Nine
There was a larger turnout than usual
I
the Portland & Rochester Raifroad frequent and adequate expressions of real
colored woman.
Officers Quinn, Pills
land officers yesterday.
reosives an Intellectual and spirit- and the residences and stores along the
beauty,
tracks
in
front
of
an
train.
approaching
bary and Inspector Fickett investigate!
ual impulse of great Importance to
the lino of march were more generally and
the matter and found that a man whqs< The dog was struok and its head was
life of its oitizens. Wo are im- elaborately decorated than ever before.
higher
PERSONAL.
severed from the body.
name is Ernest Keith had tried to mak<
The remains
measurably indebted to Mr. Chapman for Prof. F. M. Greenlaw delivered the
his wife remove all her clothing in theii were
found
soon
afterwards at a the
grand work he has done, in develop- memorial address in the Baptist church
Miss Jejjnle Delano has bean awarded
house No. 20 Cumberland street and oi distance from the tracks.
the love of
one of the essays for graduation at the
ing
good music among the this evening before a large audience.
j
her refusal he shoved her out of the hous<
people of our city and state.”
i High school.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MINISand choked
FRYEBUItG.
her.
The officers arreste!
The Maine Symphony Orohestra will
Mr. F.,0. Webber of Portland, traveling
TERS’ ASSOCIATION.
him. He claimed that as she was his wifi
Ka liaanrl of fko ToffonoA*«
OfK
Fryebnrg,
May
20.—Services appropri1 representative for
ate to Memorial
Sidney, Shepard & he had a right to make her obey him
This morning at 0.45 the members of
Sunday were held at the
JNew Jerusalem
of Buffalo,
N. Y., large tinware In the
CORSE
PAYTON
CO.
ohuroh, i'ryeburg at 10.30
have
the Cumberland County Association of
munioipal court he will
o clook and were
attended by the Grover
manufacturers, rode from Ellsworth to chance to
This will De a gala week at The Jefferwith
prove that right.
their laCongregational Ministers,
A. ;R.,
Seth Gordon camp,
P,osk>
BpngOr on his bicycle In less than three
It
will
son.
be
tothe
of
the
enlast
week
and
the
*•»
uies, meet at the chapel of the St. Lawcitizens.
The churcn
hours.
Mr. Webber
has ridden on the
was elaboritt-.ftiv
v.-u
PATRIOTIC WALL-PAPER.
of
the
Corse
rence
Phyton company, of wild
Congregational churoh, and dine gagement
wheel he now has over 10,000 miles. He
out
blossoms,
and
powers, and bunteveryone will wish to see them before
A particularly neat and patriotic win
at 1 o’clock in the ohurch dintogether,
lhe
ing.
programme was as follows:
rode over 4,800 miles last season.
dow effect is notioed at Johnston, Haile; ing room, after which, if the day proves they leave the oity. The bill for the matiOrgan voluntary,
L. Corwell and wife of San
Maftln
nee yesterday was
the
of
& Co’s, 190-192 Middle street, produeei pleasant they will visit Fort Allen.
RegiMrs.
“Daughter
O.V. Lord, North Gorham Me.
Francisco, are stopping at the Columbia. with
and for
the evening, Drifted Anthem—‘The Nation’s Hymn
This morning there may be a session ment,”
of
wall-paper. The decoration con
Mr, John Anderson, proprietor of the
Fralse‘
The
Choir
California Acrobatio trio
sistlng of wall, frieze and ceiling, is at at St. Lawrence church for the ministers Apart.1”
Silent
Mt. Pleasant house, is in the city. He
prayer.
in their specialties are
very strong and
traoting considerable attention, and witl and their ladies at which Dr. Fenu will
has Just returned ; from the mountains
the recipients of great apthe present prevailing desire for patriotii speak, on “The Harrying of the Jews;” they were
Quintette of I'ryeburg Cornet band
where he has been making some extenResponsive reading,
goods there will undoubtedly be a grea Home Missionary Reminiscences,” by plause.
sive improvements upon his house.
Worcester of Portland and
This afternoon “Kathleen Mavournon,”
demand for this paper.
Mrs. L. W. Merrill; “Phip Schaff,” by
opngregaUon.
Prof. Woodruff of Bowdoin College, and and tonight “The Pearl of Savoy” are Chant— “The Earth Is the Lord’s,”
It will be
tome stray remarks on the sense of hu- the programmes to he given.
anCl Congregation
Praver
the great
bamuel Worcester
mor by Rev. C. S. Patton.
military night tonight j The Response— .ITLet
Thee
Choir
Rest,
on
the stage
High School Cadets will he
Keading-“0id
CAPT. BERGMAN ENTERTAINED.
and will be presented an elegant flag.
paStor of CongregaCapt. Bergman of the bark H. I. John- After the presentation will occur the
'»
of
will
his
entertained
a
drill.
<*«•»
friends
ooour
son,
the
party
Wednesday night
aboard bis ship yesterday. Among the flag raising in front of The Jefferson and ReadiDg—New
Testament Lesson,
invited guests were Mr. and Mrs. Little- souvenirs
will be inside.
Thursday is
9
john, Miss Beulah Johnson, Capt. Wards- called grand “Dewey” night, when every A“,r “A««»«.
worth Lewis, one of the owners or the lady attending
will be given a silver
Offertory—“Nearer My God to
fleet, Mrs. Lewis and others. Dinner spoon called the Dewey spoon. The
Rev. Samuel Worcester
was served at 4 o’clock and comprised all special featuro for
Friday will be an- Sermon,
the delicacies of the season.
Capt, Berg- nounced later. Saturday will bring to a Memorial Hymn-(air America)
Quintette,
Choir, Congregation
most successful engagement
man, although quite a young man, is close the

Taylor,
Gray,
The valuable Beal Estate No. 1008 Congress Rich,
St. will be sola at auction at 2 o’clock today.
Neal,
Oliver,

The goods are made by
Wm.
Rogers, (Simpsop,
Hail & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

Messrs.

—

surround^

—
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Ho got the iron
about to put them

Whlo|
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Healing by
On of

companies.
Here

the Laying
Hands.

PROOF AS STRONG

Tea

HOLY WRIT.

doz.,

Symphony

per

set, 1-2
$ | .39

Spoons,

per

set, 1-2

--A-axriD

Knives,

$1.79
$1.39

I

doz.,

I

1-2

|

I

And hundreds of others
fancy pieces, the latest pat-

terns and very pretty.
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea aud

I
|p
8

1

Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch- |
ere. Sugar Bowles, Spoon 1
Homers ana nutter wishes,

These goods yyill

cost to

be sold at

close them out.

gj

§

X

Sterling Silver.
haye

over 500

s

X

J♦

pieces

♦
T

X
♦

♦

S
X

select from.

$2.79

I

A

per 1-2 <loz.

nl.nfmco

lestarfentHesson,’

Xai ohuroh.b0tl'

RXmandn:eV^7.‘‘The

°MyK- HN’otleb0tt'

Thee,”h°ir

/

of

the most popular and successful
captains that sails the ocean. This is the
captain’s first trip on this tine ship. The
vessel is loaded with 800,000 feet of lumber for Buenos Ayres.
one

ever

NOTES.

Yesterday the advance sals of seats for
opening performance at the Gem,
Douglas’s elegant summer
Byron

the
Mr.

■

CHESTNUT

played by any company in Porltand.

STREET

AUXILIARY theatre at Peaks island,
began at the
MISSION.
Casco Bay Steamboat company’s offloew
The Chestnut St. Auxiliary of the Woman’s Foreign Mission Sociaty, will hold
its regular monthly meeting with Mrs. F.
FOREIGN

i

r.

M. Strout No. 72 West
street, this afternoon at three o’olook.
Subject: “Missionary Heroes and Heroines.”
This society

is preparing a box to send to Miss Hartford in China, and all members are requested to bring their contributions to
the

meeting.

stomach,

Stimulate the
rouse the liver, oure
ness,
sour

I|

bilious!

headache, dizziness

stomach,

constipation!

The only
oahHlh
lue
Pil.s to

take

SoId b7
with Hood’s

_

3

9
druKBista.
Sarsapalillat

Rev, Samuel Worcester
Benodiction,
Postlude—“Hail Columbia,”
The muslo was appropriate and very
acceptably rendered. The sermon was fine
and was founded upon the words given in
Ps. 20, a part of tbia fifth verse, “And in
the name of our God we will set up our
banners.”
Alter a tribute to the beautiful custom
of
oelobratfng Memorial Sunday and
Memorial day bjr the members of ttro Q.
A. K. Hev. Mr. Worcester said In part:
“Our country has been blessed with
peace for many years but now there comes
again the ceil to arms and there, is now
for tba first time since the Civil war a
united country.
The men of the North
and tlia men of the (South once more, ps
in the days
0f old, march shoulder to
shoulder under one baither. Nations as
Well as individuals have responsibilities
and puti.es placed upon them that can pot
Do neglected without dishonor.
the
atrotig must always protect the weak and

qalnmte

sq,

Closed all day Decoration

Day.

Prominent among our list of
solid companies we call your attention to the wonderful growth

the New Hampshire Fire InCo., of Manchester, N. H.
triumph of the skill, genius
and sterling honesty of the New
England people,
Twenty-eight years ago it began
business with assets of §134,586
and a surplus of §8,029.82.
Today
its assets are $2,937,319.76 and its
surplus $840,940.17.
We are the Portland agents for
of

surance
It is a

guaranteed to be satisfactory or
money back. Sale opens

1 WEDNESDAY
and continues until

I

30th-

i

35 Exchange St.
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1 DOW & PINKHAM
«

great bargain.
Every article is

I

2x

X this successful company and have
f always found it fair and liberal id
X its business methods.

Sterling Tee Spoons,
§

Furnishing Co.,

I
♦

of Sterling Silver,
9251000 fine.
We make a
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
have a splendid stock to

1

ATKINSON
z

We

I

A AAAAAAAA.AAAAAAA

1

I

June

I

this company for th
annual meeting
choice of officers, anti for any other bus] :
the
office of BROWN <
ness, will be held at
JOSSKLYN. No. 211 Commercial street, th!
city on Tuesday, June 7th, 1898, at 4 P- m.
GEORGE E. SMITH,
Clerk and treasurer,
of

THE

1

Portland, Me., May 3lst,
may31dlw

i
SOAPS
and SOAPS.

1898.

There are many kinds oi soaps.
You will flud about every good
kind in our stocjc.
The standard Castile, the fancy
perfumed kind, Medicated Soaps
and Complexion Soaps.
Good enough Soaps at 10 or
15c a cake, and an unequalled
line of 5o Soaps.

;

TO ADJUST CANADIAN TROUBLES.
A

Ilefinito Agreement Has Been Made b
Two

MONUMENT SQ.
Open evenings.

|

those In distress. The duty of the
United States in this present war is to act
the part of the good Samaritan to the
oppressed Island of Cuba and to teach
Spain to curb her cruel passions and to
cease her evil works.
of which the stars
* “Our great country,
and stripes are the symbol* will ever stand
for peace, liberty and humanity in
the
brotherhood of nations.”
Rev. Mr. Worcester also preaohed another eloquent sermon in the Same church
in the evening. His subject then was,
“The Temple Widening Upward.”
sncoor

BALDWIN.
West Baldwin, May 30.— Memorial services were held at the West Baldwin M.
K. church. The oration was delivered by
Rev. C. H. Young.
Mr. Young gave a very able discourse
beginning with the birth of the country
and reviewing its history down to the
present day. His remarks on the Spanish
American

war

eioneu

mwu

applause

His adthe old soldiers present.
was well appreciated by the audience and it will be long remembered as
the best heard at West Baldwin for years.
Potter W. Burford passed away at his
home at West Baldwin May 38 after a
His d eatb
long and severe illness.
resulted from heart disease and he has
been a
great sufferer for the past few
Ho lcavos three daughters who
months.
carefully administered to all his wants:
Mrs. George How of West Baldwin, Mrs.
Millard Ridlon of Portland, and Mrs. Hr.
Funeral WedBrOwn of Everett, Mass.
nesday, June 1.
from

dress

JEALOUSY CAUSEB MURBER.
Mnv 30.—Salvatore Colella, 29
years of ago, living at 30 Prince street,
tried to murder Caterina Hi Kossa, an
attractive young woman 30 yeurs of ago,
her
living on 'Prince street, by shooting
in the lieok when in front of 351 HanAfter firing the
over street this evening.

Boston,

Shot at the woman and

seeing

her fall

to

the pavement with the blood streaming
from the wound, he turned the revolver
Upo.n himself and sent a bullet into his
brain, causing ills death 10 minutes later,
'i’he wpman was but slightly injured.
Jealousy is said to have led Coliela to

i commit

the deed.

8

l

PORT!,AMD YACHT CLUB,
The regular monthly meeting of the Portlan
Yacht Club will bo held at the club noust
Merchant’s wharf, on Wednesday evening
June 1st, at 8 o'clock.
CHARLES P. FLAGG, Sec’y.
may31d2t

Co.,

R««r.S‘»mU8.1

Hundreds of Rugs from the Great Auction Sale of A. A. Smith & Sons, New York.

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c
Sonp and Oyster Ladles,
$ 1.50 to 2.50 I
Berry Spoons,
99c to $ 1.69 I
i*
Pie Knives,
to
1.50
I
$
99c

tunjjiag

Response—“Adante,

Sale

$1.49 I

I

——-

Matting

y

Medium

of

certainly

Spoons,

Desert Knives, 1-2 doz.,

Wee

beginning

1-2

89c

doz.,

IwW

DEERIifG.

per set,

e c

Table

—

oil

Spoons

Desert

—

enjoys'S

|

doz.,

—

DRAMaT~

few of the

a

are

prices:

H. H. HAT & SOT,

Government.,

Washington, May 30.—The Cauadia:
negotiations were concluded tonightjwhei I
a definite agreement was reaohed for th J
creation of a commission whioh shall oon
sider all the subjects of controversy between the United 6tates and Canada am 1
frame a treaty between the imperial gov
eminent and the United States for thi
adjustment
agreement

complete

The

versies.

of these controis now to be sub

mitted to the British government for it:
and when this is given the or
will bi
ganizatlon of the commission
complete. For the present the agreemen
Is confined to the one point that the coni

aDproval

mission

place

shall
for

the

tho timq aDf
commission to begih Its

be created,

work being loft for future determination,
It is uudorsood, however, that the firs!
meetings will be held at Quebec, prob
ably during the coming summer. Th<
membership of the commission will b<
determined by the executive branches o]
the two governments. The questions involved include the Behring sea, North
Atlantic and lake fisheries, border tmmi

middle St.

FLAG

RAISING

AT

OGUNQUIT.

Ogunqnit,

May 30.—Soma weeks ago
the oitizens of this village erected In the
central square
a flag stuff and pole VO
feet high, and today with the assistance
of Abraham Lincoln post, G. A. R., of
Wells, with the North Berwick Cornet
bapd, they unfnrled to the hjeeze a large
and handsome new flag amid
playing by
the band and the cheers of the hundreds
of people.
Eloquent speeohs were made
by the Rev. N. M. Hiokes of Ogunqnit
and the Rev. Mr. Wentworth of Wells,
and the Hon. William Wells of Wells.
After a bountiful dinner provided
by the
ladies there was an oration at the Chris,
tian church by Hon. Georgh M. Beiders of
Portland.
COLBY STUDENTS STRIKE.

gration, reciprocity, mining regulations
in tho Klondike and British North Amer

Waterville, May ,80.—The sophomore
ican possessions and also the determijhitioi
class of Colby university allege they will
of tho Alaskan boundary line.
Thosfi participating in the conferenc ) strike from study and exercises unless tlja
wore Sir Julian Pauncefote, the Britisl i faculty return six of their number’s sohol*
ambassador; Sir Louis Davis, Canadiai 1
arships from which they Were deprived
John W. Foster
lpinister of marine; Gen.
speoial commissioner in charge of Cana last Wednesday, for misbehavior, which
dian affairs, and reciprocity commission
they claim to have been misrepresented,
er Kasson.
A hearing upon the matter will probably
be given Tuesday.
IN DR. HATCH’S DEFENSE.
Ossipee, N. EL, May 8Q,—The ease o f
Dr. Hatch was resumed gin tho Carro 1
county court today, Arthur L, Foote c f
Sanbornvllle making the opening argt
He said that th 3
ment for the defence.
evidence to be presented by the defeno 3
would show that Mrs. Hatch did not dj e
from poison and there was no poison i I,
He would show the goo
her stomach.
character of the respondent. He wodi
put in testimony to show tho
7
of the tests made by
Prof. Angeil
witnesses
these
would
Pro
be
Among
Bartlett of Dartmouth, Dr. Stephen Vi
turn and Dr. A. H. Harriman of Laconia
and Dr. J. W. Dearborn of Parsonsfleli
Me.
A number of witnesses were put on 1 °
show the good character and dispositio
of the respondent and that he had nlwaj s
iived in harmony with bis wife.
Tho dj >fence will probably rest tomorrow noon.

fallibilft

J

LIFE SAVERS MUST STAY.
Highland Light, Mass., May 80.—In,
strnctioBs &ave been issded to keepers oi
life s avlng stations along the New Eng,
quid coqst to retain members of enoh crew
on duty during the months of Jiflie and
July for the ourrent year lnetepd 6f disc

missing

them

May.31

visited

as

formerly,

Arlington.

Washington, May 30.—The jpen at
Camp Alger as a rule were given permission to attend tho exercises at Arllngop and other cemeteries today. Exercises
Were conducted by the national oUlcer,
of the Ladles’ Vatorap

legion.

POLICE WOULDN’T PERMIT IT.
Mass., May 80.—The police re«
Lynn.
fused to allow the O’Brlan-Byers tight toat
the
Nor th Shore A. A.
night

